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ABSTRACT
This report presents a case study analysis of the re-
lationships between improvements inthe accuracy, frequency
and .
 timeliness of information used in making hydrological. fore-
casts and economic benefits in the areas of hydropower and ir-
xi.gation..	 The area chosen for the case study is the Oroville
Dam and Reservoir.
	 Any information which can be used to im--
prove the quality of the basin runoff forecast. can..bead to eco-
nomic benefits by indirectly affecting the supple of crater for
hydropower and irrigation.
	 By allowing. the timely and accurate ...
mapping of the aerial ,extent of snow in the basin, earth re--
sources survey* systems such as LANDSAT can contribute to im-
provements in the corresponding accuracy and timeliness of fore-
. casts.
This study treats the subject of benefits resulting
from improved runoff forecasts in a
	
generalized way without
specifying the source of the improvements.
	 As an aid to the
reader interested in satellite snow mapping applications, the
relationship between the quality of measurements of snowcover
and the accuracy of the spring runoff forecast
	 (April l)
	 is
analyzed.	 ror the most part, the study-is constrain-2d by the
requirement that flood control regulations	 (as Formulated by
the Army Corps of Engineers)
	 and power generation plans ----
"ERS," acronym to be used subsequently in text.	 I
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existing "policy" of reservoir management --- be followed faith-
fully. A special section of the study, however, is devoted to
the consideration of benefits under different policies, e.g.,
less flood control reservation space.
The estimation of benefits from improved seasonal run-
off forecasting has required: (i..) a review of the runoff fore-
cast models for Orovill
-
e in use at the California Department of
Dater Resources and (ii) a statistical analysis of the-forecast
errors in the critical April 1 seasonal runoff forecast. The
methodology for making the (April through July) seasonal runoff
forecast* was reviewed in detail, and the relationship between
the forecast mo.dels.and the measurement of snowcover discussed.
The errors in the April 1 forecast were calculated for the years
1942 through 1967, and a regression analysis performed to dete.r 
mine the extent to which improved snowcover measurements could
contribute to improved seasonal runoff forecasting. it was
found that 92.5% of the April forecast error variance could be
"explained" by the April-July precipitation; therefore only 7.50
of the error variance remained to be affected by the improved
snowcover measurements. On the other hand, analysis of the same
data revealed a significant negative bias in the April fore-
_	
i
casts, largely due to the underforecasts in unusually wet years.
Correction of the bias could possibly lead to a significant ad-
vantage for the reservoir management in those years. However,
Forecasts are made on the first of each month from
February through June:
V
r
it is not yet clear whether impro'v'ed snowcover measurements
would contribute to this bias correction and, if so, to what
tent they would reduce the bias:
We caution against drawing final or general conc.lu-
sions regarding the application of ER5 derived snow mapping to
improved reservoir management, in view of the complexity of the
latter subject and the uncertainties surrounding the relative
importance of various inputs to the decision process. Moreover,
geographical, climatological and technological factors may cam
bine in such a manner that the value of improved snow mapping
is more important in the prediction of runoff in some river
i
basins than in others.
r
The.relation.sh.ip between increases in the accuracy of	 r^
forecasts, length of the forecast period and economic benefits
at.Orovi.11e in the areas of hydropower and irrigation are shown
in Figures 1 and 2. These results are obtained under the
existing policies of reservoir management.Figure 	 shows the
--	 a
relationship between maximum economic benefits and a policy
variable affecting the amount of flood control reservation
space.
The total potential economic gains . which can be ob-
tained from policy variation amount to about $9,760,000 annu-
ally (average marginal value of additional annual hydropower in 	 ?
1975 dollars at 1975 prices). By adopting a more conservative
policy, but nevertheless utilizing improved forecasts of the
expected inflows to Oroville, some fraction of this additional
vi
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t
They can be defined as:
^
Std'. Dev. of Current Forecast 'Error :--- S.td.... pay.
of Improved Forecast Error100 x
Std. Aev_ of Current Forecast Error
Note 2: Four ,reek forecast range was used for improvements.
i
ix
. potential gain may be generated.*	 In view of the fact that the
above estimate does.r_ot include .off-peak power generation and
it does not include additional benefits in irrigation and other
areas .of application,	 it may be regarded as a low estimate of
the true maximum potential benefits. 	 A full.-scale investigation
of the optimal policy with regard to maximum economic output
from Oroville, subject to reasonable constraints, thus appears to
be war_ranted..
The estimation of the value . of this fraction.. has to be.:.'
the subject of another study, because of the ca plexit.y,
both: technical and legal, of changing reservoi r manage--
men-tpol.icie^3.	 ..
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1 . INTRODUCTION
1.1
	
The General Water Impoundment Management Problem
Water impoundment management serves a variety of
purposes. It can be used as a means of preventing floods or
minimizing flood damage, and also to maximize the amount
of power generated. It can be used to supply water for a.
variety of uses (agricultural, industrial, residential) at the
most appropriate times and amounts. These various functions of
water management may at some seasons of the year be complemen-
tary and at other times be competitive with each other. An
example of such a relationship is hydropower generation and clown--
stream water supply. If, at a certain time of the year,
a high demand for hydropower coincides with a high demand for
downstream water, then these two users are complementary since
water first used for hydropower can then be used for downstream
water supply. However, if the demand for hydropower is high now,
and will be low later in the season, and the demand for down-
stream water is low now, but will be high later in the season,
then the two uses of water are competitive. More economically
useful hydropower means less economically useful downstream
water while, conversely, more economically useful downstream
water means less economically useful hydropower. One function
that is competitive with hydropower generation is flood control.
Maximizing the hydropower generation potential of each acre-
foot of water at Oroville requires that the average height of
water above the turbines be at the maximum feasible level.
However, in order to prevent floods, at certain times of the
year it is required that the water level in the Oroville
Reservoir be kept well below the maximum feasible level. The
more stringent the flood control criteriar'the less hydro-
power can be generated. Clearly, this presents 'a critical
a
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management problem if flooding would cause serious economic
damage while, at the same time, the demand for hydropower is
extremely high.
in order to determine, in an economically proper way,
how much water should be allocated to different uses, it is
necessary to know in detail the uc.«and for and the supply of
water. The total supply of water depends on the amount of
water in the reservoir, the water table, evaporation and
evapotranspiration conditions, the amount of snow cover and
the amount of future rainfall and snowfall.
Therefore, to estimate water supply requires estimates
of each of the above variables. Since the amount of water in a
reservoir will be known with a high degree of accuracy, we can
omit that variable from the present discussion. The estimation
of water table, evaporation, and evapotranspiration conditions
are handled in present--day short-term forecasting models in a
very approximate way. For long --term seasonal forecasting
models, these conditions are generally not considered to be
important. The water content of snow cover can be estimated by
ground truth, aircraft, or satellite. Predictions of future
rainfall and snowfall depend on weather forecasting models.
Potentially, better information on some of these variables
could also be obtained by satellite.
With better information on there variables, better
forecasts can be made of water supply. These improved fore-
casts, in turn, can be used to better manage Keservoir opera-
tions. The relationship between-better information • :hich may
be in the form of more accurate information, more timely
information, or more frequent information, and better forecasts 	 i
is discussed in Sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.4. The behavior of the
actual seasonal forecast error is discussed in Section 2.1.5.
The discussion in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.5 indicates how much
error now exists in the seasonal forecast and thereby sets the
upper bound on potential seasonal forecast improvement while
1-2
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Section 2.2 indicates how much short-term forecast error exists,
based on historical data of daily streamflow.
As stated above, management of a reservoir is carried
out within the constraints of flood control criteria.
Appendix A presents a theoretical discussion of proper
flood control criteria based on the accuracy, frequency and
timeliness of forecasts. These forecasts, in turn, are related
to the accuracy, frequency, and timeliness of information (see
Sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.4). The actual flood control criteria
under which the managers of the Oroville Dam have to operate
are given in Appendix B.
Section 2.4 presents an important discussion of the
sources of the seasonal forecast errors. This section answers
the question of how much of the forecast error is due to
missmeasurement of snow cover and how much of it is due to other
factors.
Given better forecasts as a result of better informa-
tion, how does this process translate into economic benefits?
This question is explored in Chapters 3 and 4 of this paper.
Section 3.1 discusses a general economic model_ of hydropower
benefits as a consequence of better forecasts. Section 3.2
presents a discussion of irrigation benefits as a consequence
of better forecasts. Since Section 3.1 omits some of the
critical constraints that affect economic benefits, a simula-
tion model that includes the critical constraints is analyzed.
Section 4.1 describes the original simulation model,
Section 4.2 the modifications incorporated to simulate the
effects of improved forecasts of water supply, and Section 4.3
the results obtained from the simulation of different degrees
of improvement in water supply forecasts.
A brief description of operations at the Oroville
Damsite and the cbaracteristics of the Feather River Basin is
given in the next section. A more extensive description of.
the characteristics of the Feather River Basin is presented in
Appendix E.
1.2
	
The Feather River Project
The Feather River Project is the initial unit of the
California Water Plan. The project was approved by the
California State Legislature in 1951 and the first appropriation
occurred in 1957. The total Feather River Project cost is about
$370 million divided between the Upper Feather Division and the
Oroville Division. The Upper Feather Division consists of
Frenchman Dam and Lake, Antelope Dan. and Lake, Grizzly Valley
Dam and Lame Davis, Abbey Bridge Dam and Reservoir, and Dixie
Refuge Dam and Reservoir plus the Grizzly Valley Pipeline. The
Oroville Division consists of the Oroville Dam and Lake Oroville,
the Edward Hyatt Powerplant, the Thermalito Facilities, and
three subsidiary dams. The total drainage basin area of the
Feather River Project is 3611 square miles and had produced an
average annual unimpaired runoff at the Oroville Damsite for
65 years of record (1902--1967) of 4.2 million acre--feet.
Figure 1.1 shows the Feather River drainage area.
A detailed description of the Feather River Basin is
given in Appendix.E. This description covers (a) the location,
area, elevation, and vegetation of the different components of
the Feather River Basin, (b) the climate of the Basin, with
specific references to temperature, precipitation, and snowfall,
(e) runoff characteristics of the Basin, (d) flood characteris-
tics of the Basin, and (e) the downstream areas subject to
flooding.
The analysis of the benefits to be gained through.
improved Crater management in the Feather River Project as a
result of remote-- sensed data requires a description of water.
management decision parameters as they apply to current proce-
dures employed at the Oroville-Thermalito facilities. These
1--4
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facilities provide the main control of the flow of water from
the Feather River drainage.basin into downstream channels which
comprise a portion of the California Water: Project.
1.3	 Current Operation of the California State Water Project
In an effort to prevent natural disasters (i.e.,
floods, droughts, etc..), historical data.ha'v'e been collected by.
water management officials with regard to uncontrolled flow
rates in ;zany water carrying channels. These data have been
related to minimum and maximum permissible rates in each channel
so that natural disasters can be avoided. Once this informa-
tion is made available,.efforts to control flow rates can be
initiated and operational procedures outlined. Currently,
control of flow rates at individual facilities is based on three
basic parameters, (1) expected near-term inflow rates into
reservoirs, (2) reservoir storage capacity, and (3) downstream
channel capacity. Reservoir storage and downstream channel.
capacity are defined for each facility and do not need further
elaboration here. These parameters are discussed in Appendix B.
s
However, inflow rates are stochastic and will therefore be
delineated further.
Expected near-term inflow rates are typically dependent
on three basic variables: the state of the terrain (ground
wetness, ground cover, soil type, shape, et,^-..), and actual. near-
term precipitation and snow cover. Currently, ground wetness is z
used to approximate the first variable and precipitation is
determined from precipitation stations and weather forecasts. 	 1
Snow cover is determined from snow survey stations. Ground
wetness is simplified at present by assuming that it is funs-
tionally dependent only on precipitation. Using this type of
data, five day hydrograph projections of inflow rates are made
for the Feather River. Since short-term inflow rates can be
relatively large, large safety factors are employed at oroville
in order to prevent natural . disasters. Control of water	 3
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resources -by using lar g e safety factors noes provide reasonably
nigh ,levels. of protection against -floods, but it limits the
ability to manage water resources in a dynamic sense.
l..4	 Current Operation of the O.royille-Thermalito racilities
l^	 The Oroville--Thermalito facilities' function as a multi-
purpose	
i t
.	 ose operation. Two major functions . are flood .control and
power: generation. It should be noted, however, that grater	 i
supply .:and Crater :quality control will play an. increasing role
as time passes and will provide critical. input requirements and
constraints to the California Water Project by the late 1980`s.
r
Flood control is achieved by investigation of projected
reservoir inflow rates and reservoir storage capacity, and reser-
voir outflow-rates, which are determined from.an antecedent pre-
cipitation index model . (API model) described in Section 2.3.2.
Within a year, this APT model will be replaced by a "Generalized
Streamflow simulation System" model developed by the Joint Federal-
State River Forecast Center.
Along with a flood control requirement, power is
generated at the Edward Hyatt and Thermalito f:.acilitie.s.
Edward Hyatt, with six generators (three reversible for 'pmp--
back),: has a.generation capacity of 678,.750 kilowatts, and
Thermalito, with four generators (three reversible for p.umpback),
i
has a generation capacity o 119,600 kilowatts. Although both
facilities are designed for pumpback operations, this aspect of
the project has only been used for test purposes to date..
Eventually,. power .gen:eration and pumpback. c:apabilities . .will add
degrees of freedom to the entire system that will impact on the
decision policies of the managers:
f
t-„
2. STATISTICAL ANALYSTS OF HYDROLOGICAL INFORMATION AND
FORECASTS
2.1	 Translation of Better Information Into Better Forecasts
In this section, we will develop the effect of improve-
ments in the accuracy, timeliness, and frequency of information
on the distribution of forecast errors. For expositional
purposes, we will examine first the question of the effect of
improvements in the accuracy of information (i.e., improvements
in the accuracy of data in the forecasting model). Later in
this section, we will discuss the effect of more frequent data
collection and dissemination of information on the distribution
of forecast errors. The . last part of this section will discuss
the effect of the timeliness of the data collection and fore-
casting process.
2.1.1	 Forecast Range Diagram
A general description of the degree of "accuracy" of a
forecast is given by a cumulative probability density function
of the forecast errors at each forecast date. For example, a
representation of the cumulative distribution of forecast errors
of the April to duly seasonal runoff for the Feather River on
February .l is given by the flatter dashed line on Figure 2.1.
On March 1, these errors are given by the flatter solid line; on
April 1 by the steeper dashed line and on June 1 by the steeper
solid line..
Points B1, B2, B3 and B4 schematically represent the
11 90 percent probability levels" for the February 1, Mt.rch 1,
April 1, and May 1 forecast dates, respectively. That is to
say, at Point B, a 90 percent probability exists that the fore-
cast error-will be less than the level given by Point B. Like-
wise, points Cl, C2, G3, and C4 show the 75 percent probability
levels for, respectively, the February 1, March 1, April 1, and
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May 1 forecast dates. At any point C, a 75 percent probability
exists that the "positive" forecast error will be greater than
the level given by Point C. Points D and E represent, respec-
tively, the 25 percent and the 10 percent probability levels.
	
The type of information given by Points B, C, D, and E can be
	 r
translated into a "forecast range diagram."
	
Since. a forecast range diagram takes selected points 	 M
from a set of general probability distributions of the forecast
error, it, of course, contains less total information than the
original distributions. However, for some purposes, such as
ease of exposition, it is often more convenient to use
a forecast range diagram. In fact, because it contains less
information, some phenomena (such as the effect of accuracy,
frequency and timeliness of information on forecast accuracy)
that can be explained easily with a forecast range diagram can
be explained only with considerable difficulty (and possible
confusion) using a set of general error distributions. For
othez reasons, such as for a decision-maker who is concerned with
some critical (to the decision--making process) probability
level, it is probably more useful to use a forecast range
diagram than a set of more general error distributions such as
those shown in Figure 2.1. Also, in some cases it may almost
be a necessity to use a forecast range diagram. There can be
situations where the scantiness of the underlying data does not
permit a reasonably accurate representation of the general error
distribution, but does permit the determination of the location
of a limited number of selected probability levels.* Another
point to be made for the usefulness (in a practical and pragmatic
sense) of the forecast range diagram is that water resource
decision--makers (at least in California) are familiar with this
*This is the case for Figure 2.1 where we have arbi-
trarily drawn straight lines between known point values.
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diagram, but are less familiar with, and: typically do not have
available, the set of more general forecast error distributions
shown in Figure 2.1.
The forecast range diagram constructed by the Water
Resources Department of the State of California for the Feather
River at Orov'ille is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The points A,
B1, B2, etc., in Figure 2.2 correspond to the identically
labelled points in Figure 2.1.* The forecasting model under-
lying this forecast range diagram is derived from a process of
comparing actual runoff with forecast runoff over a 25-year
period.** It shows over the forecasting period, the specific
probability values of having an amount of unimpaired water runoff
above (or below) the mean forecast unimpaired water runoff,
For example, on February 1, these is a 10 percent probability
that the actual water runoff during the April to July period will
be greater than 1,060,000 acre-feet above the mean forecast runoff.
On May 1, however, there is a 10 percent probability that the
actual water runoff will be 290,000 acre-feet above the mean
forecast runoff, a considerable drop from the February 1 level.
This funnel effect should occur, since forecasts can be updated
by actual event information replacing some of the previously
projected information.
We have been examining the forecast range diagram,
which shows probability bands for a seasonal forecast. However,
in principle the same type of diagram can be applied to any
forecasted period, whether it be a century, a season, a month,
a week, or a minute. A forecast range diagram of daily flows
for the Feather River over a one-month period is described in
*For expositional purposes, we have added points A, Bl,
B2, etc.
**In Section 2.1.3, we present some evidence which sug-
gests that the forecast range diagram used by the State of
California for the feather River may be inaccurate.
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Section 2.2. This means that the principles that we will derive
from the forecast range diagram governing the relationship
between the accuracy, frequency, timeliness of information
and the accuracy of forecasts will apply to forecasts of any
time period. (General principles derived from the forecast
range diagram can be related to corresponding general principles
applicable to the error distributions, but with a considerable
loss in the clarity of the exposition.)
2.1.2	 Accuracy of Information
In general, the determination of the spread of the
forecast range diagram probability bands is given by the
"accuracy" of the data used in the forecasting model and the
"accuracy" of the forecasting model itself. The "accuracy" of
the data inputs, however (reasonably) measured, are some
function of the mean and frequency distribution of the errors
in the data while the "accuracy" of the model, however (reason--
ably) measured, is some function of its error characteristics.
Errors in the inferences derived from the sample data could be
due to either (or both) an inaccuracy of measurement of the
actual sample inputs used in the forecasting model (i.e., a
measurement error) or to an extrapolation of the sample results
to the whole (i.e., sampling error). Errors embedded in the
forecasting model can be due to: (a) model misspecifications
such as the omission of some important variables or to an
imperfect relationship between some or all of the variables, or
to (b) inaccurate estimates of coefficients on some or all of
the variables. In practical terms, there always will be some
inaccuracy in the data and some inaccuracy in the model used.
In Section 2.4, Analysis of the Sources of Error in
the April-July Forecast, we will examine the "accuracy" of the
April.-July forecast model, of the Feather~ River, or more
specifically, the mean percentage error in the April-July
2-G
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forecast of unimpaired runoff for the Feather River at Oroville
due to model errors and due to errors in each of the forecast
input variables.
As illustrated by Figure 2.3, improvements in accuracy
of information cause the probability bands to narrow. The
precise way in which such narrowing takes place depends on
specific information on the nature of the distribution of data
errors and uhe distribution of model errors. in general, infor-
mation on the data distribution errors and model distribution
errors can at best only be inferred (or assumed). However, the
amount in which each source of error contributes to the overall
error can be derived from an analysis of covariance. This
information indicates which sources of error it pays to reduce
in terms of more accurate forecasts and which sources of error
can be safely ignored. Such an analysis was performed for the
Feather River and is described in Section 2.4.
In Section 2.4, we develop the methodology for deterr
mininn the relationship between improvements in the measurement
accuracy of snow cover and precipitation and the accuracy of
the forecast. Then, we examine specifically these relationships for
the Feather River. In the case of the Feather River, improve-
ments in either the measurement accuracy of snow cover or in
the accuracy of measurement of precipitation that has already
occurred will not improve the accuracy of the seasonal forecast
significantly. If the relationship between forecast error and
accuracy of forecasted precipitation developed in Section 2.4
for the Feather River holds for all levels of forecast error,
then each 1.0 percent increase in the accuracy of predicted
precipitation means an increase in forecast accuracy of 0.925
percent.
2.1.3
	 Frequency of information
Frequency of forecast is a function of the frequency of
data collection and the frequency of input of these data into
2-7
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forecasting models. The update of data collection could be
much more frequent than the frequency of inputting these data
into forecasting models. This difference in frequency could
occur if other purposes besides forecasting were served by data
collection. The reverser however, of more frequent forecasts
than data collection cannot be true for statistically meaningful
forecasts. Thus, frequency of data collection puts an upper
bound on the frequency of forecasts.
On the forecast range diagram, straight lines
sequentially connect expected forecast errors made on successive
dates. In actual fact, when a forecast is made, the expected
forecast error is a constant until a new forecast is given.
Thus, the true picture of forecast information is given by the
solid line step function shown in Figure 2.4. The solid line
represents forecasts made at relatively infrequent intervals.
If the frequency of forecasts were to double, then the expected
forecast error would be given by the dashed line in the same figure.
As the frequency further increased, the number of steps would
correspondingly increase. in the limit, as the frequency of
forecasts approached infinity, the forecast error would approach
the solid irregular line marked "instantaneous" in Figure 2.4.
2.1.4	 Timeliness of Information
The timeliness of information refers to the difference
in time between the collection of data and the translation of
this data into useful information such as a forecast. In
Figure 2.5, less tamely data is given by the outside probability
band. if the difference in the time between data collection
and forecasts were to be reduced, the outside probability band
would be shifted to the left in a way that was exactly parallel
to the original probability band. The distance between the
original probability band and the new probability band is
exactly given by the increase in timeliness. ror example, if
2-g
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the gap between data collection and forecasts were reduced by
one week, the probability band would be shifted to the left by
one week.
2.1.5
	
Analysis of the Actual Behavior over the Season in the
Forecast Error
To determine the accuracy of the forecast range diagram
used by the Water Resources Department of the State of
California (figure 2.2) and to determine the actual: behavior of
the forecast error from FebruarV to May over the last several
years, we have calculated the seasonal forecast error for the
forecast dates February 1, March 1, April. 1, and May 1 for the
years 1969 to 1974 and the average positive and average negative
forecast. error. Table 2.1 presents the forecasts made on the
above dates and the estimated actual seasonal runoff.
2--11
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Table 2 .1	 April.-July Feather River Runoff Forecasts and
Actual Runoff (in thousands of acre-feet)
Forecast Made on: I
February 1 march l April I. May 1Year Actual	 1
1974 2070 2040 2800 2870 2688
1973 3940 2330 2400 2150 ?9?3
1972 1520 1550 1000 1180 1198
1971 2600 2200 2400 24100 2701
1970 1950 1800 2.580 1350 ;114
1965 3000 4100 3800 3800 3304
The differences between the forecast runoff and the actual runoff
are the forecast errors; these errors are plotted in Figure 2.G
and connected by dashed lines. For each forecast date, the
average of all the positive errors is computed as is the average
of all the negative errors. These positive and negative errors
are shown by the heavy solid lines.
The last point does not imply that such a predictive
relationship between the past and future meterological condi-
tions of snow cover and precipitation will be simple. For
example, as predictors of future conditions, the time pattern
of prior: accumulated amounts of precipitation and snow coven: may
be as important as the level of such accumulations_ Further-
more, prior levels of snow cover may have greater predictive
value in forecasting future precipitation than in forecasting
future accumulations of snow cover. In addition, inverse
relationships may exist. For example, a large precipitation
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early in the season may ..presage a.small precipitation later in
the season.
An examination of the correlations between the October
through March anal . the April through July snow cover and precip-
itation indices (from the forecasting equation discussed in
Section 2.3.1) shows that no statistically significant relation--
,	 ;...
ship exists between the October through March and the April ;
through July precipitation indices. The correlation between
the October through March snow cover variable and:..the April.
through July precipitation index, though much higher, is also
not statistically significant at the 5 percent level. The
correlation coefficients (r's) between .these variables .a.re.-*
r = 0.1284 between October.-March and April-July
precipitation
r
	
	 0.2320 between. October-March snow cover and April
July precipitation..
A stronger relationship probably could be obtained by
breaking out the October--March atiti the April-July periods into
	 y
monthly units and doing a statistical analysis on the monthly
snow cover and precipitation values.**
2.2	 Forecast Range Diagram of Daily Feather River Stream-
flow
To understand the nature of the stochastic process
involved in the Feather River stre.amflow,.and..in order to be
able to derive short-time-frame forecast range diagrams analo-
*The correlation coefficient (r) is a statistical mea-
sure of the degree of linear association 'between two variables.
A value for r close to zero indicates little statistical ass o-
ciation, while :a value. .close to. one indicates very high statis-.
	 .j.:.
tical association.
**while beyond the scope of this study, sufficient data
in terms of sample. points needed to construct reliable precip-
itation and snow indices exist for making such an analysis for	 4
the period 1952 to the present.
3
gous to the Feather River seasonal forecast range diagram
(Figure 2.,,), a "Box-Jenkins"* type of statistical analysis
was performed_ In a Box-Jenkins analysis, a time series is
broken out into two components, an underlying deterministic
segment representing the central tendency of the time series
distribution and a stochastic segment representing the
distribution of deviations from the central tendency. For
example, given the jagged time series Line shown in Figure 2.7,
the Box--Jenkins analysis will break up this line into two com-
ponents: a smooth Line showing the deterministic or central
tendency effects, and a stochastic component which is derived by
taking the difference between the deterministic component and
the actual time series line.
In hydrology, where streamflow has a strong seasonal
tendency, application of a Box--Jenkins approach is extremely
promising. A mathematical treatment of this analysis as it
applies to the Feather River is given in Appendices C and D.
A graph of the 30--day mean and standard deviation
Box-Jenkins results for the natural logarithm of daily stream-
flow is given in Figure 2.8. The results shown in Figure 2.8
can be transformed into the estimated actual streamflow "errors"
by taking the antilogs of the computed results shown in this
figure. Because the "errors." around the natural logarithm of
streamflow have been treated as nori«a . 11y distributed, the
'= errors" krill be log-normally distributed around the actual
streamflow_ Thus, the positive standard deviation above the
mean will be significantly larger than the negative standard
deviation below the mean.
Imagine now that a £Jrecast was desired of the daily
streamflow 30 days from the present. in effect, we would be
*Box, George B.P., and Jenkins, Gwilym., Times Series
Analysis Porecasting and Control, Hold-Day., San rrancisco, 1970.
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"looking" from the t + 30 date in Figure 2.8 back to the t date
in this figure. A presentation of this "looking backwards" in
more familiar terms would mean taking the mirror image of the
standard deviation line in Figure 2.8 and then converting this
single line into .9, .75, .25, and .1 probability levels of the
streamflow. This has been done in F'igur'e 2.9. What we find
Is the familiar forecast range diagram applied to daily stream-
flow. The importance of this result is that it ties in directly
with the discussion in Section 2.1 on the use of the forecast
range diagram to translate better information (either more
accurate, more timely, or more frequent) into better forecasts.
This translation can now be done for daily streamflow data. The
results presented in Figure 2.9 indicate that past daily
streamflows provide some forecasting information on future daily
stream-flows. At the 90 percent probability level, information
of value on daily streamflow can be obtained two weeks in
advance. The percentage error at this probability level rapidly
diminishes as one approaches the actual forecast date. Since
current short-term forecasting models of the "API type" that
are currently in use in California do not incorporate past
streamflow behavior using a statistical model, these results
suggest that these short-term forecasting models-can be improved
by incorporating recent past streamflow behavior as well as the
seasonal pattern of streamflow. From an economic standpoint,
the main improvement in forecasts that past event streamflow
information would make possible is the ability to make a longer
period forecast, say two weeks, rather than the current five-day
forecast.
2.3	 Types of Forecast Currently Performed
2.3.1
	
April--duly Seasonal rorecas,G
on February 1, March 1, April 1, and May 1, forecasts
of the April through July unimpaired runoff for major California
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rivers and streams are published in Bulletin No. 120.* Weekly
updates are made of these April and July runoff forecasts;.they
are sent out on a limited distribution basis to major users of
these forecasts.** The April through July unimpaired runoff
forecast for the Feather River at.Orovi.11e is based on an
equation developed by the Snow Surveys and Water Supply Fore-
casting Section.*** This equation and equations similar to it
for other California rivers were developed by this Section
using the statistical technique of multiple regression analysis.
The Feather River at oroville forecast equation is:****
W-297.7 + 4.9303S 2 + 8.4855P 1 t 4.3578P 2	(2.1)
(0.2986)	 (1.1110)	 (0.2799)	 R2 = .98
16.510
	 7.638	 15.572	 T = 130.9
DW = 2.04
Note: Numbers in parentheses are the standard errors of
the regression coefficients.
Numbers directly under the standard errors of the
regression coefficient are the t-values*****
associated with the regression coefficient.
*"Water Conditions in California", Bulletin No. 120 -
(year), Reports 1-4 (February 1 - May 1), State of California,
Department of Wafter Resources, Sacramento, California.
**Weekly forecasts consist of a median forecast and a
forecast at the 80 percent and 20 percent probability levels.
***State of California Department of Water Resources,
Division of Resources Development, Flood Forecasting and Opera-
tions Branch, Snow Surveys and Water Supply Forecasting Section.
****'The coefficient in this equation is slightly
different from the one obtained by the Snow Surveys and Water
Supply Forecasting Section.
*****The t-value is the ratio of the regression coefficient
to the standard error. The higher the t-value, the less likely
the "true" value of the regression coefficient: is, in fact, zero.
: I
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where:
W = forecast of April through July unimpaired runoff at
Oroville (in thousands of acre-feet)
S = .1 X average measured index of water content of snow
(in inches)
P l = average measured index of water content of precipi-
tation (in inches) for the October through March
period
P 2 = average index of water content of precipitation (in
inches) for the April through July period
R2 = coefficient of determination*
T	 = standard error of estimate
DW = Durbin-Watson statistic*
This regression was computed from April 1 data for
the years 1942 through 1967 on the water content of snow cover
and the actual precipitation that occurred from October through
March and from April through June. The values of the R 2 (.98),
the standard error of estimate (130,900 acre-feet), the t-values
on the regression coefficients (16.5, 7.6, and 15.5) and the
Durbin-Watson statistic (2.04) indicate an excellent fit.
The procedure for making the April-July forecast on
Pebruary 1, March 1, April 1, May 1, and June 1 is shown by the
following equations:
*The coefficient of determination indicates how much of
the variation in the dependent variable is explained by varia-
tions in the independent variables. An R 2 of .98 means that
98 percent of the variation in the dependent variable is
explained by the variation in the indcpende:,t variables.
**A Durbin-Watson statistic measures the degree of
"serial" correlation. A value close to 2 indicates that the
problem of serial correlation is not present.
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February l:
W(P) = a l + a 2 [S (F)	 +	 30] 2	 + a 3 [ P 1 (F)	 +	 321	 f a 4 [X451
	 (2.2)
March 1:
W (M)
	
= a 1 + a 2 IS (M)	 +	 101 2	 +	 a3 [Pl (M)	 +	 151	 + a 4 [145]	 (2.3,
April 1:
WIA)
	 = a l + a 2 IS(A)1 2 	 +	 a 3 [P 1 (A)]	 +	 a 4 [1451 (2.4)
May 1
W (My) = a l + a 2 [s (A) ] 2	 +	 a 3 [ P L (A) ]	 +	 a 4 [P 2 (My) +	 731	 (2.5)
June 1
W (J)
	
= a 1 +	 a 2
 [S (A) 1 2	 +	 a3 [P1 (A)]	 +	 a 4 [ P 2 (J) +	 121	 (2^ 6)
where,	 from the forecast equation:
al = 297.7
a 2 = 4.9303
a 3 = 8.4855
a4 = 4-.3578,.
The variables are:
W(i) = April--July Feather River unimpaired water runoff
forecast,	 where	 i = F,M,A,My,J,and F = Februar-,
M = March, A = April, My = May, and J = June
s(i) = snow index up to the end of the i-1 month
P 1(i) = October -- March	 (cumulative)	 precipitation index
up to the end of the i-1 month
P 2(i) = April — June	 (cumulative)
	
precipitation index
up to the end of the i-1 month
The constants 30 an.! 10 are,
average increase in the
The constants 32 and 15 are,
average increase in the
index in February and M
The constants 73 and 12 are,
average increase in the
index in May and June.
respectively, the historical
snow index in February and March.
respectively, the historical
October	 March precipitation
arch.
respectively, the historical
April	 June precipitation
^.. 
A
To illustrate the use of these equations for a parti-
cular date (February 1), the snow index for the February 1
forecast is composed of an index of the water content of snow
on January 31 plus the average historical increase in the snow
index in February and March (30), the October - March (cumula-
tive) precipitation from October 1 to January 31 plus the histor-
ical average increase in the precipitation index in February and
March (32), and the average historical value for the April --
June (cumulative) precipitation index (145).
Two problems exist with this approach. (1) Since
the technique employed essentially is a curve fitting approach,
the underlying physical and meteorological relationships cannot be
directly related to the regression equation. if the typical
physical and meteorological characteristics of the basin become
modified over time, such shifts will not be picked up by the
regression equation. (2) Furthermore, extreme meteorological
conditions that lie outside the range of data values used to
estimate the regression equation could produce forecasts that
are far different from the actual results. This would occur if 	
a
the underlying physical and meteorological conditions dictate an 	 I
"extrapolation line" above or below certain critical values that
is different from the "interpolation line" that exists for less
extreme phenomena.
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2.3.2	 Five-Day Forecast of Hydrograph tat Six-hour
Increments)*
The current procedure used in forecasting a five-day
hydrograph will be replaced by a conceptually different and more
sophisticated scheme in about a year's time. For the current
scheme, the following data are required for the Feather River:
(a) the antecendent precipitation index
(b) base flow near Oroville
(c) snow depth at Gold Lake (6700')
(d) snow depth at other levels (from stations outside
Feather River Basin)
(e) "other" data (either (1) "synthetic climate,"
(2)"snow departure;. or (3) "week departure")
(f) projected basin storm precipitation data
(g) elevation at which freezing takes place
A description of the antecedent precipitation index,
the synthetic climate, the week departure and the snow departure
follows.**
Antecedent Precipitation Index (API)
"The API [Antecedent Precipitation Index] is a basin
moisture index which associates the basin •etness with the
amount of rain that has fallen on the basin, and the length of
non-rain periods between storms."
The API increases directly as a percentage of the
volume of rain over the basin in a 24-hour period, and decreases
according to a decay function during non-rain periods. During
prolonged dry periods the decay function reaches a constant
reduction rate, called a minimum reduction, which is a function
*This description is based primarily on an unpublished
paper obtained from the Flood Forecasting Section, Rainfall-Run- 	 1 9
off Forecast Scheme, dated 6/5/66.
**Rainfall-Runoff Forecast Scheme, pp. 10-11.
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of the time of the year; i.e., the rate of drying is much
greater in July than in January.
Synthetic Climate (SC)
"The Synthetic Climate attempts to associate the basin
plant cycle to a long term average temperature, which has been
adjusted for the seasonal radiation changes. The plant cycle,
in turn, indexes that portion of the basin moisture which is
lost to plants,(i.e., evapotranspiration, interception, etc.)".
Meek Departure (V:D)
"The depletion of basin moisture due to plant usage is
indexed by the number of weeks that have passed from the present
storm to the date of minimum plant moisture usage. The
assumption is made 'Chat plant moisture usage increases uniformly
with time from the date of minimum usage."
Snow Departure (SD)
"The basin moisture is sometimes well indexed by the
departure of the present basin snowpack depth from the average
or normal (15-year) snowpack depth. This leads to the use of a
snow departure parameter."
The antecedent precipitation index and the "other"
data are used to construct an "antecedent index." The following
equation gives the general formula used to determine the
antecedent index:
Al - Cb +	 ("other" variable) + D ( " other" variable)3
+ & (API) + c (API) 3
	(2.7)
where
Al = antecedent index
2--25
"other" variable = either (1) synthetic climate, (2) week depar-
ture, or (3) snow departure
API = antecedent precipitation index
a,5,a,S,E -= constants
The antecedent index is one of the basic inputs in the
five-day hydrograph forecast. From the snow depth data, esti-
mates of the equivalent water content are made. These water
equivalents are used to estimate initial water equivalents at
1000 foot intervals. The other basic input is the projected
basin storm precipitation at six hour intervals.
2.4	 Analysis of the Sources of Error in the April-July
Forecast
We have discussed in Section 2.1 of this paper the
relationships that exist between better information and better
forecasts. For that analysis we have used a forecast range dia-
gram. We can choose one date on that diagram, say April 1, and
determine hoer much of the average error in the forecast made on
that date is due to each of the possible sources of forecast
error. For the forecasting model used to predict the April
through July Feather River runoff, there are four broad sources
of forecasting error. These sources of error are:
1. Misestimation of the Water: Content of Snow Cover
(variable S 2 in the forecast equation)
2. Misestimation of Actual Precipitation
(variable P 1
 in the forecast equation)
3. Misforecast of Future Precipitation
(variable P 2
 in the forecast equation)
4. other Sources of Error.
Theoretically, a further subdivision of the sources of
error is possible. Two general statistical reasons exist for
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a misestimation of the amount of precipitation or the water con-
tent of snow cover, errors caused by mismeasurement of actual
samples of these variables (i.e., measurement errors) and errors
caused by extrapolating from a sample to the population (i.e.,
sampling errors). For the third source of error listed, the
misforecast of future precipitation, the reason for such a
misforecast is obvious. Since the forecast of precipitation is
simply the historical mean precipitation over the forecast
period (see Section 2.3.1), the misforecast of future precipita-
tion is given by the difference between the actual precipitation
that will occur during the forecast period and the historical
mean precipitation during the forecast period. Category 4,
"other" sources of error, can be subdivided into the following
types of error:
(a) misspecification of the forecast model (e.g.,
exclusion of one or more variables that should
be included in the forecast model)
'7'
	 (b) misestimation of the actual unimpaired water run-
o ff.
To set the forecast error picture in a quantitative
perspective, the average absolute April-July forecast error over the
26—year period from 1942 to 1967 was 349,000 acre-feet. The
average April -- July runoff over the same period was 1,977,423
acre--feet. Thus, the average forecast error on April 1 was
17.7 percent.
To determine the contribution of each of the four major
sources of forecast error listed above, we have performed what
may be termed "an analysis of covariance." The actual procedure
uses] is simple and straightforward. The data used for the
analysis are presented in Appendix F. For the years 1942 to 	
3
1967, the error in the forecast was calculated by subtracting
the actual runoff from the April 1 forecast of runoff, using
the forecasting equation (2.4):
fn
=	 -- A
where E = estimated forecast error in April to July
runoff
F = forecast of April to July runoff made (2.8)
on April l
A 
- actual April to July runoff.
Using a regression analysis, the estimated forecast error E Is
related to the April. 1 - July 31 precipitation (P 2 ). The results,
in summary, are:
E = 638 --4.368812
(0.2540)	 R2 = .925	 (2.9)
t = --17.2031
	 c = 133,45
DP = 24 I
Note: number in parentheses is the standard error of the regres-
sion coefficient. The number directly under the standard
error is the t--value of the regression coefficient.
In Equation 2.9, 92.5 percent of the April 1 forecast error variance
is explained by P 2 . in other words, 92.5 percent of the error
variance in the April forecast is due to the current inability to
predict precipitation for the April. through July period. Based on
the discussion in Section 2.1.5, it may be that better predictions
of the .April through July-precipitation could be obtained.by
investigating the forecasting value of the level of pre-April
precipitation and snow cover_ The remaining 7,5 percent of
the forecast error variance is due to such errors as the
mi.smeasurement of the runoff, possible,omission_of certain
variables such as evaporation, as well as the inaccuracy in the
snow water content index_ It corresponds closely to the	 t
a
.	
i
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"procedural" or "scheme" error as those terms are used by the
California Department of Water Resources.
Since these results are based on what appears to be a
sufficiently large sample (26 years of data), they almost i
certainly are valid for the feather River for years that are
different from those used in the regression equations. However,
it needs to be noted that these results do not necessarily hold
for other rivers. Only a study, river by river, can determine
the general validity of these results.
3. ANALYTIC MODELS OF HYDROPOWER AND IRRIGA'T'ION
BENEFITS
3.1	 Model of Theoretical Maximum Economic Benefits in
Hydropower in the Absence of Power Generation
Constraints*
If we assume a one-to-one correspondence between changes in
the accuracy of information and changes in the accuracy of fore-
casts (holding frequency and timeliness of information constant),
then the calculation of economic benefits in hydropower from
changes in the accuracy of information in the absence of power
generation constraints is a relatively straightforward task.
Such a calculation involves the following steps:
1. Calculation of the height of water above sea level
at the Oroville Dam in the flood control season for
present--day suction and improved operations
2. Determination of the relationship between the water
height and electric power generation at Oroville
3. Calculation of the volume of water passing through
the Oroville generator during the flood control
season using present--day accuracy of information
and more accurate information and
4. Determination of the cost of producing power by
hydroelectric means at Oroville and by alternative
means. Mathematically, we could write:
E
0	 0 0	 1
Z f (H , V ) and E w f CH I , V 1 )	 (3.1)
B = (P a-P h ) (n I -E o )	 (3.2)
*The analytic model is presented to show the potential
benefits in the absence of flood control and hydropower. con-
straints. This model only gives an upper bound'to the benefit
calculations, because a realistic hydropower model has to
recognize existing constraints.
i
I
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iwhere
Ei = the electric power generated at Oroville*
_ 0 for current operations
I for improved operations
	
i,	 the "adjusted average head" during the flood
control season; the average head requires
adjustment to take into account the non-lineari-
ties in the relationship between head and power
generation
V. = the volume of water through the generators during
	
1	 the flood control season
P = the incremental cost of alternative means of
	
a	 producing electric power
Ph
 = the incremental cost of producing hydroelectric
power
X3 1
 = hydropower benefit in absolute dollar terms.
since the power generated at Thermalito will be insensi-
tive to improvements resulting from more accurate forecasts;
Thermalito is not included in these calculations. This insensi-
tivity results from the fact that variations in the head at
Thermalito usually do not exceed five feet and any spilled water
bypasses the Thermalito plant. Therefore, omitting Thermalito
will hardly affect the absolute dollar benefit from improved
forecasts, but will affect the percentage increase in benefit.
The average weekly water height during the December
through February period (weeks 48 through 8),using the OROSIM
computer simulation model to simulate current operations for the
water years 1968/69 to 1912/73 was 835.35 feet (with a standard
deviation of 9.68 feet). With perfect forecasts and no power
generation constraints, the average elevation can be determined
*Based on a letter from Robert P. Hamilton, Chief
Power Sales section, Energy Division.
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by the volume of water spilled under current operations, but
presumably not spilled by improved operations, and by the relation-
ship between reservoir volume and elevation. For the period 1968/69
to 1973/74, the actual average annual spill was 620,139 acre--feet.
Two limiting cases could be used for the calculation of
potential benefits in an unconstrai,,ed situation. One extreme
case is to assume that the improved information is used to
maintain the same elevation as before, but to increase the flow
of water through the generators (ignoring power veneration
constraints). The other extreme case is to assume that the
same flow of water occurs through the generators, but to increase
the average elevat n during the December-February period
(ignoring flood cont:. .l criteria) .
However, the theoretical maximum power generation is
to increase the water elevation to the maximum feasible from a
physical standpoint (ignoring flood control rules) and then
maintain an outflow such that outflow equals inflow (ignoring
flood control rules and power generation constraints). In the
case of maximum feasible water elevation, the elevation would be
901 feet.
The relationship between power generation and water
elevation above mean sea level at Oroville is illustrated by
Figure 3.1. In equation form (ignoring minimum and maximum
pool elevation) we have from the OROSIM program the following
relationship between average elevation and the power component V:
V = --1.256883 + -0034434175 -- 1. 523806X10 ^^H 2	(3.3)
where
V = power generated per unit of water in megawatt-
hours per acre-foot
H = average head above sea level at Oroville
The fallowing formula is used in OROSIM to calculate
megawatt-hours generated at Oroville for each week;
r
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W.30	 hydropower generation at Orovillev
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Figure 3.1 Hydroelectric Power Generation
at Oroville (Hyatt Only) as a
Function of Pool Elevation
E	 QV	 (3.4)
where
E = megawatt-hours per week
Q	 weekly outflow in acre-feet
V = power component calculated from Equation 3.3.
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IFrom the historical data, the average weekly outflow
0	 through the generators during the December through February
period for the water years 1968/69 to 1973/74 was 78,197 acre-
feet. An average loss per week through spill of 47,703 acre-
feet occurred during this period. At an average elevation of
835.35 feet, the average weekly power generated was 43,496
megawatt-hours.
In the unconstrained maximum feasible elevation case,
the elevation is 901 feet with a no--spill weekly outflow of
125,900 acre--feet. The weekly power generated using Equations
3.3 and 3.4, therefore, is 76,623 megawatt-hours.
In the unconstrained present-day elevation case, the
elevation is 835.35 feet with a no-spill weekly outflow of
125,900 acre-feet. The weekly power generated, therefore, is
70,031 megawatt-hours. The hydropower difference between the
less and more conservative unconstrained cases is about 9
percent.
TI
	
	
The Department of Water Resources of the State of
California (DWR) in its calculations uses an average generation
rate for the Hyatt and Thermalito power plants of 666 kilowatt-
hours per acre-faet.* With an average annual maximum saving in
T	
spill of 620,139 acre-feet, the annual increase in power is
413,012,574 kilowatt-hours. Assuming, as before, that this
additional energy is generated during the 13-week December
through February period, the average increase in weekly power
T	 during this period is 31,770,197 kilowatt-hours.
in 1974, according to Pacific Gas and Electric Company
(PG&E), the major power company in the northern California area,
the average cost of operatin; a steam power plant using natural
IT	
gas was 6.5 mills per kilowatt-hour. With oil, the same steam
powe) plant in 1974 had a cost of 15.8 mills per kilowatt-
*Based on a letter from Robert P. Hamilton, Chief,
Power Sales Section, Energy Division.
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hour.* For hydroelectric power generation, we estimate the
cost at l mill per kilowatt-hour. About 65 percent of the fuel
used by PG&E in these steam plants is natural gas and about
35 percent is oil. Thus, the average cost for a steam plant in
northern California is 9.75 mills per kilowatt-hour. PG&E
does not have any gas turbine plants, which are more expensive
to operate and would be used only in peak load type situations.
However, the following points should be noted:
1. The cost of using natural gas is artificially low
by a very substantial amount because of Federal
government price ceilings on natural gas.
2. The world market price of oil at the end of 1974
is significantly higher than the average world
market price of oil for the entire year of 1974.
3. The price of domestically produced "old" oil, as
a consequence of Federal government price
ceilings, is less than half the world market
Price of oil.
Therefore, we have estimated that the cost of opera-
ting steam plants at world market prices for oil and natural
gas to be substantially higher than 8.75 mills per kilowatt-
hour. The January 1975 operating cost for steam plants using
oil at world market prices probably would have been at least
23 mills per kilowatt.-hour. The January 1975 operating cost
for steam plants using natural gas at decontrolled prices (and
with domestic oil prices also decontrolled) probably would have
been at least 20 mills per kilowatt-hour. Therefore, we
believe that a value of at least 21 mills per kilowatt-hour
*These figures were obtained from a conversation with
the assistant of Air. Kapnelian, Manager of Power Control at
Pacific Gas and Electric. The comparable numbers for the
Tennessee Valley Authority, based on the TVA's 1974 Financial
Report, are 1.05 mills per hour for hydroelectric power and
5.708 mills per hour for steam generation.. The cost of steam
generation cited above apparently does not reflect the full
impact of the 1974 rise in oil price.
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Table 3.1	 Average Weekly Power, December Through February,
in kilowatt -hours
Increase
Average Over
Weekly Present.
Situation Power Constrained
Constrained Present-Day Elevation 43,496,000
Unconstrained Present.-Day Elevation 70,031,000 26,535,000
Unconstrained Maximum Elevation 76,623,000 33,127,000
DWR Value n.a. 31,770,197
represents the average cost of operating steam plants in north-
ern California using world market price for oil and natural gas.
Thus, the value we have used for P a - Ph in Equation 3.2 is
20.0 mills.*
From Table 3.1 and the above cost numbers, we calcu-
late the average annual hydropower benefits of perfect forecast-
ing at Oroville to be: $8,600,000 in the unconstrained maximum
feasible elevation case and $6,900,000 in the unconstrained
present--day elevation case.
Once we consider a realistic case that includes the
various constraints that affect the system, much lower benefit
values are obtained.
*This 20.0 mills per kilowatt-hour value compares
with a charge of 2.59 mills per kilowatt-hour for excess energy
generated by the project under Part 111, Article 17, of the
Sales Contract. "The value of this energy to the purchasing
electric utilities is now several times the above [2.59 mills per
kwh] amount because of the recent sharp increase in the cost of
oil, the major fuel for generation of electric energy in Cali-
fornia." Quote from letter dated May 27, 1975 from Robert P.
Hamilton, Chief, Power Sales Section, Energy Section, Department
of Water Resources, State of California.
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3.2
	
irrigation Models
3.2.1	 Soil Conservation Service Model
Several models have been developed to determine the
economic benefits of better information with respect to
irrigation activities.* Models in the Soil Conservation Service
Handbook and the University of Michigan Report have basically
the same underlying concepts, while the one in the Earth
Satellite Report has elements similar to those in the SCS
Handbook and the Michigan Report. The Soil Conservation Service
Handbook gives a concise descriptive presentation of a model
for estimating these benefits.** One of the assumptions of
this model, as with models in the Michigan and Earth Satellite
Reports, is that,in the absence of advance information on
seasonal water supply, the farmer will plant approximately the
same acreage and crops each year. However, with advance infor-
mation on seasonal water supply, it is assumed that the farmer
will adjust his acreage and crops to realize benefits from such
information. The procedure used is as follows:
*Snow-Surveys and Water Supply Forecasting, SCS
National Engineering Handbook, Section 22, Soil Conservation
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.,
April 1572.
Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Economic Evalua-
tion of Steamflow Forecasts, Gunter Shramm, Principal Investiga-
tor, The University of Michigan, School of Natural Resources,
Ann Arbor, Michigan (Final Report to the Office of Water
Resources Research, U. S. Department of Interior), July 1974.
Earth Resources Survey Benefit Cost Study, Appendix
2,"Snow Mapping and Run-off forecasting: Examination of
ERTS--1 Capabilities and Potential Benefits from an Operational
ERS System." Prepared by the Earth Satellite Corporation and
the Booz-Allen Applied Research Corporation for the U.S.
Department of Interior/Geological Survey, November. 22, 1974.
**Snow-Surveys and Slater Supply Forecasting, op. cit.,
pp. 9-28 to 9-33.
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1. Determine the total irrigated area in the region.
2. Determine the acreage irrigated completely or
partially by surface water sources. 	 Find the
amount of this acreage that is affected by water
supply forecasts.
3. Determine (they suggest by sampling procedures)
the types of irrigation enterprises and the total
acreage of each type.
4. "Using representative sample areas of each type,
determine the average size of farm, crops grown,
farming procedures, fixed and variable costs,
and gross and net returns to the farmers,
assuming normal or average water supply. This
establishes a base for comparing alternatives
in those years in which the available water
supply is considerably less or more than normal."
The Handbook illustrates points 3 and 4 of this procedure with
an example based on an SCS study using 1960 data of the Boise,
Idaho area. The results of that study for a 200-acre irrigated
farm in southern Idaho with water rights to only 150 areas in a
normal year are shown by figures 3.2 and 3.3.
For our purposes, the ratio of benefits (as measured
by net farm income) with accurate forecasts of seasonal water
supply to the benef its without such forecasts is an important
relationship to examine. From Figure 3.2 we obtain the
following results:
Greater than normal water supply
r -
4.8 
7
12 X
.6
	 ( X > 100)
	
(3.5)
Less than normal water supply
r- -53.2 +-1.124 X 2f X 0052 Y
	
(75 C X
	 100 )	 (3.6)
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where
r = net fdrm income with perfect water supply fore-
cast divided by net farm income without water
supply forecast
X = percent of normal water supply available.
For Figure 3.3, the following results can be obtained:
Greater than normal water supply
i = --12.4 + .12X 	 M>100)	 (3.7)
Less than normal water supply
i = 48.4 - 1.004X - .0052X2 	 L75<X<100)	 (3.$)
where
i = increase in net farm income going from a no fore-
cast case to a perfect forecast use
X = percent of normal *cater supply available
The SCS procedure does not present a methodology for
analyzing imperfect forecasts. in the absence of such a
methodology, a simple rule,. such as a linear relationship
between the degree of forecast accuracy and forecast benefits
is perhaps the best that can be done for the imperfect forecast
case, if the SCS procedure were to be used.
3.2.2
	
Modifications Required to Apply SCS Results to our
Case Study
We now present a methodological discussion of how
these SCS results could be applied to our case study. lie
believe that the time and resources required to go through the
actual calculation would not be justified in the light of our
conclusions on snow cover. Ro.wever, in Section 3.2.4, a
simplified procedure is presented as a means of calculating
the irrigation benefits of better forecasts.
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T (California, 1974)q 	 (3.9)
1-(Idaho, 1960)
where
q - the income adjustment factor and
Y = the.average net farm income per irrigated acre.
The geographical place and year for winch this
data would be calculated is given by the
information in parentheses.
in order to obtain results roughly applicable to
California in 1974, the lefthand sides of Equations 3.5
through 3.8 would be multiplied by the income adjustment factor
q. To make these results apply on a per--acre basis, the left-
hand side of these equations would.be divided by 200..
A probability density function of forecasted water
supply also would have to be determined. This function would
indicate what proportion of the terms the forecasted water
supply was X percent of the normal water supply_
To.calculate the weighted average net dollar benefit
per acre, the net farm income results obtained for each X
value in Equations 3.7 and 3.8 would be multiplied by the
probability of such an K value occurring. This, in effect,
means that Equations 3.7 and 3.8 would be multiplied by this
probability density function. These results would then. have to
be c;aled up by applying the number of acres irrigated in a
normal water year.
^r
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3.2.3	 UniverFA ty of Michigan Model
A stochastic linear programming model is used in the
University of Michigan Report for determining the approximate
increase in expected income from increased accuracy in fore-
casts.* The variable that is maximized in this program is
expected net farm income. A description of the mathematics
of this model and how it differs from a standard linear program
is presented on pages 106 to 121 in the Michigan Report. This
model is based on an article** and book by Day,*** and an
article by Henderson, t
 and at, article by Hall and Burns.tt
In comparison to the Soil Conservation Service and the Earth
Satellite Corporation models, this model. is :Car and away the
most sophisticated and advanced of the three. A mathematical
representation of the linear program developed by Day ttt and
modified by a water constraint in the Michigan Report is shown
below:
*University of Michigan Report, op. cit.
**Richard H. Day, "An Approach to Production Response,"
Agricultural Economic Research, XIV, No.. 4 (1962), pp. 134--148.
-- ***Richard H. Day, Economic Analysis: Recursive
Programming and Production Response (Amsterdam: North .Holland
Publishing Company, 1963).
tJames M. Henderson, "The Utilization of Agricultural
Land: A Theoretical and Empirical inquiry," Review of Economics
and Statistics, XLI, No. 3 (1959) pp. 242-259.
ttWarren A. Hall and Nathan Burns, "Optimum Irrigated
Practice Under Conditions of Deficient hater Supply,"
Transactions of the American Society of Agricultural Engineering,
IV., No. 1	 (1961), pp. 131-134.ftl- Economic Analysis: Recursive Programming_ and
Production Response, cited above.
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where:
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I	 1:1	 -I	 I	 I	 .
tinx Tr (X) - L IXI + ... , Z iXi
 + .... + ZnXn
Xl .........................< (1 + B l Max) X*
3.
........•.....< (1 + B 1 max)X
• . . • f • • • • a • f • • .. . • • . • . X . - 4 (l + B	 max) X
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	 B 131in)x
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XI.
 ......•.K +.........X <XI	 i	 n-
111Y	 lyi	 WnXyr< ld
(3.10)
n (X) = net regional income
Li = net return per acre
i Pji i
Pi
 price of ith crop
tid = total water available
Tai
	percent adjustment,
up or down
Y . _ yield per acre of ith crop
Ci = variable cost per acre
of itb crop
= total land available
Xi = planned acreage based
on previous years planting
W W per
 
acre eater requirement
3.	 of the ith crop
The above model was used as a starting point in the develop-
ment of the stochastic linear program in the Michigan Report.
The model examines the maximum area (i.e., X1,000
acres) served by an r•v ,:4age ditch company in three Colorado
basins. Seven crops typically grown under irrigation in
Colorado (alfalfa, barley, dry beans, corn, onions, potatoes,
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and sugar beets) are assumed to be the crops grown by the
farms under the ditch company.
Two major cases were examined in the Michigan Report.
In Casa One, a variable surface water supply is assumed, with
ample supplies of higher cost reservoir and well water avail-
able to farmers in adverse surface supply conditions. In
Case Two, the same variable surface water supply is assumed,
but the supplies of reservoir and well water are sharply
reduced. The economic effects of increased forecast accuracy
were tested in each of these cases.
The percentage increase in certainty for the four
forecast accuracy levels examined in the Michigan Report are
4, 11, 15, and 33 percent.* The expected net farm income in
Case one for different accuracy levels and different fore-
casted levels of water supply are given in Table 3.2. The
corresponding results for Case Two are presented in Table 3.3.
As can be seen from Case One and Case Two, for fore-
casts of less than average water supply, the. measure of
benefit decreases as the certainty of forecast increases.
Th' result clearly contradicts what could be expected from
better forecasts. The apparent crucial error that this
result represents is much more likely to have been caused by
some computer programming error than to a fundamental error
in the theoretical model. Whatever the cause, the University
of Michigan results cannot be used as reliable estimates of
benefits. This is unfortunate, since the University of
Michigan report presents a very fine and very high quality
analysis.
*The precise definition of certainty as used in the
Michigan Report is highly technical and involves several long
discussions in that report.
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Table 3.2	 Case One Expected Net Farm Income
(in thousands of 1959 dollars)
Percent Increase in Certainty
4 11 15 33Water Supply Forecast
Very Low 937 890 879 796
Low 950 931 933 870
Low-Average 1,013 1,025 1,047 1,056
Average 1,095 1,127 1,143 1,173
high-Average 1,137 1,203 1,206 1,252
High 1,16B 1,233 1,257 1,291
Very High 1,176 1,247 1,270 1,307
Weighted Average of
Water Supply Forecasts 1,137 1,203 1,206 1,252
Table 3.3
	 Case- Two Expected Net Farm Income(in thousands of 1959 dollars)
Percent. Increase in Certainty
4 11 15 33Water Supply Forecast
Very Low 629 566 555 472
Low 652 628 624 564
Low-Average 738 760 796 796
Average 827 890 909 948
High-Average 901 995 1,003 1,063
High 935 1,426 1,062 1,107
Very Nigh 995 1,042 1,074 1,127
Weighted Average of
[Mater Supply Forecast 798 851 872 682
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Benefits to Irrigation in Our Case study
Instead of analyzing benefits in terms of the returns
per acre of irrigated land, benefits can be analyzed in a con-
ceptually simpler way by measuring the value of an acre--foot of
water. The free-market price of irrigation water would provide
an excellent measuring rod for determining the benefits of addi-
tional irrigation water. Unfortunately, for analytical purposes,
the price of water to different users is not deter:11-i.ed by free
market forces, but is set by public or quasi.--public agencies.
Therefore, instead of contractual prices for irrigated water,
free-market prices for irrigated water need to be simulated by
an analytic model.
Agricultural studies analyzing the value of water for
irrigation were conducted by Brown and McGuire in 1967. Using
demand functions fitted to two different sets of data, one from
the California study for districts served by the Kern County
Water Agency (KC14A), they obtained estimates of approximately
$19 per acre--foot for the first set of data and $15 per acre-
foot for the function fitted to the farm budget study. For the
Feather River area the total equivalent unit charge per acre-
foot is $13.46, which is low in comparison to the rest of the
state. fable 3.4 presents the marginal values of water in the
district of the KC14A. However, the bulk of the irrigation water
provided by the Feather River is transported via the California
Aqueduct to central and southern California. Kern County appears
to be fairly representative of the counties receiving this
irrigation water.
Given the theoretically proper prices of irrigation
water as it applies to Kern County and the Feather River Dasin,
a price of $15 per acre-foot in 1967 dollars appears to be rea-
sonable. With the implicit GDP price index rising 36.6 percent
between 1 1967 and IV 1973, the 1974 price of this water, assum-
ing that it rises in step with the price index, is $20.49 per
acre-foot.
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Is there enough currently fallow but potentially
irrigable land available in the Sacramento Raver Basin to make
use of additional water? The answer is affirmative, as indica-
ted by Figure 3.4. Having answered this question, how much
additional economically usable water could be available for ir-
rigation? The average annual spill for the period 1968 . 1973 is
620,139 acre-feet. If there were no spill, all of this water
theoretically could be applied for irrigation purposes. The
OROSIM model, which covers a 26 year period, has, with no im-
proved information, an average annual spill of 206,000 acre-feet.
But from the results given in Section 4.3, even with perfect
information on water inflow four weeks into the future, simu-
lated spills of 1,902,332 acre-feet occurred over a 26 year
period, or about 73,000 acre-feet per annum. It would be more
realistic to observe the effects of a 50 percent improvement in
semi-monthly inflow forecasts made on the 1st and 15th of each
month. These would result in a reduction in spills from 5,343,790
acre-feet to 4,474,000 acre-feet, or about 33,400 acre -feet per
annum. Using the 33,400 figure as a realistic target improve-
ment leve", the ,irrigation value of the spilled water is $684,400
per annum.
The other reservoirs in the State of California Water
Project have a combined capacity that is approximately two-
thirds that of bake Oroville. Therefore, assuming spillage
characteristics of these reservoirs are comparable to those at
Orovi.11.e, $456,300 per annum can be assigned to irrigation bene-
fits in the rest of California as a result of reduced spillage.
From the Barth Satellite Corporation Report,* the potential net
benefit for irrigation activities in California is anproaimately
40 percent of the total for ten western states. Therefore, an
estimate of the nationwide benefit of reducing water spillage
in irrigation is rt2,852,000 per annum.
*Earth Resources Survey B enefit Cost Study, op. cit.
r
SAGDUAL
E	 Table 3.4	 pruapoctive .,arq Lial Values of Water in the
IE	 irrigation. Districts of KC4rn under aptimun
Allocation
Delivered price {A marginal
value) per acre-foot,	 $	 {19G7}1
Annual ---
District do livery Casa 1 Caste, 2
1,000 acre-feet
belridge,	 h.5.D. 206 1i1.lf, $14.50
Lost Hill::,	 W.D. 158 14.50 10.85
Rosedale--Rio
Bravo kl.S.D. 70 19.20 15.55
Seni.trotic W.S.D. 127 17.70 14.05
W-Kern County W.D. 3 22.50 18.85
nntolnpe 71ain W.D. s4 23.20 19.:5
Hheelev r?.dle--
Varicopa W.S.D. I
No.	 1 142 23.30 13.65	 II
No.	 2 29 20.75 25.10
Kern River Delta
G others 309 18.00 14.35
Source:	 Brown and McGuire, ,l Socially Catim;A.m Pricing	 PL.1icy
for a p ublic Water hgancy. 	 1.3a ter resources Research, Vol. 	 3.
1la.	 1,	 1967,	 pp.	 33-43.
196D
Urban
Trra ated E
lRbmaininy Irrigable
II
Agricultural
1990	 1990
Municipal &
Industrial
1960
2	 4	 G	 8
1,000,000 Acres-	 1,000,000  acre --feet
Land Use	 Applied Water
Requirements
Figure 3.4 Sacramento Basin Hydroelectric Area
Statistics (Includes feather Raver)
Source: Bulletin No. 3.G0--66,"Implementation of the
California Water Flan", March 1966, State of
California, Department of Water Resources.
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Does the seasonal ti,ning of spilled water occur when
such water could be used by agriculture? Since most spills
take place in January (see Section 3.1), saving such ,rater
from spill would have a definite economic payoff in irrigation.
Indicative of this is the planting season for different crops
grown in California as shown in Figure 3.5. With the excep-
tion of the crop flower period, water availability during the
planting seasor. is much more valuable than water availability
at other times in the crop cycle. However, benefits that
r{	 could be realized from the availability of this additional
c.
water depend on the ability to make reasonably accurate two-
to four--week forecasts of water inflow (see Section 4.3).
Irrigation benefits could also be obtained from
better forecasts of the April--duly seasonal inflow. However,
these benefits would be limited to a significant degree
because the initial published forecast date of February 1 is
too late to influence the pre-irrigation or planting decisions
on certain crops. In Kern County, California, a major
agricultural area that receives the largest irrigation benefit
from water supplies from the Feather River, it is too late to
affect the planting decisions oh sugar beets, spring potatoes,
or barley.
Reinforcing the limited impact of seasonal forecasts
is the fact that annual entitlements of State of California
Project water to counties and water districts are made under
long-term contracts and are independent of annual, seasonal
or short-term water supply forecasts. in addition, we have
shown in Section 2.1.4 that increasing the accuracy of
measuring the grater content of snow cover will not lead to
improved forecasts of seasonal inflow into the Feather River.
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C) V /a	 Approximate pre-irrigate date
t.^j ^d. X	 A pproximate plant date
a	 Approximate harvest date
O Sugar Beets
M i 10
Blackeye Beans-DC
Potatoes	 Spring
^",	
.mac•--	 - ^^'f
Melons
Milo - double cropi r
Barley	 grain ^ Harley - Cover Crop
^ ?i Field Corn
Cotton
L
olacReye ncans
Oct	 Nov	 Dec	 Jan
	
Feb	 Mar	 Apr May	 June July Aug	 Sept Oct	 Nov	 Dec	 Jan
Time of Year
Figur-• 3.5 Pre--irrigation, Planting and Harvesting Schedules for Selected
Crops, Kern County
Source: N. A. MacGillivray, Department of Water Resources, State of
California, Bakersfield, March 1566.
4. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS USING THE OROSIM
SIMULATION MODEL
4.1
	
Description of Original Oroville Simulation Model
The analytic model of hydropower benefits that was
described in Section 3.1 of this report did not contain the
important flood control, power generation, and demand constraints
that impact importantly on hydropower benefit. It would have
been exceedingly difficult to correctly incorporate these con-
straints into the analytic model. Therefore, we have used a
simulation model of operations at Oroville (called OROSIM) that
incorporates these constraints in order to determine the bene-
fits in hydropower, under constrained conditions.
The OROSIM program is capable of simulating operations
at the Oroville reservoir and the power produced at the Hyatt
power plant. The model proceeds through a weekly cycle to deter-
mine optimal outflows, given actual hydrological data, physical
constraints, legal requirements and other specified release
rules.
The model was conceived and developed by Mr. William
Cy Cook for the purpose of investigating the efficiency of var-
ious general release rules. The optimal rule would have the
highest probability of minimizing the quantity of inflow that
would have to be spilled to accommodate federal flood control
criteria and contractual requirements. As a result of Mr. Cook's
Parts of this section are from a draft description
written by William Cook entitled Oroville Weekly Simulation
Model,	 -	 --
*^ William Cy Cook, Associate Engineer, Water Re-
sources, P.O. Box 388, Sacramento, California; also W. B. Meirke,
Associate Engineer, Chief of Project Operations Study Section,
Sacramento, California. Please note that OROSIM does not re-
present official State Department of Water Resources policy, nor
does it represent the policy of the involved utility companies.
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Ipreliminary work on OROSIM, "Rule B" was chosen as optimal and
in this form the model was given to BCON, Inc., for the Feather
River case study. The documentation that follows describes the
model as it was when received from Mr. Cook.
The hydrological data used in the model are gauged
streamflow near Oroville, Feather River Basin precipitation re-
cords, and the April through July forecasted runoff based on
snowmelt predictions. Though daily observations of streamflow
exist from water year 1902 to present, regular precipitation
observations for all recording stations are available only from
1946. The daily streamflow data for 1947 to 1972 were obtained
from the U.S. Geological Survey on magnetic tape. The daily
flows were converted into 52 weekly acre--feet sums on a water
year basis. The precipitation data were provided by the National
Weather Service office in Sacramento, and were summed into
weekly precipitation values. The eight index precipitation sta-
tions used were: 1) Oroville Ranger Station, 2) Brush Creek,
3) DeSalbla, 4) Comptonville, 5) Downieville, 6) Canyon Dam,
7) Quincy Ranger Station, and 8) Sierraville. The monthly snow-
melt predictions for the winter and spring months were produced
by the Snow Survey Section of the California State Department of
Water Resources.
4.1.1	 The Main Program
Prior to the start of the simulation, historical and
technical data are read into memory. This includes the number
of years the program is simulated; streamflow data, reservoir
constants, statistical hydrology data, and starting reservoir
* Rule B essentially dictates that the reservoir is
brought down to the November lst storage level and allowed to
operate according to constraints until the end of January when
the snowmelt constraint is applied. The length of the appli-
cation of the snowmelt constraint is dependent upon the April-
July runoff prediction. When the snowmelt constraint is re-
moved, the reservoir is allowed to follow the flood control
parameter.
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storage. On the second week of each simulation year, the pre-
cipitation is read into storage for each of eight index stations.
The "continuity" equation for the reservoir for the weekly time
increment is:
QIN + .0833 (PREC - EVAP - PANFAC)(AREA) - QOUT = 	 (4.1)
SORV2 - SORV1
where
QIN	 = weekly gauged inflow into Oroville Reservoir
PREC - weekly precipitation on the reservoir in
inches
EVAP - weekly evaporation in inches
AREA _ average area of reservoir surface during week
QOUT = total controlled outflow and spill from
Oroville Reservoir
SORV2 - storage at the end of weekly time period
SORVI = storage at the beginning of the weekly time
period
PANFAC= pan factor.
in an effort to simulate real-life conditions, it was
assumed that the decision on the quantity of outflow for the com-
ing week is made at the beginning of the week. After Subroutine
Rule computes the tentative weekly release, all the above vari-
ables are known except weekly ending storage, SORV2, and conse-
quently the continuity equation takes the following form:
SORV2 = QIN + .5 (PREC - EVAP • PANFAC)(AREA) - QOUT -
SORV1.	 (4.2)+
After the end of week storage has been calculated, a check is	 i
made to determine if the predicted outflow gives a weekly opera-
tion that is consistent with the constraints. If this is not
true, an adjustment is made in the outflow to bring the operation
into conformity with the system constraints, See Figure 4.1.
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The above cycle is repeated week by week to simulate
reservoir operations over the entire water year. When the con-
tinuity equation has been solved and the decision has been made
regarding the quantity of release to be made, the power and
energy calculations are made. The power factor, which is a
function of reservoir elevation, was determined by polynomial
regression.
POC+IFAC = -1.256883146 + 3.443417349E-3 AVGEL
1.523805837E-6 AVGEL2	 (4.3)
where
POWFAC = power factor to calculate megawatt-hours per
acre-feet of release at the Hyatt Power Plant.
AVGEL = average weekly elevation of the reservoir.
4.1.2	 Snowmelt Adjustments
The snowmelt: predictions of the April to July runoff
made by the Snow Survey Section of Vie California Department of
Water Resources is used in the model in calculating the outflow
and adjusting for operating constraints. An operating volume
(STOMAX) is checked for each weekly cycle beginning the fifth week
of every year. The number of weeks the program keys on or off
of this volume is a function of the April--July predicted inflow.
if this prediction is 4,000,000 acre--feet or greater, the pro-
gram will continue to key on the variable through the 21st week.
The number of weeks this ariable is effective can be adjusted
by varying the limits (PLIM) against which a cheek is mtit_de to
determine whether there is enough potential runoff remaining in
the snow pack to constrain the reservoir.
4.1.3	 subroutine Rule
Subroutine Rule is the internal subroutine of the
model that computes the weekly release. Upon entry to the sub-
	
j
routine the precipitation from the index stations are summed and
the weekly flood control parameter is calculated, which is:
PAR = .8078
	 SUMPCP 40.32	 (4.4)-SUMBAR
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where
PAR	 = weekly flood control parameter
SUMPCP = sum of the precipitation at the eight index
stations
SUMBAR = sum of the mean annual precipitation of the
index stations reporting.
The program then calculates the amount of reservoir
capacity that must be reserved for flood control and also the
maximum allowable storage, see Figure 4.2.
?r:
Rsser.,tially Subroutine Rule calculates the outflow as
a function of the week number. As an example, consider the fol-
lowing release calculation for weeks 25 through 39:
QOUT = QIN + (SORV2 	 2470000) / (39-3)	 (4.5)
where
J	 = week number that runs from 25 to 39 in this case
SORV2	 = end of week storage
QIN	 = weekly inflow
2470000 = tartlet volume for the reservoir on October 1,
in acre-feet
QOUT	 = weekly release.
During the remainder of the year, when the flood control constraint
is of primary importance, the release equation is computed gen-
erally as follows:
QOUT, = QBAR. I- CORRR. (QIN 
7 - 1 	QB j
- 1
	
AR- )	 K (DELTA)
^	 3	 ^ (4.6)
where
QOUT j	 = weekly release
BARQ j	 historical weekly average
CORRU ]
 =,correlation coefficient for the present week
with respect to the previous week
4--7
DELTA
	
= the difference between the end and the begin-
p ing of week storage and the maximum flood con-
trol storage
K	 = a weighting factor usually .5 when . DELTA is
positive and 1.0 when DELTA is negative.
The above equation is somewhat modified when the tar-
get storage is greater than the beginning storage, or when the
beginning storage is greater than the allowable storage. See
Figure 4.2.
4.1.4	 Functions
The three functions used by the simulation model con-
corn the various geometrical relationships of reservoir elevation,
storage and area. The function ELEVOR calculates the elevation
of the reservoir for any volume furnished as a parameter. The
basic equation that is solved is:
V = B 1 + B2 Y + B 3
 Y 2 + B4 Y3	(4.7)
4
The function uses a Newton-Raphson type algorithm to
solve for the root of the equation and returns to the calling
statement an elevation for any given reservoir volume.
Where
V	 = Volume of reservoir
-	 .81, B 21 B 3. , B 4 = Predetermined coefficients calculated
by polynomial regression from the data
of the area - capacity curves
Y	 Vertical height above a given base
elevation_
The reservoir area, function AREAOR, is calculated by
solving the derivative of the above equation, given the elevation:
A = dv/dy
A = B2 •N 2B 3
 Y + 3B 4 Y2,
4--a
rJ
The function STOROR solves •(4.7) directly for the
volume when given an elevation as an argument.. These functions
then enable the simulation model to solve the continuity equa-
tion in a repetitive fashion with the greatest amount of gener-
ality and flexibility.
4.1.5	 Program Option
Since precipitation data for the index stations used
in computing the flood control parameter are available only
since 1947, the program has the option of reading in the end--of--
month flood control space for Oroville Reservoir. When this
option is taken, the weekly flood control parameter is computed
as a straight line function between monthly values that are
read into the program at the beginning of each year. Subroutine
NORAIN approximates the precipitation directly on the reservoir
from the mean precipitation curve of the Oroville Ranger Station_
For this case study the above option was not used.
4.2	 Modifications of the OROSIM Simulation Model by
The Incorporation of Improved Forecasts
The maximum Meekly outflow that can be uses by the
Hyatt generators at Oroville is 228,500 acre--feet. if this
constraint were to be ignored, then power would be maximized
by having the target level of water at Oroville follow the
flood reservation diagram. This would mean, in effect, that
the operational rule mould be for weekly outflows to equal
weekly inflows during the October 15th to April lst period.
Because of the 228,500 acre-feet constraint, the average level
of water froin October 15th to April lst is kept below the level
given by the flood control diagram. The most up--to--date rule
followed in the original..OROSIM program is given in Section 4.1.
With that rule, the forecast of the actual inflow is given by
the following formula:
= I	 + r ( T 	-- 1	 )	 (4.8)
t, 3	 t.	 t- l r a	 ^: -- l
where
It,a = forecasted weekly inflow for week t
i t 	historical average weekly inflow in week t--j
(j=1 or . 0)
I	 =t-1,a	 actual weekly inflow in week t--l.
The rule used to determine outflow is given by:
Qt = I tr a + f(S tt E, t )	 (4.9)
where
Qt = weekly outflow for week t
I tra = forecasted weekly inflow for week t
S t = storage maximum for week t
E t = actual storage at beginning of week t
f(St'Et)	 the adjustment in outflow as a consequenceof the relationship between beginning of
week storage and maximum flood control
storage.
With a perfect forecast we can write
Qt = I t`a + f (S t ,E t )	 (4.10)
where
It,a 
W the actual weekly inflow.
Thus, for any degree of improved accuracy of forecast,
we can write
Qt
 = S 1 I t -+- (1-6 1 ) I t + f (S t , Et }	 (4.11)
where
I
S = the degree of improvement in the accuracy of the
1	 forecast of the week's inflow.
If	 = Or then we have the original rule Equation 4.9
If & = 1, then we have the perfect forecast rule Equation 4.10
If C, _ .5, then we have mad._ a 50 percent improvement in the
accuracy of the forecast. ror example, if a perfect fore-
cast gave an inflow of 70,000 acre--feet and if a forecast
using Equation 4.8 gave an estimated inflow of 50,000 acre--
feet, the 6 of _5 means that the improved forecast will	 i
gave an estimated inflow of 60,000 acre--feet. 1
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f1 Experiments were carried out to improve the term
f(S,E)	 by adding a constant term, 	 i.e.	 f(S,E)	 + c	 for weeks
44 to 8, but at the level examined 	 (i.e.	 c = 10,000 acre-feet
per week),	 a small reduction in both spill and power occurred.
The reasons for adding the c term resulted from the observations
that	 (a)	 an adjustment for the 228,500 acre-foot constraint appears
desirable to reduce spills and	 (b)	 the bulk of the spills occurred
between weeks 48 and S.	 However,	 in terms of hydropower genera-
tion, the reduction in spills was more than offset by the lower
average water elevation in non-spill weeks. 	 Probably there is
some positive level less than 10,000 acre-feet per week that
would bath reduce spills and increase power generated, but the
quantitative effects are likely to be negligible. 	 This result,
combined with the analysis in Section 4.3 indicates that improving
the function f(S,E)	 will not make much difference if the goal is
to maximize power output.	 Furthermore,	 from an examination of
the results in Section 4.3,	 it is clear,	 for reasons explained in
that section, that improving a one-week forecast will have
much less payoff than a four-week forecast in terms of increased
hydropower.	 Even less hydropower payoff is obtained by improving
the daily forecast.	 Thus,	 the important conclusion is reached
that relatively limited hydropower benefit will occur by improving
information used in making daily or single week water inflow
forecasts.
One important improvement with present day information
- can be made in the equation that determines weekly outflow.
That improvement is to consider the expected weekly inflow over
several weeks and to base the weekly outflow on the expected
average weekly inflow over chose several weeks.
	 Thus,	 in a low
inflow week, more would be released than under the present rule
9
__r	
h	 while the S parameter appears to be deterministic,
in fact, it perturbs the forecasted inflows in a stochastic
manner.
	
In effect,	 an increased value of d reduces the "constant"
variance between the forecasted inflow and the actual inflow. 	 See
Appendix 3 for a fuller explanation.
in anticipation of a high inflow week, and conversely, less would
be released under the present rule for a high inflow week. The
effect of :his change would be to reduce spill and increase
hydropower.
A possible new operating rule with present--day informa-
tion could be:
r fl	 - T)
Qt 1+a1+a2+a3+... +an 	 t	 o t-1,a
+a r	 +a	 +a x	 +...+a1 t+l	 2 t+1	 3 t+2	 n t-n
+ f{St,Et)	 (4-12)
The a weights could be of the form.
a l = rorl
a 2 = a 1 r 2
a3
	
a 2 r 3	 etc.
where rt = the correlation coefficient between week t and week
t + 1 inflow.
The incorporation of the concept of more accurate fore-
casts in Equation 4.11 can be extended to more than a .single
week. The way in which this additional information would be
used to determine weekly outflow is to obtain a weighted average
water inflow. The weights would be a function of the degree of
improvement in the forecasts of the additional weeks inflow.
The averaging concept is used for the same reason as that stated
previously, namely, to lower spills by increasing outflow in
low inflow weeks in order to make possible a reduced outflow in
high inflow weeks.
For example, an inflow of 100,000 acre-feet in week
t and 400,000 acre-feel: in.week t + l produces,. under the cur-
i
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rent operating.rule, an outflow of 100',000 acre-feet . through
the generators in Meek t and an outflow through the generators
in week t + l of 228,500 acre-feet. 	 A spill in week t + 1
of 171,500 acre-feet occurs. The total amount of water passing
through the Hyatt generators over this two week period is
328,500 acre-feet-. If an average of the two weeks inflow is
used to determine outflow, then a weekly outflow of 228,500 acre-
feet through the generator and a weekly spill of 21,500 acre--
feet would occur. The total flow through the generators would
be 457,000 acre-feet, which would be a significant increase
over the 328,500 acre-feet of the present-day rule. Notice in
our example that even having information on two weeks inflow
leads to some spill (43,000 acre-feet). To determine the impor-
tance and implications of this averaging concept, an examination
of the frequency, magnitude and duration of inflows over 228,500
acre--feet is given in Section 4.3.
To incorporate more accurate weekly forecasts made
several weeks into the future, Equation 4.11 has been modified
in the following way:
S l	 ..
t	 $1+62+63+64	
111 
It	 ( 1--$1 } It + f ( S t rEt)
S	 .,
	
+ $2
	S2 It-+-1	
( 1-52) 
zt-1.1
1
S	 n
+ S3 ( 63 It+2 + (1-63 ) It-+2
	
1	 J
V	 n
	
4
	 64 	 (1-6) S	 )	 (S >S > S > S)	 (4.13)S l	  t+3	 4	 t+3 ^.. '	 1- 2- 3- 4
* For simplicity, we have ignored the term f(S,E)
which will . reduce. , on average, the amount of spill.
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0
where I j = actual weekly inflow in week j
j .= equation 4.8 for week t and equals the historical
average inflow 1. for week j
.6.
	
	
the degree of weekly improvement in the accuracy of
the forecast in week j
Qt = outflow in week t.
The properties exhibited by Equation 4.13 are well designed for
ourpurposes. if all the 8's equal zero, then Equation 4.13
reduces to the present-day situation represented by Equation 4.9.x"
In the computer program, we have added a small num--
ber c to 8 to insure that the term 6 1 /(6 1
+6 2 +6 3 +6 4 )	 I when allS's equal 0.
if d l equals one and all the other S's equal zero, then Equation
4.13 reduces to Equation 4.10. If all the Vs equal one (i.e.
perfect forecasts of all four weeks inflow), then we have
Qt 4 [ it + It-hl + ^t+2 + It+3 + f (SVE t) ]	 (4.14)
which is the simple average of the four weekly inflows plus the
term .25 f (S t ,E )« ' This is exactly what we desire for the averaging
t
concept.
If the first three 8's equal one and the fourth S equals
zero, then we would have
Qt 	 3 j It + 1t+1	 Itt2 + f(St'Et)	
(4.15)
Equation 4.15 indicates that the averaging concept holds . cor-
rectly.as we eliminate week:-, from Equation 4.13. The interested
reader can easily test this out for other cases.
if & equalled one and all . the other S's equalled one-..	 j
half, then we would have
^:. It can be noted that the term f(S ,E ) should be
reduced in importance with i^^aroved forecasts, .as t it is' in
Equations 4.13 and 4.14,
Qt
	.4 ( It
 + f (S t ,Et} + .2.5 It-1-1 + .25 It
_Ll
+ .25 It•+•2 + .25 I t+2 + .25 I t+3+ .25 I t+3 ]	 (4.16)
ror we,,2ks t + 1, t + 2, and t + 3, equal weight is
given to the proxy for current forecast ability I and to perfect
forecast ability 1, exactly as would be expected with 6 2
1
 831
and 6 4 all equal to .5. But also note that the sum of the weights
(1 for I t and .25 for the other I terms) equals 2.5, which when
multiplied by the outside weight of .4 gives an overall weight
of 1. This indicates that the equation is not "biased" to pro-
duce either too high or too low an outflow with a partial improve-
ment in forecasting ability. It is suggested that the interested
reader may wish to test out this assertion with other 6 values.
We have used the general Equation 4.13 to test out a
number of interesting cases. The results of these tests are
given in the next section.
The equations in OROSIM use a one-week forecast update
frequency. How would the results of OROSIM be modified by a
f
two-or a three-week forecast update frequency? Imagine a two-
week forecast update frequency for a. tt-To -week forecast. In. they
first week of the forecast, the benefit would be the same as a
tuo-week forecast updated weekly. In the second week of the
forecast, the benefit would be the same as a one•-week forecast
updated weekly. Hence, a two-week Forecast updated every two
weeks has a benefit equal to the average benefit derived from a
one--week updated frequency for a one--week forecast and for a two--
week forecast. Similarly, the benefit from a three--week fore
cast updated eve-v three weeks can be calculated from the one-
week update frequency results	 in the first week, the benefit i
is the same as a three--week forecast updated weekly, in the second
:	
qq
1
week it is the same as a two-week forecast updated Meekly and
in the third week the benefit is the same as a one-week forecast`
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updated each week. Thus, a three-week forecast updated every
three weeks has• the same benefit as the average of a one-week,
a two-week, and . a three-week forecast, all updated each week.
4.3
	
Simulation Results
What has been the actual seasonal spill pattern at
Oroville in the years 1968 to 1973? An answer to this question
will provide important clues as to when and how spills can be
reduced and hydropower increased. Table 4.1 presents the his-
torical pattern of spills as they actually occurred for the
1968-1973 period. Appendix G gives, in the form of flood con-
trol diagrams, the behavior of the level of water at the Oro-
ville Dam for each day of the year, the amount and pattern of
spill, and the behavior of the flood control parameter.
We observe from Table 4.1 that the bulk of the spills
occur between January 10th and February 10th. This is a
remarkably short time span of one month. Slightly over 75 per-
cent of the spills (in acre-feet) took place within this short
time span. The average spill during this period was 713,762
acre-feet compared to an average spill of 97,062 acre-feet for
the pre-January 10th period and an . average spill of 167,916
acre--feet in the post-February 10th period. The average dura-
tion of spill also was considerably larger in the January 10-
February 10 period. Whereas the pre-January 10 and post
February 10 periods had average spill durations of 10 days and
7.5 days, respectively, the average spill duration during the
January 1 .0 to February 10 period. was 14.5 days. This duration
result has an important implication for the length of the fore-
cast period that is desirable. It indicates that even an
accurate 5-day forecast of inflow will not prevent a large voles
ume of spill from taking place. _ An accurate 1--day 'forecast of
inflow will be almost worthless .in terms of preventing spills.
The same general pattern of spill concentration is
evident using the OR05IM prograni. OROSIM is designed to test
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Table 4-1	 111starical Spill Pattern at Oroville	 (in acre-Feet)
Duration of Time of Yeac
Before Jan 10 to AfterWater Spill Beginning Spill
Year Date (in days) Jan.	 10 Feb 10 Feb 10
1968 .1/20/69 16 614,286
1969 12/23/69 9 73,901
1/12/70 22 1,553,266
3/01/70 4
3/08/70 4 3,438
1970 3/26/71 8 51,890
1971
1972 1/15/73 6 219,071
1973 11/15/73 11 120.,223
1/15/74 14 469,425
3/29/74 14 575,361
Totals 194,129 2,855,04B G71,663
r
4
Note	 Total Spill for 1969-1973 is 3,720,835 acre-feet.
Table 4.2	 spills Using OPOSIM Program With Present.Day Forecasts
(in acre-feet)
'colts 
of 
the Year Spill
Total
Water. Years 44-50 7-43
1948-1952 127,569 .223,335 350,904
.1953--1957 1,315,771 113,850 1,429,621
448,800 .448,800
1963-1964 1,313,355 232,460 1,545,815
1.9-6.8-1972 1,568,650 I,SGB,GSO
Totals 59 4,197,776 1,018,445 5,343,790
'/
}
Table 4.3 He"ks With Inflo:a Greater Than 220,500 Acrn-8cet (centinacd)
Calendar Years
14a k 1955 i95T 195x3 1959 1	 .1960 15	 1 19F,2 1963 ^	 1944
1
x
3 473,300
q 279,900
5
6 235,200 363,000
7 330,600 292,800
8 298,100 368,700
9 375,900 412,000
10
11
12 229,700
13
14 284,000 269.400
15 236,000 3441500
16 301,500 283.,300
17 262,800
18 243,000
19 233,100 270,400
20 243.400
21 233,900 -
22
23-40
41 478,300
42-46
47
48
49
SO
SL 731,000
52 847.4aJ
Yearly +
To als 1,2$4,400 375,909 3,55.1,000 0 309,000
I
0 771,100
-
845,200 1,573.9x10
nearly .Totals
over
2_8,500 370,400 147,400 880,500 a 140,500 0 314.10[+ 209,700 1,131,3x•)
ii
1
i
i
J
i
{
I
i
T.ib1a	 -1.3 uncl;s With Inila w Gr.:.ttcr Than	 220,500 Af:r.:-Furs t.	 (conttwund)
caland.%r Ycara -
. Tatars
Fi-o--,2
y aV.^e
licck  14n5 .1466 1967 ' 19G9- 1969 1`170 1971  ;:etz:1s 22a'500
L 3V-0.000 .164,6.0 lTu,100
7 796,100 C29,31)0 36'1...300
3 351,100 700,600 1,032,2]0 919,200
4 230,500 258,000 786,300 1,015,600 2,043,400 1,472,400
5 437,600 237,800 261,940 1.263.904 349,000
fi .1,384,000 342,440
7 239,100 1,115,000 201,000
6 340,500 1,007,300 321,000
9 797,900 330,900
10 239.,00? 10,500
11 0 0.
12 2991500 529,200 72,2130
13 -393,200 393,200 164,700.
14. 261+700 - - 1 ,408.60) 266,700	 .
15 [ 1,001,=00 313,304
16 1	 269,900 1,31o,33G
I
17 263,600 248,500 11444,400 301.470
lfl 674,060 217,0110
19 280,700 1, 1,12,201 226,200
20 240,200 262,600 I,OG3,000 149.000
21 340,400 167,700'
22. 272.,100 43,600 
23-40 0 a
41 47x,300 249,Soo
42-46 o 0
47 447,100 216,60a
48 0 0
49 399.,700 170.200
50 '^,. -	 - -	 - - - 307,470 76,907
51. 2G4.6aO 1.996,900 1,3d .L. 304
52 1.0311,0-70
-Ya.irly:
Totals 1,42	 ,100 0 1.576,500 3411,500 2,953,600 1.939,100 393,260 0' ( x7,31):100
Yearly
Totals
Ova: r
238,500 ^[11.600 0 434,000 LE-1 ,000 S96,lao 1,313.600 1 0 7 +72'1.666
ri
out and incorporate improvements in operational rules, so that
y	 average spills with the OR0SIM program will be lower than the
historical average. From Table 4.2, we observe that about 75
	
	 #
i
percent of the spill occurs between week 5.1 of the calendar
9
year and week six of the next calendar y-ear.. i
The explanation for this temporal pattern of spill is
given by the temporal pattern of the historical weekly .inflow
of water into the Oroville Reservoir. Since current short-.
term forecasts of water inflow extend over only a . 5-day period,
spills will tend to occur in weeks with an inflow greater than
228,500 acre-feet. Table 4.3 records those weeks from 1948 to
1972 when inflows have been .greater than 228,'`,00 acre-feet. The
next to last column gives the total inflow in weeks with inflows
greater than 228,500 acre- feet.. These inflows are at a. .peak
duz ng the January period. More relevant, however, is an exam-
ination of the inflow in excess of 228,500 acre -feet given in
the last column of Table 4.3. The excess inflows show amore
pronounced temporal pattern, with January being the peak excess
infloir month. Also useful is to look across. each column of
this Table to examine the consecutive number of weeks of excess
inflow. Several consecutive weeks of excess inflotr sharply gin-
creases the need for forecasted periods of more than one. week.
Table 4.4 shows the frequency distribution of consecutive weeks
.of ..excess inflow- .
Table	 4.4..	 Distribution of Consecutive Excess Inflows
(i_e. Inflows Greater than 228,500 acre-feet).
Weeks of Inflow
.1 .2.,. . 3 4. 5...
Number of Occurrences 21 7 3 9 2
*For example, the number 7 under the 2 weeks of inflow
column means that on 7 separate occasions there were
two consecutive .
 weeks of . excess inflow.
Table 4.4 shows that the. ,occurrence of consecutive
excess inflows is not a rare phenomenon_ Sixteen occurences i.
out of thirty--seven involved consecutive excess inflows, some t
of which were of relatively. long duration. On four occasions
there were 'f our con. secutive . weeks of excess inflow and on two
occasions there. - were five weeks of excess inflow. The fact
that on six occasions four or more excess inflows occurred,
means than even a perfect monthly forecast of water inflow
a
will : not prevent some :spillage:. Table 4. 5 . presents the re-
sults of "havir4g perfect forecasts of inflow for four consec-
utive weeks (ai...e. , elt S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 in equation 4.13 of 1
	the OROSIM Model all equal to. one). f 	 1
Even with perfect four-week inflow forecasts,
,902.,332 acre--feet= o.f. water are spilled. This .represents a	 i
reduction of a. bout 65 percent in spill from the ,current in--	 ii
formation case shown in Table 4.2, 	 i f
Table 4.5 Spills Using OROSIM Program with Perfect Four
-Week
Inflow Forecasts (in acre"feet)
Water
	
Weeks of the Year	 Spill
Years
	 Total
	
44--50
	 51=6	 7--43
1948-1952
	 93,225	 -_	 __	 93,225
1953.--1957 -- 445,500 ---- .	 445 , 500
"
.1958-1962 11.3 , 850 1 l3, 850
- 1.963 -1967 481,682 `^ 481.,682 ti
1968--1972 768,075 --- 768,075
Total 93,225 1695,.257. J.13,850 3,902,332
i
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gable 4.6 Summary of Hydropower Results for Nine Cases
Examined with the.OROSIMMAodel
Total Increase:n Annual Dollar
case Hydropower Hydropower Benefit at
Piumbe?.. Cash Spill (ill P.L} (in,	 Iil^H) (in MWH). Oroville
1
1
No Inproved
,.	
5.,343,790 59,841,000
i Forecasts.
._ .-
2 Perfect Forecast, 5,312,484 59,921,000. 80,000.' $ 62,000
One.Week Period
.3 50% Forecast 4,474,004 60,223,000 382,000 $294,000
Improvement: Two
Week Period
4 Perfect Forecastr 4,760,839 60,159,000 .318,00.0 $245,000
Ist:.Week,	 :50%
Improvement,
2nd:'.Week
5 50%. Forecast 3,375,765 60:,566,000: 725,000 $558,000
improvement
Three VTeek Period . .
6 Perfect Forecast 3,748,178 60:,594,00.0 753,000 $579,000
TWo:'Week Period
7 50% Forecast 2.,620,907 Go, 66'5r0o0 824,000 $634,000
Improvement Four
Week Period
8 Perfect Forecasts .2,685,,325 60,568000 1,027,000 $790,000
Three Week Period
9 Perfect Forecast 1,9021332 n0,988,000 1,147,000 $882,000
:our I7eek Ferid
*	 An additional sixteen 'cases were run.,.	 Four cases each at a 25r33.3,6E.7,
and 75 percent accuracy improvement level were run.
Except for case 4, the results presented in Table 4.6
behave in the theoretically expected way, i.e., the greater the
improvement in the accuracy of forecasts, the greater the hydro-
power benefit. With improved forecasts, spill is reduced and
hydroelectric power generation is increased. The.reason case 4
gives an anomalous result is that the current and new informa-
tion operating rules in OROSIM are not optimum but are only
close to optimum.
4.4	 Policy Change effects: Additional Hydropower from
Different management Policies.
4.4.1	 Parametric Change of Flood Control Reservation at
The flood contLOl reservation (FCR) at Orovi lle Is
held to a large value depending on daily ground wetness index
(DWGI) .in the months October through March. For instance, if . i
the value of this index is maximal (DWGI ? 11..0), the FCR level
is 750,000 acre-feet. This is because October through March is	 t
the rainy season and large storms can be expected then.
Beginning April 1, the FCR can safely be reduced progressively
to zero in May, and the Oroville Flood Control Diagram 	 shows	 !
such reduction along a sloping line on the chart with a daily
rate of about 10,000 acre-feet.
spills occur aster April 1. iri some. years (e. g. , 1974) I
whenever the storage ``level in the reservoir exceeds the appro
In section 4.2,. operating rules were suggested that
probably are an improvement over current azd new information
operating rules now in the OR05.IM program. But because of the.
228;5.0. 0 acre-=foot constraint and: the pattern and variability of	 j
weekly inflows, implementing these suggested operating rules will
probably only result in a marginal quantitative improvement in
spill and power generation.. Qualitativ.ely.,. however, anomalies.
such as case 4 should be eliminated with the 'suggested operating
rules. 3
See Appendix G of this _report.
j
a
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p	 at	 lane	 h	 ch	 p	 g	 round wetness.	 if im-ri	 e	 on t e	 art de endin  on g
proved information on snowmelt were available..from LANDSAT
imagery, the dai ly rate of reduction of FCR could be increase d
and thus the spills could be reduced without added risk. 	 The
Oroville Flood Control Diagram would correspondingly be changed
to increase the slope of the lines from April 1 forward. 	 in 1974
for instance,	 the spill reduction might have been 500,000 AP',.	 i
but in other years it would have been zero since no spills
occurred after April 1.
If the hypothetical spill reduction of 500,000 AP for
1974 were all applied to hydroelectric pourer generation,	 it could
have two possible effects:
rr	 either the efficiency of the hydroelectric power
generation at.Oroville.would have been i-r-reased by the higher
water elevation	 (e.g.,	 an increase from 760 ft. 	 to 800 ft.	 aver-
age elevation causes an increase from 0.48 to 0.53 megawatts per
acre-foot)	 if generators were running at full capacity in April,.
° May,	 and June	 (226,500 acre-feet per week) 	 for 1974,	 j.
.o	 or.the amount of.hydroelectric power output would..
have been directly increased if the generators Caere not running
at full capacity during April, May, 	 and Tune 1974.
Table 4.7 shows the excess of OroVille weekly inflows
over the rated capac ity of the Hyatt. generator ,for'`the years
7.;47--19'72..
	 if the dam. had existed :
 i-hroughout .
 this period in-
stead of from .196$ onwards, these acre-feet could have been
used, partially or in totality, to increase hydroelectric
pourer efficiency . followi.xi.cg
 the recommended change in. flood _..:
control reservation Procedures .for Aprilt$r:augh June.
	 The
average year,.in.this 26 yeas par iod,.offers an excess 6643
acre-feet per week during the 12 spring
	 veeks.
	 Translating
this into additional hydropower 'at an average rate of 0.50
MWHer acre-foot
	 .creeks 'in April, MaF	 r	 p " ^	 ,	 y , .:and June would
*Assuming a dai ly reduct ion o f FCR .by . 20, 0o0 AL'.
`' **Coy xespral.^i.nci to water elevation
	
in Oroville of
78G" f let: actually' higher values may . easily be .reached.. i
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Table 4.7 F,xcOss of Inflow at OrOville Over Generation
Capacity* for April, Mays and June; 1947-1972
'Reek 1947 1 1952 1953 1954 1956 1958 1963 1965 1967 1969 1947-1372 Total
,April
1-7 115,400 1,300 55,000 40,000 53,200 265,800.
8-14 195,800 7,500 116,004 319;340
15-21 53,200 147,400. 73,000 52,800 41,500 367,900.
22-28 198,500 16,100 33,300 26,300 20,000 294,200
30-5 201,700 15,300 21.7,000
1.a
7-13 129,500 4,600 41,900 52,200 228,200
11-20' 83,300 14,904 11 n 700 34,100 .:L49	 000
21-27 70,800 s, 400
.
I
E
I
111,700 187,500
26-4 43,604 43,600
June
12-18.
19-25
26-2
3 Month
Total 53,200 1,190,00 16,,100 1,300 4,600 246,300 209,700 67,800. 123,400 159,500 2,.072,500
A The maximum weekly outflow that can be used by the
Hyatt Gcneraturs at Oravillc is 228,500 acre -fact.
allow 39,856 MWIi of additional. power production which has a
marginal value or net benefit	 (following Chapter 3 for val-
uation)	 of	 $797,120.00 in 1975 dollars.
The benefits quoted above are derived from an ad hoc
change in the flood control charts based on the assumption that
improved information on the snowmelt contribution would allow
such changes with no increase in the risk of flooding.. 	 The ,.
entire spillage reduction which led to economic benefits was 	 -^
-limited to the months April, May,	 and June because that.is the
timespan within which improved information due to ERS--derived
snowmapping is expected.:	 in order to examine the full extent
of the potential for increased hydropower through changes in
management policy, 	 the next two sections	 (4.4..2 and 4.4.3) a
consider more drastic. departures from the existing management
policies.	 Section 4.4.2 studies the simulated effects of a
50.pexcent ]:eduction in Flood Control Reservation at Oroville
(1947-7.972)	 through OROSIM.	 Section. 4..4.3 compares the OROSIM
results from managing Oroville with improved runoff forecasts
with the results of a University of California study 	 which
presented the optimal hydropower Production for Oroville.	 j
4.4.2	 Results of OROSIM Simulation Eyercise with Reduced
Flood Control Reservation space
In using'OROSTM, one must be aware that the calcu-
laced amount of water spilled. is.' d:er.red .from :il2e Oroiril.l.e
^.
^s
a
Flood Control. Diagram prepared by the Array Corps of nn- . i veers_.
,
The us .c of . these flood control regulations with altered storage	 3
levels in view of the improved forecasting, but with equa l xisl:	
3
of flooding, would be logical.	 Legally the use of the existing
policy' unaltered . ia . in force, but this section . will ignore the`
legal. constraint and assume a change in the flood control re- 	 i
.	 sexvation space.
f
*William A.
	
Ingram,	 "'A Risk Model Analysis for the
State hater Pro jcct , .^.	 operations	 researchclt	 Ce .ni:e:r .t. , Unive.rsity.ef	 9
California,	 Berkeley,	 March 1974, ORC74	 1.0:
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To derive the corresponding change in flood control.
reservation for a particular improvement in forecast capability.
is beyond the scope of this study. We have taken an ad hoc
position and.consi.dered a 50 percent reduction in the flood con- ..
trot reservation at all times. ror example, when the Daily
Ground Wetness Index is 7.0 during the months October through
March, the flood control reservation is 562,500 acre--feet, which
corresponds to a level of 2,975,000 acre--feet of reservoir stor-
age for the same conditions. We arbitrarily reduced the flood
control reservation by 50 percent to 281,250, bringing the stor-
age level up to 3,256,250. This would have resulted in a spil-
lage reduction of 73,901 acre--feet in December; 1969, 'and-January,
1970, and that much more water through the generators.
The results or the OROSI,'bI simulation. runs with 50 per-
cent less flood control reservation for th:^,ee different levels
of improvement of four-weeI. forecasts are shown in Table 4.8,
and graphically depicted in Figure 4.3. ..Using no.forecasting.
improvement there is a potentia l net benefit o f $712,300 annually
from additional oz-t--peak pourer. When the four-week. forecast
is improved to perfect accuracy,. this marginal value of extra
hydro-power drops to $349,200. This Is partly because the i.m
proved I-
-
 has already achieved a 4.23 percent increase
i
in on-peal: power generation and a 64 percent reduction in spil-
lage before the new management policy effect is brought into
consideration. The remaining part of this effect is due to the
somewhat. arbitrary rules in OROSIM for allocating produc tion to
1
on--peak and off-peak power (see Se.ctioa '3)'.. I go.te that the :to:t.al
annual power production does not drop with improved information.
s
-
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Table 4.8	 Itesults of OROsIm with 50% Less Flood Control Reservation
Percentage Improvement Towards Perfect 4-Week Furncast
0% 50% 1002
Annual
Spill 205,352	 AF 73,1GG
On-Peak
{2}Power 1,'957,500	 I4WIi 2,047,900 2,040,310
Eacistina xrp
Off-Peak
Power }.34.4,000	 iIS^,II(^ 285,35:0 305,360"
Total
Power 2,301,500 2,333,250 2,345,690
Annual.
Spill 140,040 31,737: .2.0	 230
On-peak
Power 1,993,115 2,068,350 2,057,770
501 Less.FCR
Off-Peak
Power 374,650 320,920 33.2,690
Total
Power 2,3.67,7G5 .2,389,270 2,390,4GO
Annual
Spill -65,512 -69,GG3 -52,936
het.
 Change On-Peak..Due to power 35,635. 20,450 17,360Reductio„ GG,.26.5 56,020 47,170Off-Peak
Power 30,650 35,570 27,310
1975 Value of Addi-
tional On-Peak Power' $712,300.00
	
(4) 469,000.00 349,200.00
Footnotes-
	
(1)	 All spills and spill reductions are measured in a.cre-•feet
	 (AF)
(2)	 On-peak, power generated annually - average over 26 years
in megawaLt-hours	 (i31:10'
(3)	 Off-peak. power generated annually .. -: ay.er.age ovc.r.26 years.:-
in megawaL• t	 hours-	 (I4I-710	 -
[h)	 Dollar .values per year obtained from $DO.02/K%-.'!3' for addi-
tional on--teak poker following discussion in.Chapter 3.
I
1.
k4.4.3	 Comparison of OROSTM Results with Optimized Hydropower
Generation for Orovill.e
The University of California, Berkeley, study by
William A. Ingram, mentioned above, considered the problem of
maximizing the expected poorer production at Oroville while oper-
ating at a specified "risk" level., in relation to commitments
for firm Power. The results of the optimization summarized in
Table 4.9, quoted from this report, .show Oi.oville on-peal. power
(Mill-) generation by month _
The. power obtained from this operation averaged 404.3
megawatts on-peak. :By contrast, the instal2ed combined Thermalito
Table 4.9	 Orovi.11c On-Peak Generation
Month Mean Standard
MWIi Deviation
rrWH
Jan. 323.3 227.9
Feb. 410.3 212 .5
Mar. 356.6 239 .9
Apr. 387.2 240.9
May 399.0 180.9
;Tune 36.4.6 .155 .9.
L7uly 412.0 159.3
Aug. 415.5 165.4
Sep. 413.2 216.0
Oct. 503.7 147.2
Nov. 455.1 154.6
Dec. 361.0 203.0
Source:	 University of California*
i
S!
and I•Iyatt power capacity is 759.35 mecgawatts. The average,annual
generation for Oa:oville for the year 1972 was 2,858,000,MWI-1.
If the assumption is made that this generation required 8760
hours (i.e., 24 hours per day), the average paw-_-r gene-ration
l
rating.at .Oroville was. 326..3 MW. In actual fact, the true
average was certainly higher, because the Thermalito and Hyatt
generators were not run 24 hours a day. To avoid exaggeration
of potential benefits from optimized 'loVaer production, we.will
compare only the estimated on-peak power production in the fol-
lowing paragraphs. Furthermore, tie .drill take the best, i.e.,
highest, OROSIM power output based on existing reservoir manage-
ment policies.
The OROSIM simulation model, using perfect four-week
forecasts of inflow to Oroville, shows an average annual power
production of 2,040,308 MWH, on-peak, and an additional 305,385
MWH off-peak_ At average power rating of 326.3 MW and using 365	 1
days for the year's Length, the implied daily average on-peak
generation is 17.133 hours. Using the optimized power rating
404.3 MW on--peak, and running the generators for 17.133 hours
per day, 365 days, one obtains an average annual power produc-
tion of 2,528,308 MWII, which exceeds the OROSIM value by 488,000
MWH. The marginal value of this additional hydropower is
Y9,760,00.0.0.0	 annually.
These potential benefits of nearly $10 million annually
are based.on considerations of power generating efficiency. The
increased efficiency is obtained by using the month-to-month pre-
dictive correlations between streamflows to optimize the plan-
ning of hydropower generation. The result shows that, even with
*Federal Power Commissi,on, I$ Hydroolectric . Power Reso urc es
of the United - .States:-
 .Developed and Undeveloped," Jar_. 1, 1972.W
*Valued at .20-00 mills per , K111-1 as in Chapter 3.
t1
perfect four--week forecasting, th y: existing management policies
cannot capture all of the advantages which are found in improved
streamflow information; in fact, they do not 'take advantage of
L°	 the historical streamflow record either.. This implies a dif-
ficulty for any attempt to estimate benefits from improved run-
off forecasts based on existing management policies., as noted
elsewhere in this report.: Never theless, it would be possible i
^w
to capture a significant fraction of the $10 million in benefits
if improved information on streamflows at oroville were effi-
ciently utilized in planning power production over the year.
Furthermore, this is a conservative estimate of potential bene-
fits since it is based on a comparison with the simulated on--
peak poorer production which would be possible using existing
power planning management.
5... CONCLUSIONS
5.1	 The Basic Conclusions in Summary
This study has examined the benefits of improved run-
off forecasts for Oroville with two points of view regarding
usage of this information:
(l)	 The e'xisti.ng management policies for the re-
servoir remain in force, and the improved
information on the eater supply is used to
obtain more water for hydropower and irriga-
tion and greater efficiency i_n the us.e of
6
^,
1the water.
E
f`J (2)	 The management policies are changed in line
with the concept that improved information
on the water supply can be used to selec-
tively raise the storage level in the reser-
voir without increasing the risk of f-looding.
With reference to	 (l), the annual not . benefit from increased hydro-
power at Oro-ille is $633,847: 	 assuming a 50 percent improvement
;
3
in the accuracy of forecasting weekly inflows with a four--
i( weel: forecast range. 	 In relation to	 11 2);	 the benefits from
improved accuracy of forecasts are unknown. 	 However, the
optimization of the month-to-month planning of power production 	 t
promises	 some fraction of	 $9,760,000 annualla,	 if legal con--	 1
9
straints to policy change are removed.	 It is not possible with-
in the present case study to relate this fraction to the im-
provement of information on water supply. 	 In either case
i
additional benefits from improved irrigation are possible and,-
for case (1),	 are quantified in 3.2. 	 These are less likely to
ibe related to improvements in the April to June seasonal_ f low
forecast accuracies, however.
^.	 I
f5.2	 The Conclusions Without policy Change
A 50 10 improvement inaccuracy (i.e., error reduction)
for the four-week forecast of weekly inflows generates net	 f
annual benefits from increased hydropower of $633,847, expressed
in 1975 dollars. This figure is based on a marginal value of
$0.020 for each additional KidH of hydropower. The Oroville i
power plants (excluding Thermalito) have an average power gen-
eration of 2,858,000 kilowatt-hours per year. As determined by
Appendix. H, the other hydroelectric plants with.a generating
capacity above 200,.000 kilowatts that have a potential for
significantly benefiting from improved runoff forecasts have
an average power generation of 27,754,000 kilowatt-hours per
year. In addition, there are plants with a hydroelectric
capacity between 100,00.0 and 200.,000 kilowatts not covered in
Appendix H whose average hydropower generation is 14,666;000
kilowatt—ours per year. Therefore, to obtain an estimate of
a nationwide hydropower benefit from better inflow forecasts.,
bearing in mind that conditions among river basins can vary
greatly, the Oroville results are scaled up by the factor 15.84
i.e., (2,858 f 27,754 + 14,666)/2,858. This rough order of
magnitude calculation, which is subject to highly restrictive
caveats; yields• a nationwide annual benefit of $10;.040,134
For irrigation, the annual benefit at Oroville from
a 50 per cent improvement in a two--week water inflow forecast 	 j
is $684,400 and the annual rough order of magnitude nationwide
benefit, again subject to highly restrictive caveats, is
$2,852,000 (see Section 3.2.4). However, better measurements
of snow cover in the feather River Basin may not lead to sub-
stantial improvements . in.short-term inflow. forecasts.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show, res pectively, the dollar
amount of benefit in hydropower and irrigation at Oroville from
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more .accurate water inflow forecasts.made for different lengths
of the forecast period. The points shown on these figures . are
results obtained from the OROSiM program. The benefi=ts indi-
cated by the OROSZM program for one-week forecasts at the 100,
75, and 50 percent improvement levels are not shown in Figures
5.1 and 5.2 because those results show implausibly low values_
Consequently, we have estimated the one wee p benefits in.these
cases by a linear interpolation between the origin and the two
week results.
The results given in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are for fore-
casts made just before the beginning of the forecasted .period.
If there is a one-week delay in making a forecast, then the
curves shown on these figures are shifted one week to the
right (see Section 2.1.4), and the benefit results that had
applied to an n-week forecast now apply to an n+1-week fore-
cast. Similarly, if there is a two week delay, then these .curves
are shifted two weeks to the right, and the n-week forecast
results now apply to an n+2-week forecast result.
The possibility of achieving the various percentage
improvement levels in forecasting from	 proved snowmapping at
Oroville is subject to doubt, because it is not clear how much
of the inaccuracy of the .forecast is due to inaccuracy of the
snow measurements, and how much is due to uncertainty regarding
future precipitation. Our own statistical investigation of
errors in the April 1 forecast revealed that, apparently, most
of the forecast error can be explained by uncertainty regarding
future precipitation (April-July).
An April 14, 1975 progress report entitled "interpre-
tation of Snow Cover from Satellite imagery for Use in Water
*Section 2.4.
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r
ISupply Forecasts in the Sierra Nevada", by Sierra Hydrotech,
Placerville, California, indicated that there is an error range
for the Feather River inflow to Orova_ll.e of 380,000  acre-feet
on June.l. (where the range is the sum of.both positive and
negative errors) at the So percent confidence level: if all
or most of this error could be ascribed to inaccuracy in the
measurement of the water content of snow cover; then.,: under
certain conditions, considerably, more potential benefits than
presented in this.section might be obtained.
Appendix H presents considerable information on those
reservoir systems that could potentially benefit from remote
sensing in the areas of hydropower and irrigation, provided
that the information conditions are favorable to these systems.
Technical data which appear to be particularly relevant to
potential economic benefits obtainable from better information,
-	 3
such as the degree of variability in streamflow, the relationship
between. streamflow variability and reservoir capacity, the
installed amount of hydropower capacity, etc., are given in this
appendix.
Since the Western U.S. river basins have widely dif-
fering characteristics, it would be unwise to make categorical
nationwide generalizations of the results obtained for the
Feather Ri p er. other studies are needed which focus on the
information conditions for other river basins before valid
generalizations can be made.
5.3	 The Conclusions with Policy Change.
it is difficult to derive the benefits of new .infor
mation from a system which is not directly responsive to changes
in the quality of information. The improved informati:on.,.niust
be rationally employed in the system for benefits to be generated 	 j
at all. 'raking full advantage of .the improvement requires
optimizing the management or the system. Studies such as the
5--G
A
I
one by William A. Ingram show that much additional hydropower
can be obtained from an optimized .management po . li_ r7y . at Oro,--
Ville. The.-total supply of water is not increased, but the
efficiency of using the water- to produce economic goods (elec-
tricity) is increased by the policy change.
In this case study of Oroville, it ha s not been pos-
sible to relate fully the improvement of forecasts, much less
the improvement of snowmapping using satellites, to the increased
hydropower. Neverth,eles.,s the concepts are clear enough:
1) Better information on -the expected inflows .allows
the manager to increase the static head, i, e. ,
storage level in the.Oroville dam, selectively
through time, without increasing the risk of
flooding. This increased head, in turn,allows
more efficient power generation.
2) On the other hand, the manager may, at other times`
draw down the reservoir farther':i.n anticipation of
large inflows,_ and put water through the genera-
tors which would have had to be spilled. ;
Our rough order of. magnitu.de calculation suggests that total
potential gains from optimized management are about $10,000,000 	 i
C annually,	 as ..detailed . in Section .4.4-3. But since optimizing
the management of a-system depends critically on information
about flouts through the system, it appears reasonable to sug-
gest th.at ..improved. runoff : i or.ecastin:g., month . by month, will
-	 a
contribute to the improvement of, management policy, and that
some. fraction . , which is presently not known, of the $10,000,000
annual. gains w.ould be obtained as . net benefits- These benefits
pertain specifically to 0rovMe. if they are scaled- to the
entire : 	hydroelectric capacity of the United States', the..
relevant figure for potential annual economic gains from increased
hydropower would be on the order of $150,000,000. Of course, only
i
	
	 a fraction of this amount could be attributed directly to the.
improved runof ff. forecastin g.
Omarginal value o 4at $0.020 per KWH, 1975 dollars.
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APPENDIX A.	 FLOOD CONTROL CRITERIA.RASED ON THE ACCURACY,	 j
FREQUENCY AND TIMELINESS OF FORECASTS}
 Statistical Model to Determine Proper FloodA. I '
Reservation Space .
The amount of empty space theoretically required in
a reservoir . to prevent floods	 (called the flood .res.ervation
space)	 depends on a number of variables. 	 Some of these
variables are:	 (1)	 the degree of confidence that one desires
in. preventing a flood,	 (2)	 the accuracy of a forecast,
(3) the frequency of a forecast, and	 (4)	 the timeliness of
a forecast..	 The degree of confidence,.or its reciprocal, 	 the
probability of having a flood, is discussed in Section A.2 on
the refinements of the statistical model developed in this
Appendix..	 From a statistical standpoint, using a . very con- qq
servative approach, what should be the flood reservation	 1
1
space given the
.
 following parameters?:
1)	 The maximum permitted "release rate per day
that prevents downstream flooding
(parameter
2)	 The recorded maximum sustained unimpaired
inflow rate per clay	 (parameter "b")
3)	 The forecast error in the. quantity of water
runoff at the y percent level (parameter "d")
4	 TI	 rec r.ded maximum. fraction of fore cast).	 4
water runoff that has runoff over a short	 i
period of time	 (parameter "f").
The maximum possible buildup rate per day	 (c)	 is
given by subtracting the maximum permitted release rate per
day ` (a)	 from the : recorded maximum `sustained unimpaired i.nflow
rate per	 day	 (Pr) ,	 ? -
	 • .
c	 a	 (21:1)
9
A-1
The unadjusted critical number of days of inflow
(e) is given by dividing the forecast error (d) by the maximum
sustained inflow rate per day (b) , i.e.,
e	 b	 (A.2)
inflow rates less than .. (b), of course, are easier. to handle
and would give a larger number of days of inflow.
The adjusted number of days of inflow (g) is given
by multiplying the unadjusted critical number of days: of
inflow by the water runoff fraction (f), i.e.
q	 of, ,
Therefore, the flood reservation safety requirement
(h) under this procedure is the product of the adjusted number
of days of inflow (g) and the maximum buildup rate per day
(C) r i.e. r
	
_
h 	 gc	 (A.4)
d
In terms of our original parameters, the flood reservation
safety requirement. is
df (b-a)
	
(A.5) Fb
However, since recorded historical: data only.cover
a limited time span ('U 70 years), statistical techniques are
required that permit replacement of maximum recorded values
by higher parameter values. These higher values can be
derived. from :the. probability distributions discussed in
Section A.2 of this Appendix. It should be noted that we
have been treating the parameter values as being statistically
independent, which hardly seems to be a.valid assumption_
This assumption leads to,.overly conservative safety require-
ments, but the..co :ditional probability distributions of these
parameters are apparently unknown. They can be estimated
A-2 . 2
I
i
from a sufficient amount of historical data. 	 What would be.
r	 required is an estimate of either of the following two
r
conditional probability distributions.
 1
Prob (b D (i) ,f) or Prob (f,D(i) ,b),	 j
	
b (i). is a specified' exceedance probability level or. 	 j
the Forecast . Range; function. A set of different is falling
within the hi=toLical range of data would be used, and the
corresponding set of Prob (bl)'s or Prob (fj)'s would be
re.•braed, Fitting some reasonable distribution function
(a normal distribution?) to these results would provide an
estimate of. the conditional probability distributions
Prob (b[D(d),f) or Prob (,fjD(d),b) 	 (A.6)
where d is the forecast error at the. y . per:cent: level.
To repeat, with the parameter . values- treated as
statistically independent., the flood reservation safety
reaui.rement is
h	 d (b-a)	 (A.7)b.
What relationship does this formula have to-the effects of
better information? . met da..; and di be' the y percent .level
f=orecast error for the current and the new (higher) levels of
information, respectively. Then, the reduction in required
flood' reservation space is ..given by
`	 qh	 (d0=d1) f`l (b--a) /bl	 (a. 8}
This additional amount of space available in the reservoir
can store economically beneficial water, as described in
lHowever, it is highly probable that far too little data
exist to"make 'these conditional probability distribution
calculations_ 3
A-3
Chapters 3 and 4 of the text. so far, we'have been discussing
the-parameters needed to estimate the flood ze.servat.on space.
However, if we assume the current flood reservation space is
proper, given the current level of information, then estima-
tion of the parameters a, b, and f is unnecessary_ Under
this assumption, estimation of only two parameters, (1) the
current y .percent .forecast error level (d 0 ) and (2) the
better information y percent forecast error level (d 1 ) yields
the new flood reservation space (h^), i.e_, 	 -
h1. - h0al;aa	 (A.9}
A.2
	
Refinements in the.Statistical Model on Flood
Control Criteria	 ±
The discussion so far has presented a statistical I
mo del to measure the effect of . 'accuracy, timeliness, and .
frequency of forecast on the required size-of the flood
reservation space. For expositional . purposes,-certain more 	 l
complex statistical considerations have not been given.in the
earlier section, but will now be presented. Runoff levels
above the. base runoff . level are potentially hazardous and,
therefore; will be called "hazard events ". .1 Runoff levels
Ear above base runoff levels will be called "exceedance
events". 2 Based on the analysis of Shane and Lynn, . a close	 I
approximation of the actual . distribution 'of the magnitude o.f.
1Borgman,L.,E. , "Risk Criteria" , Journal of the Waterways and
Harbors Division, SCE , ` Vo1.89, No.WW3,' August 1963, pp. 1- 35.
2Shane and Lynn use the e terminology. ".exceedance events" to re-
fer to a flow larger than the design flow for that structure.
Shane,R.14. and Lynn,.W.R., "Mathematical Model for Flood Risk;
Evaluation", Journal of the Hy draulics Division, SCE, Vol-90,
No.HY6, November 1964, pp 1-20.
i
a
J
ii
}hazard events is given by the following distribution function
of exponential form shown in Figure A.l
f (yIV)	 _	 1 -	e- ( y v) /T	 y>V,	 T>o .	 (A.10)
The density function that corresponds to this distribution
function is given by
f (y IV)	 _	 ( 1/T) e- (y -v) IT	 Y>v,	 T> 0	 (A.11)
where
v = base flow.
T = a parameter
y = magnitude of hazard event.
If we let the exceedance value be defined as y0r then the
probability of reaching the exceedance value is given by
2 ( y 0 	 = e (-y0-v) /T a
	 (A.12)
since the economic loss . that results from a flood is
very large relative to the economic loss that results from too
little water, it has been the practice in water impoundment
management to use a very large margin of safety in determining
the reservoir space left.unfilled (called the flood reserva-
tion space).	 This would correspond to a very small probabil-
ity P (y 0 ) .
For the Feather River, it is necessary to determine
the parameter values v (base flow)	 and T and decide on an
acceptable probability of exceedance	 (ply 0 I).
2
	The parameter
1Proof of this result is given in Shane and Lynn, ibid.
`It is also necessary to determine the time span over which
the exceedance event occurred.
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values v and T can be derived from data `n. the U.S- Geological
Survey Water Supply Papers which list p ,_ak flows above a given
base for each year of record. However, the acceptable proba-
bility of exceedance is a subjective question. A reasonable
approach perhaps is one that implies that the exceedance event
is unlikely to occur during a multiple of the design life of
the structure. For example, if the design Life of the
Orovi.11e Dam were 100 years, then a probability that implied
an exceedance event once every 500 years perhaps is an accept-
able value (p[y0]=.002)_ Another approach would be to calcu-
late the present value of flood damage as a function of their
frequency and magnitude. The physical, magnitude of the flood
would be given by the volume of water above the exceedance
value. Therefore, a low probability of exceedance limits
flood damage both by its low frequency of occurrence and by
the reduction in damage that would occur from a flood.
Theoretically, the probability of exceedance should be set
such that the expected present value of flood damage equals
the expected present value derived from.additional economi-
cally useful water. To do this evaluation on a conservative
basis, a low discount rate should be used. l Also conservative
would be a calculation that required the present value of
additional economically useful water to be several times the
present value of flood damage. This can be justified on the
grounds that the variance in the present value of flood damage
is much higher than the variance in the present value of
economically useful water. in practice, it is difficult to
calculate these present values because of the great uncer-
tainty about the relationship between the physical magnitude
lA low discount rate would give a rare event, such as a flood,
a much higher expected loss value than a high discount rate.
of a flood and the economic losses that it induces and because
of the fact that the present value of flood damage is not
1
independent of the present value of increased economically
useful water.l
According to the Corps of Engineers, preproject
flood damages along the Feather River below Orovi.11e were:2
Floods	 Damages	 (in 1968 dollars)
December 1964	 4,452,000
February 1963	 760,000
October 1962
	
458,000
February .1958
	
348,000
December 1955	 82,215,000
December 1937	 2,500,000
These estimated damages are based on 1968 prices and
conditions.
	
After the closure of the Oroville Dam, a large
t
increase in agricultural development and production occurred
along the Feather River Ploodway,
	
Therefore, to translate
the above flood damages into current dollars and conditions,
-the subsequent agricultural development and the inflationary
conditions prevailing over the last several years would have
to '.,e taken into account.
	
Thus, in current dollars and con-
ditions, a sharp upward revision would occur in the above
flood damage figures.
r
After a certain threshold value, the greater the amount of
economically useful.watert . the grea.ter.tlle frequency and.
magnitude of flo.odingo
2Re oft on Reservoir Regulation for Flood. Control, Oroville
Darn and Reservoir, Feather River, California., 'Aepa .rttnent of
the Army, Sacramento District, Corps of Engineers,.
Sacramento, California, August 1970.
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For purposes of flood control, a forecast range
diagram probability line much greater than 90% is required.
A .999% line,	 for example, would be more appropriate.	 How--
ever, at least a thousand years of historical data would be
required to obtain that kind of line directly from the data.
Therefore, indirect methods are required to estimate a .999%
line from the limited amount of recorded data. 	 From the
considerably wider distance of probability bands above the
mean forecast line relative to those corresponding bands below
the forecast line, it can be concluded that the probability
distribution is definitely skewed-toward the upper end of the
runoff levels. l	 Because of this skewness,	 a log-normal dis-
tribution fitted to each forecast date	 (February 1, March 1,
April 1, May 1, and June 1 rather than., for examples a normal
distribution) would provide an apparently reasonable method
for estimating the probability bands for other probability
levels.
This skewness probably occurs because of the boundary
condition that it is 3.mpos8ible to have a negative
unimpaired runoff. 9
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APPENDIX B. CORPS OF ENGINEERS FLOOD CONTROL CRITERIA
A report by the Corps of Engineers specifies the
flood control criteria that will be followed in the operation
of the Oroville Dam and Reservoir. l These criteria are based
on an examination of the quantitative characteristics of.
previous floods along the Feather River, but not along the
-	 x	
^
statistical lines suggested in Appendix A. The general 	 7
characteristics of the 13 largest historical floods at
Oroville examined by the Corps of Engineers are reproduced
in Table B.I.. 	 Using these and other historical hydroidgy.
data as a starting point, the Corps of Engineers has developed 	 &
a "standard project flood" to determine flood control space
requirements. A comparison of a "standard project flood" to
major historical floods is given in Table B.2.
1
In addition . to flood control space requirements,
there also are criteria on permissible 	 of outflow. ^
These criteria are based on channel capacities along the
Feather River and its tributaries..
The maximum flood control space requirement is F
750,000 acre--feet. This empty space must be provided whenever
there is .a meterological potential for a "standard project
storm" and ground conditions are conducive to maximum runoff.
This metero.logical:,con..diti.on .is..po.stul-ated to ex i st between
October 15 of. each year and April l of the following year.:
If ground conditions are dry, the maximum flood control
Rego.rt on Reservoir. <Regi lati . on for .Plo.od Controls Oroville.
Dam and Reservoir, Feather River, California,. Department of
the Army, Sacramento District,_ Corps of Engineers,
Sacramento, California,. Augus.t..1970.
i
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Table B.1 Histori.cal. Floods, Feather River at Orovil.l.e
Date of
Year Peak Flow
Peak
Flog
(cfs)
Max.
1-Dray
(cfs)
max.
3-Day
(ac-ft)
Annual
Water Yeas-
(ac-ft)
Mean
Annual
(efs)
1964	 22 Dec 250,000 156,000 864,800 6,448,000 83908i
1907	 19 Mar 2301000 187,000 894,500 9,310,000 12,900
1955	 23 Dec 203,000 172,000 818,800 7,3031000 10,060
1963	 31 Jan 1911000 125,000 538,700 5,673,000 7,835
1937	 11 Dec 185,000 145,000 567,700 8,1751000 11,290
1928	 26 Mar 185,000 122,000 642,600 3,650,000 5,030
1940	 27 Feb 152,000 131,000 598,600 5,275,000 7,270
1909	 16 Jan 140,000 137,000 772,000 7,380,000 10,200
1962	 13 Oct 138,000 101 7000 455,400 5,673,000 51825
1960	 8 Feb 135,000 95,800 310 x200 2,9719000 4,090
1906	 18 Jan 128,000 96,300 415,000 6,6504000 9,180
1913	 31 Dec 122,000 121,000 616 1 000 6,540,000 9,030
1904	 .24 Feb 118,000 106,000 492,000 9,3305000 129900
Source: corps of Engineers, 1b.id, p. 11.
BWL
Source: Corps of Engineers, Ibid, p. 14.
values to those of the major floods, is tabulated as follows:
Peat Plows 72-hour Volumes
Flood Flow Ratio	 -. volume RatT
(1000 c.f.s.) (SPF/Flood) : (1000 ac-ft.) (SPS'f^`l,
Standard Project 444 1.0 1,520 1.0
Dec 1964 250 1.76 886 1.72
Mar 1907 230 1.91 895 1.70
Dee 1955 203 2.17 830 1.83
Probable Maximum 720 0.61 2,510 o. 61
* Computed value.
d
l
reservation space is 350,000 acre-feet-between October 15. and
April 1. This is illustrated by Figure B.I. The numbers 3.5
or less, 4.0, 5.0, etc., above the horizontal lines in
Figure B.1, indicates the recorded value for the index of
ground.wetness. The smaller this index, the dryer the ground.
For example, in order to meet these flood control criteria, an
index reading of 8.0 would indicate that 500,000 acre-feet of
dam space would be kept empty of water and that the . amount of
water in the reservoir would not exceed 2,938,000 acre-feet.
The ground wetness index is computed each day in
the following way:
Pax (t) = 0.97 Par (t-1) + Precip	 (B-1)
where
Par(t) = current day's ground wetness index
Part-1) = previous day's index
Precip = precipitation occurring since 	 I
Par (t--1) was computed.
Since Par (t--1) has a weight of 0.97 and Precip has
an implicit weight of 1.0, the contribution of each day's
precipitation to the ground wetness index is over 50%. This
weighting has the direct effect of causing rapid changes in
the value of the ground wetness index: during a .storm. Because
of limitations on the allowable release rate of water at
	
Oroville, it is not practical, except for temporary periods 	
3
that are caused by a storm, to have a flood control space of
less than 550,000 acre-feet during the earlier part of the
annual flood contr.ol.period (i.e., October 15 to February 1)..
To attempt to take advantage of the apparent additional space
given by ground wetness indexes of less than 7 would mean a
considerable increase in water that would have to be spi:lle.d:.
and thereby completely wasted.
i
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As stated previously, in order to prevent downstream
flooding in addition to the volume restrictions shown in the
Flood Control Diagram (Figure B.1), there are al-o restric-
tions on the amount o.f. mater that can be released per unit
! of time.	 These conditions areal
a.	 That.f.lows in Feather River above Yuba River
do not	 exceed	 180,000 c.£.s...
b.	 That flows in Feather River below Yuba River
do not exceed 300,000.c.f.s_
C.	 That Flows in Feather River below Bear River
do not exceed 320,000 . c.£.s.	 insofar as possible.
d.	 That releases are not increased more than
i 10,000 c.£.s_	 or decreased more than 5,000
c _ f. s .	 in any 2--hour period.
Tn concluding this Appendix, it can be stated, based
on the discussion in Sections 3.1 and Appendix.A, that the
flood control diagram is not optimum in terries of preventing
floods.
An optimum flood control diagram would require an
equal probability of having a flood on any day along the 	 s
entire length of the line determined to be. reserved for flood
control.	 A non-optimum flood control diagram limits to an
unknown degree the amount of potential benefit that can be
-
derived from better information.
1These conditions may be overrides by releases that are
governed by the emergency spillway release diagram currently
in force.
B-G
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Table B.3 Release Schedule
Actual or Forecast Flood Control Required Releases
Inflow Space Used
(whichever is greater)
G.f.s- ac--ft c.f.s.
0-- 15,000 0 -	 5 1 000 Power Demand
0 - 15,000 Greater 5,000 Inflow
Than
15,000 - 30,000 0 -	 30,.000 Lesser of 15,000
or maximum inflow
0 -	 30,000 Greater 30,000 Maximum inflow
Than fox flood
30,000 --1.20,000 --------------- Lesser of maximum
inflow or	 60,000
c. f. s.
120,000 -175,000 -----------------------_---- Lesser of maximum
inflow or 100,000
c. f_s.
Greater than -175,000. -----------------_ Lesser of maximum
_inflow ar	 150,000
c.f.s.
s
i
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Using a Box-Jenkins computer program developed by
David Pack at the University of Wisconsin,
	 a second order
.autoregressive equation was determined to be the most appro-
priate form to use for the Feather River. l	 The general
mathematical form of this equation was:
yt + . e t 	(t=0,1,2,3,...,. n)	 (C.1)
where yt - the natural logarithm of the daily streamflow.
TI 	 the daily "deterministic"
	 component
et	 the daily "stochastic" component.
For the deterministic component of daily streamflow
1 ]t.= a
	
+ a l	 cos	 + a2	 (C.2)354
where ao	 the historical average daily streamflow around
which the cosine .
 curve of daily streamflow is traced out.
a	 _ the amplitude of the cosine curve
ti 2'rt
= the length of time of one cycle of the354
cosine curve which in this case is a year.
(The inverse of this term gives the fre-
quency of the cycler i.e.,
	 once a. year- )
a2	 the shift factor for sliding :aver the cycle
to the proper time of the year.
This . e uation was develOq	 plc= by Neil Polhemus fo g; ECON_	 The
initial, starting point for the. analysis was .a streamflow
analysis of the Ohio River in an article titled ":Stochastic
	 j]yodeling of Temperature and Flow in Rivers" by Trances Clay
McMichael and J_Stuart Hunter.in. Uater.Resou:rces Research.,.
-	 -	 -Vol.8,	 No.l, February 1972, pp.87-98. {
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For the 1960-1965 period, the estimated coefficients were:
aQ = 8.27 ^l = 1.254
a l = 0.574
^2 =	 -0.319
a 2 =	 3.222.
The coefficients for these two sets of years appear
to come from the same underlying population (judging by the
same signs and approximately the same magnitude of the corre-
sponding coefficients for the two periods) but no formal
statistical tests were made to confirm this hypothesis. We
then ran a Box-Jenkins analysis for the entire period October
1902 to September 1965 (i.e., 23,353 observations of daily
sLreamflow) to obtain the following coefficients:
a0 = 8.210	 al = 1.113
C41 - 0.840	 a2 = --0.166
a2 = 3.184.
The estimate of residual variance is given by:
2 y 796.64094s 	
=
23353	 0.034113
(Note: this residual variance is
applicable to the transformed
data) .
We examined the stochastic component of the Box-
Je.iikins analysis and asked the following question: how does
the stochastic component vary as a function of time? in other
words, starting on day t, what is the error in the estimate of
the streamflow on day t + m, where m is treated as a
C-3
 3
variable. l For the initial conditions, we took the historical
values for e o and e 1 . 2 These values were:
e = --.02.03667 and0
e l	.0206933.
A computer program was written, using the 1902-1965 coefficient
values for the a.3.	
2
's and the ch i ' s, the initial values eo and el
and the estimate of residual variance s. A Monte Carlo pro-
cedure using a random number generator with mean zero and
variance s 2 was used to produce a series of means and standard
deviation of the streamflow over a ninety-day period. Five
hundred observations per day were used to obtain the daily
mean and standard deviation for a thirty--day period. A graph
of the thirty-day mean and standard deviation results for the
natural logarithm of daily streamflow is shoran in Figure 2.8
in the text.
A theoretical determination of the analytic procedure that
could be used to answer this question is given in Appendix D.
2The initial starting date (t=0) was October 1, 1902.
i
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This appendix presents a procedure for obtaining the
forecast variance of the Box-Jenkins model given in Appendix C.
(1) Given the model: 
Xt - ^1 Xt-1	 ^2 Xt-2 _ Bt
let it be written A (B) Xt = Bt
where A (B) = 1 -- ^1 33 - ^2 B2
and BXt = X t-1 defines the "backward shift" operator
(2) Complex polynomical defined:
let A (Z) = l - ^ 1 2 - ¢2 Z2
(3) Let another complex function, o(Z) be defined:
such that A(Z) C (Z) = 1
C (Z)	 1.	
1-^1 Z-^2Z2
(4) write C(Z) - E C,Za
j=a
CO
(5) Theorem The process can be written X t = E C, u
0 7 Y-^
(6) Theorem Forecast variance for m steps ahead is:
22 M-1
^m = C o E C
0
1Written by Francis Sand.
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APPENDIX E:	 BASIN DESCRIPTIONI
E.1	 Description of the Area
a.	 feather River Basin lies on the eastern side of
the Sacramento River.Valley and an the northern end of the
Sierra Nevada Range.
	 The location of the basin is shown on
Figures E.1 and E.2.
b.	 Feather River, a major tributary of Sacramento
River,	 rises high in the Sierra Nevada at elevations close to
10,000 feet,
	 and floors for about 200 miles to its
	 junction
with Sacramento River on the valley floor.
	 Its upper reaches
branch into several forks:
	 West Branch and South Fork lie on
the western slope of Sierra Nevada, Forth and Middle Forks
rise on a high plateau East of the mountains.
	 These streams
flow in a generally southwesterly direction,
	 cutting through
steep rugged canyons to their respective confluences with the
t main stream in the foothills above the mouth of feather River
Canyon.	 Oroville Dam is located below the junction of the
forks,	 six miles above the town of Oroville.
	 After leaving
the mountains near Oroville, Feather River turns South and
flows through the rich agricultural lands of the Sacramento
River Valley for about 50 miles to its mouth at Verona on
Sacramento River,	 20 miles above the city of Sacramento.
Feather River has two main tributaries that join it in the
valley, Yuba River
	 (with 1,350 square miles drainage area)
	 at
Yuba City,	 and Bear River	 (with 550 square miles)	 at Nicolaus.
1 Verbatim	 (with slight alterations)	 from Chapter 11 of Report
P on Reservoir Regulation fox Flood Control, Oroville Dam and
Reservoir, Feather River,
	 California,	 Department of the Army,
Sacramento District,
	 Corps of Engineers,
	 Sacramento,	 California.
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(1) About 36 percent of the'Yuba River drainage
basin area is controlled by recently completed New Bullards
Bar Reservoir located about 35 males upstream from the Feather
River. The remaining 64 percent will be uncontrolled area
until authorized Marysville Dam and Reservoir is built and put
into operation. Complete protection on the Yuba River is not
possible without the authorized Marysville Reservoir.
(2) The Bear River drainage basin has a total area
of about 550 square miles above its confluence with the Feather
River. The four existing reservoirs on Bear River have no
storage allocated to flood control. The largest of these res-
ervoirs is the New Camp Par West Dam and Reservoir completed
in 1963. Studies are being conducted for construction of Gar-
den Bar Dam and Reservoir which would have storage allocated
to flood control.
(3) An extensive levee system has been constructed
to protect the Feather River flood plain downstream from
Oroville Reservoir. A levee extends along the right band: of
Feather River from Hamilton Bend to the mouth of Feather River.
Levees have also been constructed along the lower reaches of
Bf^ar and Yuba Rivers, around the city of Marysville and around
a local reclamation district.
C.	 The watershed above Oroville Dam drains 3,611
square males and includes mountain crests over 8,000 feet high,
mountain valleys at elevations as high as 5 , 000 feet above sea
level, deep canyons, and rolling foothills. Elevations range
from 10,466 feet at Mt. Lassen Peak to 900 feet at the damsite.
About 55 percent of the area is above an elevation of 5,000
feet, and only 7 percent is below 2,500 feet. The following
tabulation gives area-elevation data for Feather River Basin
above Oroville Dam.
Area
Area above
Area between
Area below
Total area
Elevation
(feet)
5,000
5,000--2,500
2,500
10,500-900
Basin Area
(sq. miles)	 (percent)
	
1,986	 55
	
1,372	 38
	
253	 7'
	
3,611 	 100
The topography of the basin is shown on Figure E.2.
d. The vegetation in the basin varies from heavy
timber growth on the mountainous slopes in the western part to
a sparse cover on semi-desert valleys on the eastern side.
Mixed conifers grow at higher elevations, ponderosa pines and
hardwoods appear at lower elevations, native brush and grasses
cover the alpine meadows and the foothills, and sagebrush
spreads over the eastern slopes. The rich soil of Lbe valley
floor below the dam grows a great variety of farm crops.
e. The economy of the area below orovil.le Dam de-
pends on irrigation farming, livestock raising, and on industry
connected with producing and processing agricultural products.
The economy of the basin above the dam is centered around
lumbering, mining, and recreation facilities. There are many
small mountain communities throughout the basin, with more
populous and important towns located in the valley, as shown
on Figure E.l.
f. California State Highway 70 (a major east-west
connection) and a number of State and county highways serve
the area. The Western Pacific Railroad traverses the basin
E-5
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generally following Feather River Canyon from Orovilie into
Nevada. The location of highways and railroad is shown on
Figure R.I.
E.2
	 Climate
a_ The climate of Feather River Basin is closely
associated with the typography of the area and there is.a
marked difference in temperature and in precipitation within
short distances. A detailed discussion of topographic in-
fluence on climatic characteristics of the area is included in
the Master Manual. In general, the climate of the basin is
divided into two seasons: hot, dry summer lasting from May .
through October, and cold, wet winter with heavy rains and
snowfall in the mountains from November through April..
b. In the valley below Orovi.11e Dam the climate is
temperate with hot summers and mild winters, without extreme
temperature variations, although as high as ll8°F. and as low
as l6°F. have been recarded. in the mountainous basin above
Oroville Dam temperature changes are more pronounced: summer
days are dry and warm with 95 percent of . possible sunshine
and occasional temperatures above 100 °F.; but summer nights
are cool with a chance of frost occurring in any month, espe-
cially at higher elevations. Minters are moderately severe
with minimum temperatures below freezing during the period
from November through April. The monthly distribution of max.-
m i m -4	 i- .- - - - - - 4 , . »	 -I.	 ........... ^....R .....
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MONTHLY MEAN TEMPERATURES (F,i
MARYSVILLE	 OROYILLE 7 SE" QUINCY RS SIERRAVILLE RS
MOUTH	 El.	 64'	 El. .530 El.	 3,409' E1.	 14,975'
c Max
	 Min	 Normal`	 ; Max.: loin	 : Average : Max Min	 : Normal` Max Min Normal'
January	 54	 37
. 	
46	 53	 36	 45	 45 22 33 41 114 28
February	 60	 41	 5o	 58	 40	 149	 50 24, 37 145 ID 32,
March
	 66	 . 414	 55	 63	 142	 53	 55 28 142 61 23 38
April
	
73	 47	 61	 71	 46	 58	 65 32 1l8 60 28 45
Hay	 80	 52	 6.7	 Bo	 51	 65	 72 37 511 68 314 51
June	 89	 58'	 74	 89	 56	 72	 8i 142 61 76 38
5B
Jal.y	 96	 60.	 79	 47	 60	 79	 89 43 66 85 141 614
August	 95.	 54	 77	 95	 58	 77	 86 141 .64 85 39
62.
. Septenber	 89	 55	 714	 90	 56	 73	 Bi 36 5.9 78 34 58
October	 79	 249	 614	 79	 50	 64	 70 31 51 68 28 49
November	 .66	 142	 54; .	 .65	 42 T	 54.	 56 .	 .28.	 . 141 .55. 22	 :.. .3B'
Dacember	 55	 38.	 147	 5.5	 38	 46.	 146 214 35 145 17 32	 1
Annum	 62	 61 49
E
46
Years of.
	 57.	 57	 .28 	 29 .	 ..66 66 52 52Record
7
Normals for all .stations 'are climatological normals based on period
1930-1960,	 as published by USWB.
_	
Station closed in . February 1961. 4
s
i
Observed temperature extremes for these stations are as
tabulated below:
{ TBIPERATURE EXTREMES
:. MAXIMUM.	 i^ifhIH1JM .STATION
I301ITI4
	
F°	 mo41T1! F°
HarysvilIe	 July	 liB	 December 16
Oroville 7 SE
	 August	 115	 December 16
Quincy RS
	 July	 106	 January , -28
5ierrav1116 RS	 July
	
104 .. January. --3)4
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C. Normal annual precipitation over Feather River
Basin varies greatly as illustrated on Figure E.3, ranging from
	 {
about 15 inches on the portion of the basin draining-the east-.
ern _slopes of the Sierra Nevada to close to 90 inches over the
j	 higher ridges on the western slopes near the headwaters of West
i
Branch and North fork of Feather River. Precipitation during	 {
i	 the winter season normally falls as rain at elevations below
	 j!
#	 5,000 feet, and as snow at higher elevations, although. during
major warm storms rain may fall over the entire basin_ About
88 percent of annual precipitation in the valley, and close to
85 percent in. the mountains, occurs during the November-April
r	 period. During the summer months precipitation results from
isolated thunderstorms that cover small .areas and are of short
duration. Monthly distribution of precipitation at selected
representative .stations based on data published by the U.S
Weather Bureau for the period 1931-1960 .(except Brush: Creek
i R.S. which is }cased on averages of the period of record 1937
1967) is given in the following evaluation_
HONTHLY PRECIPITATIO11 	 +
: HAPY5VILLE OROVILLE DRIDGE	 Ol1INCY R5	 BRUSH CR. RS	 CA11YOR DP4 : 51IPRAVILLERS
HOHTH	 : (El. 64 1 ) :	 ( El. 1651	 (El. 3409 1 1 	 (El . 3560')	 (El 4555')	 (El 4975').
	
inches: NO	 inches: r	 inches:	 inches:' a	 inches. %	 inches. m
July	 0. 01	 0.0	 :41	 0.0	 0..12	 0.3	 .051	 0..1	 0.20	 0.5	 .0:2'9	 1.1
August	 0.02	 O.S.	 :03 0.1	 0.11 0.3	 .17	 O.z	 0.12	 O.3	 0.15	 0.6
September	 0.23	 J.1	 .37	 1.3	 0.51 i.3	 _72 1.0	 0.54 1.4	 0.44 1.7.
October
	
1.13 5.5	 1.30	 4.7
	 2:43 6.1	 4_39	 6.3	 2.28	 5.9	 1.83 7.2	 1(November	 2.03	 9.9	 2.90 10.4	 4.14 10.4	 0,04 71.6	 4.03 10.5	 2.76 10.9
December	 3.88 18.8	 5.22 18.7	 6.87 17.2	 12.39 17:8	 6.67 x.7. 11. 	 51.49. 17.7
January
	
3.99 19. 1 1	 5.117 19.6
	
7.21 18.0	 13.59 19.5	 7.GS '18.5	 4.94 19.5
I=abruary	 3.86 18.7	 11.93 17.7	 7.26 18.1	 11.512 16,4	 6.86 17.9	 4:23 16.7
Harch
	
2.68 13.0	 3.89 13.9	 5.3B 13.4	 9.1111 13.6	 5.06 13.2	 2.84 11.2
April
	
1.74 8.5	 2.27 8.1	 3.21 B.0	 5:62 8.1	 2.53 7.14	 1.63 6.4
:.	 HAY	 0.80	 3.9	 1_ 16
	
4.2
	
2.01	 5.0	 2.80	 4.0	 1.90	 11.9	 1.25	 4,9
June	 0. 22	 1.1	 ..0:35	 1.3	 0:711	 1..9	 .98	 1.4	 0.80: 2.1	 0.511.	 2.1	 i
Tot-1	 20_59 100.0	 27.90 100.0	 39.99 100.0	 69-60 SO0.O 33.37 100.0	 25.39 100.0
Nov-Apr
	
18.18	 214.68 88.4	 351.07 85.2	 60.50 116.9 32.53 89:8	 20.89 82.3
_	
1
1
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Tsohyets of. normal annual precipitation and the location of
climatological stations.are shown: on Figure E.3. Average annual
precipitation for Feather River Basin above oroville Dam is
estimated as 44 inches.
d. Winter snowfall above about 5,000 feet elevation
normally accumulates until_ about the first of April,. whenin-
creasing temperatures mark the beginning of the snowmelt season.
Snow falling at lower elevations usually melts away within a
short period of time. Basin snow pack data for a wet year
(1952), a near normal year (1954), and normal 1 April values
at . select.ed_ . representative snow courses are given in the fol-
lowing tabulation.
1 APRIL SNOW SURVEY DATA
Elev. :Depth in	 Wa^;ei^ Fquiva.lent
Snow Course	 : in	 Inches	 _	 Inches	 '^ Normal
No.	 Name	 Feet	 1952:1954 1952:1954:Normal: 1952.1554 .
336 Upper Lassen Park	 8,500 267 204 131: 89	 79	 166 113
48 Mount .byer. No. 	 7;1010 118	 .66	 52 30	 25	 208 120
280 Hovland Creek	 6 ^ 700 1031	 39	 44 i4	 17.	 259	 82
52 Eureka bake	 6,200 166	 69	 73 33	 32	 228 103
49 Letterbox	 5,600 222` 107 106 52	 47	 226 111
61 ' Chester. Flat
	 4 600	 77	 20.	 29 10	 7.3 392 137	 a
A complete list of snow courses and their .location is given on
chart 5
R. 3	 Runoff Characteristics .
The runoff of .Feather River .is • p.roduced mostly by
intense precipitation in winter, augmented by snowmelt in
spring. Highest flows occur normally during the months of 	 {
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December through O'une, with the largest sustained. f.lows
usually in 'xpril and May.	 Flows decrease during the,summer,
reaching tl.a Lowest ebb in August and September. 	 The monthly {
distribution of average runo f ` of various: Feather River tribu-
taries including Yuba River a-L Marysville is as "follows
AVERAGE MORTHLY
	
RU`ROFF
zNO.FK.
	
FEATHER R:FIID FK FEATHER R:SO_FX.	 FEA-mER R.	 FEATHER RIVER	 :YUBA RIVER IIEAR
' AT PULGA..(a)	 t . NEAR H£RRIHAC .: 	 AT ENTERPRISE,	 AT OROVILLE Ib} .:.HARY5VILLE {c)
NORTH
	
: OA = 1,953 sq mi _ DA = 1; 068 sq mi :	 DA. =.I3? s"q mi	 : DA ', 3.,:624 sq mi : DA.- i, 34n sq rii
:Thousand:
	 -Thousand:	 .Thousand:	 :Thousand: 
ac-ft	 :Percent:	 ac ft
	
; Percent : 	 RC-ff	 :Percents
	 ac-ft
	
,Percent" ac-ft	 :Percent
a
October `
	
101	 5.2	 24	 2-4.	 1-8	 0A	 129:
	 3. 1
	33	 1.8
November
	 108	 5,5	 25.	 2.5	 5. B	 2.6	 182.	 4.3	 52	 2.8Dacmber
	 159	 B.1	 103	 10..3	 20.0.	 9.1	 323	 7.7	 216	 11.8Januarys	 167	 8.5	 95	 9.5	 25.0	 11.4'	 414	 9:8	 220	 12.0February
	 209	 10.7	 127	 12.7
	
37_0	 . 16.8	 53D	 12.6	 252	 13.8XaLrch
	
225	 11.5	 .,121	 12.1.,	 4.0	 16.4	 617	 14 7	 237	 13.0	 ..
'A292	 14.9	 204'	 20:5.'
	
44:0.	 2t}.0	 724"	 17::2	 :.	 .5:.	 U-6Kay	 253	 12:9	 1.76	 . ,17 :6 .	 37.0	 16.8..
	
604'	 14.4	 3,1417.2
-
.6	 11.0	 5.0 ..	 3D, 2 	 7.2	 6	 8.0,iuno	 142	 T.2	 75	 7.	 14Jul y 	109	 5.6	 25	 2.5	 1.6	 0.7	 151:	 3.6	 24	 1.6
4iguat
	
103	 5.3	 13	 1.3	 0:4	 0.2	 120	 2_9	 12	 0.6 i
.	 ' Septembar
	 ' 90 . .	 445	 .10	 1.0	 0.5	 ..	 0.2	 105-	 2.5	 14	 0.8 -
innual
	
1,958. 	 100.0
	
99.8	 100_0	 220.0	 100_0	 4,271 . 	100.0	 1 1 836	 100.0
Years of
	 56	 15	 55	 65	 23	 $Record
^AI	
Prior to October 196.2pub]ished as
	
°at Bie	 Bar"
m or 1961 published as "Hoar OrovilZa"b
Icl	 Pi*for to September 1957,publ15hed as 'at Fiarysville"
Run off'In Feather River and, tributaries varies both seasonally
azi`d from year to . yearThe. average annual runoff of .Feather
: Rivet, at .Orovil,le for 65 years of record is 4, 201, 00O acre-.
R . feet, the maximum recorded value being 9,330000 acre-feet`
(222 percent)	 for the 1903 = 04 water--year and the .minimumr
1,160,000 acre--feet	 (28, percent)' in 1:323-24. 	 Recorded and com-
puted data for .a comparison .o. f . extreme axed mean. .flows in
Feather River and tributaries above orovil.le are given i.n the
following table:
A list-of stream gaging . stations., .th.ear .locations,
.	 ,:	 .. drainage _areas, periods of record, and peak 'flows is given on
Figure .E . 2.-
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Table E.1 -- Recorded and Computed Runoff Data
NORTH FORK
FEATHER RIVER
MIDDLE FORK
FEATHER RIVER
SOUTH FORK
FEATHER RIVER FEATHERER RI
REIVER
AT PULGA (a) AT MERRIMAC AT ENTERPRISE AT
	 (b}
Drainage
area( sq. mi.) 5,935 1,062 132 3,629
PERIOD OF RECORD -	 1910--1966 1951-1966 1911-1966 1901-1966
YEARS OF RECORD 56 15 55 65
not®. cfs cfs
sq mi bate cfs
cfs
sq mi Date cfs
cfs
sq mi Date cfs
cfs
sq mi
INSTANTAHEOUS FLOW
MAXIMIM 22 Dec 64 73,004 37.7 22 Dec 64 86,200 81.2 22 Dec 55 19,200 1245 22 Dec 64 250,000(c) 69.0
MIHtMUM 25 Jun 61 33 0.02 2 ,Ian 60 92 0.09 Aug- 5ep'50 0 0 9 Nov 31 300 0.08
MEAN DAILY FLOW
MAX1M14l 22 Dec 64 55,1400 28.6 23 Doc 64 51,000 48.0 22 Dec 55 15,400 117 19 Mar 07 187,000 51.6
HIMV411M 23 Jul 58 39 0.02 19 Sep 59 99 0.09 1 Aug . 50 0.4 0 3 Oct 33 677 0.16
MEAN 2,890 1.50 1,380 1.30 303 2.30 5,800 5.60
Water-year 1'000
ac-ft in. Water-year
11000
ac-ft in. Water-year
1,000
ac-ft in. Water-year
1,000
ac-ft in.
ANHUAL FLOW
MAXIM114 1938 4,200 140.7 1952 2,000 35.3 1998 1491.6 59.8 190 4 9>330 48.3
MINIMUM 19214 802 7.77 1961 450 7.95 19142 42.7 .6.07 1924 1,180 6.11
MEM 2.094 20.9 996.9 17.6 219. u 31.2 4,201 21.7
(a)	 Prior to October 1962 published as "at Big Bar"
(b)
	 October 19314 to September 1461 published as	 "near Oroville"
(c)'	 Computed	 flaw
f
r:
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Flood Characteristics
a.	 Damaging floods in the Feather River Basin
usually result from winter rain storms, occasionally augmented
by melting sni;w.
	
A typical flood producing storm may last
. several days, and is actually not a single storm but usually a
rapid succession of several individual storms. 	 Runoff produced
9
by these storms may combine to produce high intensity peak
flows in all streams in the basin. 	 During large floods a wide
range of flooding conditions prevails. 	 Runoff accumulates
rapidly in the upstream tributary areas and the floods produced
are of high intensity but relatively short duration. 	 In the
lower reaches of the Feather River the stream gradient de- 	 T
creases, velocities are less, and prolonged inundation may
occur.	 Large floods may also result in failure or overtopping
of existing project levees with consequent flooding of large
areas of highly developed farmland and urban-surburban develop-
ments.
b.	 Rain floods are characterized by high--peaks and
short durations of a few days, while snowm.elt floods have
lower peaks and moderately high flows for periods up to sev-
eral weeks.	 Flood peaks on the streams in the basin above
Oroville Dam are often impaired and delayed by numerous up--
stream check dims, diversions, and reservoirs. 	 Below the.dam,
peaks are reduced when the flood flows leave the channel and
are stored by flooding over the adjoining flat lands.
C.	 Flood flows in the streams above Oroville Dam
are usually confined within the natural narrow canyon stream
channels, descending rapidly without causing extensive damage.
Below the dam and below the town of..Oroville, flood flows tend_
to spread over wide areas where not confined by levees. 	 In
the leveed reaches of the river when high flows in Feather
River coincide with high flows in the downstream tributaries,
i
E-13
3
i
r
the combined flows may exceed the project channel capacity and
cause flooding of adjacent protected areas.
d. The largest recorded flow on Feather River at
Oroville happened in December 1964, when record breaking peaks
were produced on many streams of the Feather River Basin- The
flood of December 1964 - January 1965 resulted from a winter
rainstorm which followed a meteorological pattern typical of
other flood-producing winter storms over the basin. Heavy
precipitation occurred in the proceeding 60 days over the gen-
eral area, with up to 5 inches of rain recorded at some valley
stations. The storm came in four distinct waves. The first
wave, which occurred during 18-20 December, was cold, and de-
posited 2-3 inches of snow in the mountains down to the 3,000
foot level. The following wave brought rising temperatures and
heavy rains up to 6,000 feet elevation. Within the 4 day
period, 20-23 December, about 13 inches of rain fell. The warm
winds and rain melted most of the new snow accumulated during
the initial storm. Another cold wave, occurred daring 26
December--4 January, and brought rain to Lower elevations and
snow to the mountains. The final wave of this storm series
occurred 4-G January when from 3 to 10 inches of precipitation
fell on the Feather and Yuba River Basins. A local storm of
high intensity occurred on 26 December over the mountain`slope
south of Oroville causing the highest recorded runoff in south
Honcut Creek, a small tributary entering Feather River below
Oroville. Inflow to Oroville Reservoir peaked at 250,000 cubic
feet per second, compared to the previous maximum of 230,000
c.f.s. at Oroville in 1907. Flow at oroville was controlled
by the partially constructed dam to a maximum out flow of
158,000 c.f.s. Peak flows of Feather River and its tributaries
at various stations in 1964 and the previous maximums are tab-
ulated as follows:
a
{
i
H-14
: :1964 Peak Flow., Previous Maximum
Stream Gaffing Station :(c.f.s.I c.f.s. Date
No. Fork Feather R. at Pulga. 73,000 72,407 Dec 1955
Mid	 "	 "	 " near Merrimac 86,200 65,400 Feb 1963
So.	 r'	 IT	 if at Enterprise 11,800 19,200 Dec 1955
West Br.	 "	 " near Paradise 26,300 21,200 Jan 1963
Feather River inflow to Oroville res 250,000 230,000 Mar 1907
Feather River at Orovill 158,000 290,000 Mac 1907
South Honcut Creek near Bangor 17,600 8,280 Oct 1962
# The Oroville embankment temporarily stored 155,000 acre-feet of flood
water, reducing the ppak flow from 250,000 c.f.s. to 15 8, 000 c.f.s.
and delaying the peak for about 20 hours.
Major flood flows also occurred in March 1907,
December 1955, and January-February 1963. The flood of March
1907 occurred when heavy rainfall accompanied by unusually
warm weather caused rapid melting of snow and runoff second
only in magnitude to the flood of 1964, with the peak flow
at Oroville, reaching 230,000 e.f.s. The flood of December
1955 had the third highest peak at Oroville, 203,000 c.f.s.,
and was also the result of excessive rain and snowmelt, as
were most of the other floods on Feather River. The floods of
1907, 1904, 1937, 1909, and 1955 produced the largest annual
runoff volumes, while the floods of 1907, 1964, 1955, 1909, and
1928 had the highest 3-day volumes. Preliminary data indicate
that 1969 water year will rank among the larger floods on
Feather River. The peak inflow to Oroville Reservoir of about
125,000 c.f-s. occurred 21 January 1969, with a maximum 3--day
flocs, of about 543,000 AF.
Table F.1	 Data Used in Analysis of Covariance
Actual April 1 Forecast. Snow October-March April-July
Year Runoff Forecast(F) Error	 (E
2
Variables(5	 )Precipitation(P 1 ) Precipitation(P2)
1942 2883 1968 -•915 114.49 126 362
1943 1914 1831 -80 94.09 122 135
1944 1571 1506 -65 110.25 74 350
1945 15G3 1756 193 114.49 101 150
194G 1605 .1983 378 141.61 112 26
1947 gag 1064 175 10.24 SD 95
1548 2486 1168 --1318 34.81 78 460
1949 1420 1699 279 151.20 73 84
1950 1988 1753 -235 127.60 93 199
1951 1511 1710 199 44.89 136 142
1952 4676 4787 111 600.25 176 97
1953 2405 1821 --584 127.60 101 2GG
1954 1965 1760 -205 118.80 99 158
1955 1230 1075 --155 38.40 65 181
1956 2732 2861 129 237.16 160 154
1957 1508 1171 --337 30.25 81 254
1958 3350 2914 -436 285.60 138 27.0
lncn !.-n 1722 2 ?d d0. 00 78 91
1960. 1?.?.3 1306 93 49.00 86 115
1961 113b 1230 94 49.00 77 152
19G2 1904 2495 591 259.21 104 76
1963 2651 1440 -1211 30.89 124 37.8
1964 1169 1208 39 53.20 72 327
1965 2264 1879 -385 75.69 138 196
1966 1324 .1515 191 100.00 81 89
1967 3042 2589 -•453 166.41 169 283
11,
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APPENDIX G. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF HIS-
TORICAL BEHAVIOR OF RESERVOIR
STORAGE AND SPILL AT OROVILLE,
1968--1973
This appendix presents in graphical form the histor-
ical behavior through time of the volume of water stored at
Oroville Reservoir and the amount of spill that occurred. if
the volume of water in storage exceeds the volume shown under
the daily ground wetness index, then flood control regulations
require that the water volume above the daily ground wetness
index b y spilled. The amount of spill is indicated by the
bottom sections of Figures G.l through G.6. 	 4
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Figure G.1 OrOvi lle Flood Control Diagram, 1973--1974
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Figure G.1 Oroville Flood Control Diagram, 1973-1974
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Figure G.2 Oroville Flood Control Diagram, 1972-1971
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Figure G.3 Oroville Flood Control Diagram, 1971-1972
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9APPENDIX H:	 THE APPT ICABILI.TX . Off' SATELLITE-
DERIVED INVOR14ATIO14 TO MAJOR
RESERVOIRS IN THE UNITED STATES
11. 1 	 Description of Background, Findings and Necessary
Conditions. for the Applicability of Remote Sensing
H.l.l.
	
Introduction
Broadly speaking, two general approaches may be
taken to the evaluation of the applicability of remote -sensing
to runoff forecasting and reservoir management. 	 One is the
intensive investigation of the sources of error in a single
reservoir-management model, or in a few such models, by means
of a computer simulation of reservoir operations or similar
methods.	 This is the approach that . has been followed in the
main body of this report_	 Another is the extensive i_-qvestiga-
tion of the general characteristics of a large number of res-
ervoir systems, with the object of setting upper and Lower
bounds to the possible benefits of widely distributed informa-
tion derived from remote sensing.
Though this appendix can be classified in the second
^i category, it should not be viewed as independent of the case
study to which it is attached. 	 Rather, the Feather River case
study suggests a number of necessary conditions which a reser-
voir system must satisfy if remote sensing is to be applicable
to its management.	 Other such conditions are set by the tech- a
nical capabilities of applications satellites	 (e.g., their
capability for long--range weather forecasting) 	 and by the in-
formation requirements which follow from certain p.hYsical
parameters of reservoir. systems 	 (e.g., the ratio between the
capacity of a reservoir and the mean annual stream-f low of the i
river at that point). 	 Th 's appendix reports the results. of a
survey of all ,the major - reservoir systems in the un ited States
H-• 1
-	 YJ .L 1.!! .i. L'.tii ^JC C.:L L11 LlLC. CT.LGil L, LU 1"l1L.l:fill.- - GG^..11-J^'.74C1^^"-.7^ - 11.a11GJ -Gl
half--dozen such generally necessary cond tio'n:s 'for the applic-
ability of applications satalliLes. No attempt is made to
determine if any such system meets sufficient conditions for
such applicability. That determination car: be made . only by
further case studies of the scope of this report; It is hoped,i
however, t.liat this appendix succeeds in showing where such
studies might (and might not) prove fruitful_.
The discussion which follows is restricted to major
U.S. reservoir systems. For the purposes of this 'appendix, a
"major" reservoir is regarded: as one which either (a) has a
gross storage capacity o:f.1 billion cubic.meters (810,700 	 7
acre-feet) or more; or (b) has an installed hydroelectric
capacity of 200 megawatts or more, or (c) produces an average
of 1;000,000 megawatt-h^urs or more annually, or has some com- 	 y
ti
bination of these characteristics
The most promising area for.the application of remote
sensing to reservoir operation is the forecasting of inflows
into reservoir systems. Because LANDSAT-type satellites are
inappropriate to weather forecasting, their usefulness for in-
flow forecasting is limited in practice to those regions where
snowmelt contributes significantly to such inflows. Together
with the conditions on size, mentioned previously, this condi-
tion restricts the discussion which follows to reservoirs in
six major Western regions: the Upper Missouri Basin, the
Colorado River Basin, the Snake River Basin, and the Southern,
Middle and Northern Pacific Slope Basins (see Figure H.l.l).
H.1.2	 Findings
Of the 57 major reservoirs in the six Western regions'
considered, only 8 ("Category z") clearly meet certain ftznda-
me:nt.al.necessary conditions for the applicability of remote
Iz W 2
fiI1 3
2	 216	 4
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Figure H.1.1 Map of Major Ar.erican Basins, Showing U.S. Geological
Survey Regional Designations.
Note:	 Reservoirs discussed in Appendix H are Located in
Regions 6,9,11,12,13 and 14.
Source:	 U.S. Geological Survey, Surface Water Supply in the
	
9United States, Part 1, Volume-1, Geological Survey
Water-Supply Paper 1901, Washington, 1969, p.8.
sensing (not including meteorological capabilities) while
another 14 ("Category IT") constitute marginal cases. Remote
sensing which does not include a weather--forecast capability
is considered inappropriate to reservoir management in the re-
maining 35 ("Category III") cases.
It should be emphasized that this categorization is
based solely on the half--dozen conditions outlined below. A
Category I reservoir system may be shown on other grounds not
to have potential benefits derived from remote sensing, and
conversely, special factors may occasionally override a classi-
fication in Category ITT. The Oroville Reservoir, for example,
though it is included in Category T, has been shown (for
reasons given in this report) to have relatively small expected
benefits from remote sensing.
The 21 members of Categories I & IT other than
Oroville produce an average of 27,754,000 MWH/yr of hydro-
electric power, which is 10.8% of the average annual genera-
tion of all U.S. hydroelectric installations. I However, most
of this power is produced by the 14 "marginal" plants in Cate-
gory TT. The average annual generation of the 7 Category I
plants other than Oroville is 5,453 MWH/yr, or 2.1% of nation--
wide hydroelectric generation and 6.4% of the hydroelectric
capacity of the 57 reser voir systems examined here. While it
is not possible on this basis to make specific benefit projec-
tions, it follows from these results that at most a small
fraction of American hydroelectric installations would be
significantly affected by the widespread use of data derived
from remote sensing (not including a meterological capability).
These figures represent average annual generation as of
January 1, 1972. U.S. Federal Power Commission, Hydroelectric
Power Resources of the United States, Developed and Undeveloped,
Washington, D. C. , 1972, pp. 1, 80--97.
{
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The data on which these conclusions are based are
summarized in Tables H.1.1, h.1.2, and H.1.3. Details on res-
ervoir manac;ement parameters, streamflow patterns and climatic
conditions of the 22 Category I and Category 11 reservoirs are
provided in Section H.2.
H.1.3
	 Necessary conditions for the Applicability of
Remote Sensing
The use of LANDSAT-type remote sensing for reservoir
management can be expected to produce significant benefits
only when the following conditions (among others) are met:
(1) relatively high ratio of annual snowfall to Spring pre-
cipitation;	 (2) relatively high variability of inflows; 	 (3)
the existence of tradeoffs between competing reservoir func-
tions; (4) reservoir storage capacity which is more than a
small fraction of mean annual runoff. These conditions, and
the variables used here to measure them, are discussed below.
H.1.3.1
	 'recipitation Patterns
As the Oroville case study indicates, the usefulness
of improved snow-survey information to reservoir management
decreases as the magnitude and variability of Spring precipita-
tion increases. The ideal climatological pattern for remote--
sensing applicability is one in which much more precipitation
d
	
occurs as snow between October and March than occurs as rain
between April and July. (This seasonal division follows that
employed by the California Seasonal Forecast Model). Because
survey data on monthly snowfall were not available in the
appropriate form for most of the basins examined here, this
study has used the ratio
total Winter precipitation (October - March)
total Spring precipitation (April - July)
H-4
i
I	 i	 I	 I	 4_	 i_
(hereafter W/S) as an approximation. Since not all Winter
precipitation occurs as snow in the Western basins, this ratio
will consistently overstate the ratio of snowmelt runoff to
Spring precipitation. A low value of W/S will therefore be a
strong indication that improved snow surveys would probably be
of limited usefulness to reservoir management in the basin in
question.
This parameter varies widely from one basin to another.
In the Northwest Missouri basin, for example, W/S averages about
.6. Since W/S is based on precipitation for six Winter months
and four Spring months, this value is only 40% of that expected
for a region with a "flat" precipitation pattern (see Figure
H.1.2). In most California basins, on the other hand, W/S
averages about 6.0, or four times that expected for a region
with no seasonal differences in precipitation. it is signifi-
cant that, despite the relatively high W/S (5.76) of the
Sacramento basin, in wb.ich Oroville is located, it is from im-
proved forecasts of Spring precipitation, rather than from more
accurate snow surveys, that a decrease in runoff forecast error
early in the season is to be expected. Since reservoir systems
vary regarding the present accuracy of snow-cover measurement,
this result cannot simply be extended to all other basins with
W/S equal to or less than Oroville's. However, the probability
that improved snow-cover measurements will result in signifi-
cant benefits decreases as W/S decreases. It is assumed that
a value of W/S of less than half of Oroville's (that is, about
2.9) is prima facie grounds for classifying a reservoir in
Category II. When W/S < 1.5, which implies relatively dry
Winter and wet Spring weather, probable benefits from remote
sensing are considered to be negligible. W/S < 1.5 is there--
fore interpreted as prima facie grounds for classification in
Category III.
H-5
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(Inches), Western United States.
Source: John L. Baldwin, Climates of the United
State, Washington, 1973, p.72.
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Precipitation figures used in this appendix are based
on mean precipitation in the State Climatic Division or Divi-
sions in which the reservoir's primary drainage is located.
Since most of the reservoirs treated here have extensive drain-
ages, some such area-wide approximation is necessary. However,
given the considerable local climatic differences in most of
the Western U.S., the unavailability of appropriately weighted
data for a reservoir's precise drainage area may sometimes re-
sult in significant distortions (see Figure H.1.3).
H.1.3.2
	
Variability of Inflows
Three different measures of inflow variability, are
employed in this appendix: the maximum coefficient of varia-
6,
Lion of monthly inflow for months of peak flow	
Mx	
max
1
the ratio of five-year peak monthly inflow to mean monthly
runoff	 Max. inflow	 and the ratio of five-year peak in-
MMR
crease in reservoir contents to mean monthly run--off
( 11CMMR
("Runoff" and "inflow" are here used synonymously). These
r
measures of variability are examined in the following three
sections.
H.1.3.2.1
CF
M.
31
	max
Mi
 = Mean of monthly runoff into reservoir
for the i-th month over a five-year
period
U i
 = standard deviation (unbiased) of
monthly runoff for the i-th month
over the same period.
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Mean Annual Total Snowfall in the United.States
(Inches).
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Environmental Data Service,Climatic Atlas of the United States, Washington, 1968,
p.53.
rao	 A-
iData for this parameter are obtained either from USGS
gaging stations on streams flowing into the reservoir or from
stations near the damsite. In the latter case, readings for
years prior to the dam's construction have generally been
used. Data from stations downstream of the dam are employed
only when the dam's storage capacity is 1% or less of mean
annual streamflow and hence could not grossly distort monthly
streamflow patterns.
C
a,	 6,
M. max	 is the value of 
1-Ml 
for the month in which
I
	 a
Cf ,
Ml is at a maximum, subject to the constraint that M y in this
i
'expression must equal or exceed the median value of M i for all
values of i (1 < i < 12).
M
6.
z
i
 max	 i:: thus a measure of the year--to-year
.
variability of flow for that part of the year when runoff is
6,1heavy and variability is at a (constrained) maximum,
Mi maxF
provides a measure of the unreliability of runoff predictions
based solely on historical trends.
J
Like W/S,	 ^	 might be expected to correlate
max
positively with expected benefits (if any) to reservoir man-
agement of LANDSAT-type remote sensing. Among the 29 res-
ervoir systems for which this datum is available, the mean
value of	 Mi 	 is .57; its 6 is .35. A value of L"11-
a max 	 max
H--7
iof .25 or less implies exceptionally law year--to-year vari-
ability of streamflow, and is interpreted as prima facie
evidence for classification in Category II or III.
H.1.3.2.2 Max. inflow
MMR
Max inflow = largest recorded 30-day inflow into
reservoir or (or unobstructed stream-
flow at damsite) in a given 5-year
period (water years 1961-65 unless
otherwise specified)
MMR
	
= mean annual runoff : 12
Unlike M^ 	 which is a measure of year-to-
r max
year streamflow variability, this parameter is essentially a
measure of the magnitude of peak flows. Other things equal,
thethe value ofreater	 Max. inflow	 theg	 MMR	 '	 greater the flood-
control margin a reservoir manager must allow in order to avoid
unnecessary s p ills or excessive discharge rates. However, a
large value of Max. inflow
-- MMR 	 conjunction with amoderate
d3l
value of , indicates large but predictable seasonal
 max
variations in flow. For Category I and II reservoirs, Section
H.2 provides details on the monthly streamflow patterns on
which these parameters are based.
The mean value of Max.MRflow for the 29 reservoirs
for which this parameter is available is 3.44, with a U
2
1
H-8
(unbiased) of 1.26. A value of Max_. inflowMMR	 of 2.18 or less
indicates exceptionally small positive deviations from mean
streamflow, and correspondingly small expected benefits from
improved streamflow forecasting. A value of 2.18 or less for
this parameter is therefore grounds for classification. in
Category II or III.
H.1.3.2.3 AC
MMR
AC = Maximum 30--day increase in reservoir contents
in a given 5-year period (WY 1961-65 unless
otherwise specified)
MMR = mean annual runoff 	 12.
This parameter is given in place of Max. inflowMMR
in cases where the availability of data dictated this. In
general, though a large value of MMR implies large peak in-
flows, the converse is not the case. A standing reservoir-
management policy of avoiding large fluctuations in reservoir
level would result in low values of MMR whatever the varia-
ti.ons in inflow. Hence the significance of small values of
AC	
can only be evaluated in conjunction with other informa-
MMR
tion on reservoir operation. For this reason, no threshold
values for reservoir classification have been established for
this parameter.
H-9
H.1.3.3	 Tradeoffs Among Reservoir Functions
Other things being equal,, improved information is of
much greater value to the management of a reservoir system with
tradeoffs among competing functions than to that of a single-
purpose reservoir or a reservoir whose functions are comple-
mentary. The existence of significant tradoffs therefore con-
stitutes one criterion for possible remote-sensing benefits to
reservoir management.
With a few exceptions, every major Western reservoir
has as its primary function either hydroelectric power genera-
tion, flood control,"irrigation, or some combination of these.
other functions, such as navigation, water supply, and recrea^
tion, tend to be secondary and noncompeting. Among the primary
functions, hydroelectric power competes directly with flood
control, for reasons explored in this report, whereas irriga--
tion and hydroelectric power are often, though aio always, non-
competitive. Since the flood control season largely overlaps
the planting season in most Western basins, irrigation and
flood control also tend to be noncompetitive functions. For	 3
3
these reasons only reservoirs with both hydroelectric and flood
1
control capability are considered prima facie candidates for
Category I.
i
H.1.3.4	 Storage Ratio (SR)
The storage ratio is defined as the reservoir storage
capacity divided by the mean annual runoff. A reservoir with
1
a storage ratio of .1 thus has a capacity approximately equal
to the average runoff in a five-week period.. The storage ratio
sets limits both an the range of possible reservoir functions
and on the options available to reservoir managers. In extreme
cases, such as Rocky Reach Dam and reservoir on the Columbia
River (5R = .001), the daily flow through the dash exceeds the
U-10 	
-
,!	 I	 1	 I_	 t
reservoir's storage capacity. Dams with storage ratios of this
magnitude can serve as hydroelectric generating stations or as
diversion dams for irrigation, but have negligible flood con-
trol reservation space or storage for irrigation. Significant
seasonal displacement of hydroelectric generation from periods
of peak inflow to periods of peak demand is impossible for the
same reason. The benefits to reservoir management of improved
runoff information are correspondingly small. For the purposes
of this survey, a storage ratio of .05, which represents the
equivalent of a total change of reservoir contents every .18
days, is considered to be the minimum value at which signifi-
cant remote sensing benefits might be expected.
H.1.3.5
	 Peak Storage as a Fraction of Reservo ir Capacity
M(maxima) 
measures the average maximum fraction ofCapacity
S
total storage capacity attained in five consecutive water
years (1961-65 unless otherwise stated). Its value sometimes
exceeds unity because reservoir storage capacities are generally
stated in terms of a "normal maximum" level, e.g., to the top
M(maxima)
of spillway gates. When	 < :8, there are groundsCapacity
for holeing that either (1) the reservoir's capacity exceeds
reservoir-management requirements to such an extent that there
are no operative tradeoffs between flood-control. objectives
and . other reservoir functions, or (2) flood control takes a
clear priority over all other reservoir-management objectives.
These hypotheses may be tested by reference to measures of
streaiaflow variability and hydroelectric . capacity, which pro-
vide evidence of risks of flooding and of the .'extent of com-
peting demands on reservoir management, respectively. In the
absence of evidence to the contra, zrom these sources a valueY	
r
of '.ess than .8 for this variable is taken as evidence that
H--11
the reservoir's capacity permits joint maximization of hydro--
power and flood--control objectives, and hence that one of the
prima facie conditions for classification in Category T is not
satisfied.
H.1.3.6
	 Summary of Reservoir Parameters
Tables H_1..1.,	 H.1..2 and . H_1.3	 s.ummari.ze major U.S.
reservoirs in terns of the above parameters.
1
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Table. H.1.1	 Reservoirs Venting Certain necessary Conditions for
the Applicability of Rc..%otc Sensing (Category 1)
	
Capacity, Avera,7 c	 [a I	 Ac
acre -ft x annual .ax	 { d} Storage I t (ma xima)	 Annual	 W
	
so,	
1000	 Ccncratl^nPrecipitation,
:d oeatior
Rczervc:r :*a.,e 	 urpo	 or	 Ratio	 Capacity	 Pr^Inches
	
mwF X1000	
"N'tm inflow
	
fay (b) 	 MM R	 (el	 (f)	 (q)	 (h)
Cr:- !FOR,NiA BASING
Clair Zn;1-ff Lake	 -fF	 I	 2443	 409	 NA	 5 09(d)	 2.1
	
•99
	 41.48 	 6.26
rin i ty R. v c, z
La-iztoa, Cal.
S--)lsc;'	 1HF	 1010	 702 . 7	 NA	 45 (d)	 .4	 .97	 39.52	 5.76
	
ican River	 R
i" r.
•:Cw s fo x:hecql'
	
'Uer	 IMF	 1026	 363	 . 83	 .1.37 ( e)	 1.1	 NA	 20.56	 6.37
Lax 
L' 
M V.1 se)
1 t:4 r - .2 Ai,-er
Cal.
sew Sullard!i har	 H'-	 930	 500	 1.48	 1' . 11(c)	 a	 NA	 39.52	 5.76
Colgate
t; un.Sta )
	 I
Mary 
a 
Vil i e, Cal.
oroville	 IMF	 3485	 2856	 1.29
	 :.84 ( e)	 .8	 NA	 39.52	 5.75
scather Riv
OrSRCal.
S - .3 r, t a	 1.1 F	 449 3 	 1727.8	 NA	 :'. 41 (d)	 .7	 .91	 39.52	 5.76
SacrarentoRiver	 N
C. 1.
IC% T;
	
PACIFIC
SLC^PS	 1405	 706	 NA	 : .23 (d)	 .5	 1.000	 90.54	 4.44i.. " 5 ::	 HF
Skagit Riv. r
1^N wa a : e m , was h. 
NA	 11)50	 .72	 : ' .27(c)M^zayrnck	 HF	 7.35	 il,',	 63.15	 4.26
(LQv1$ 3-irt Lake)	 R
C"W. 4 tz River
Harter.,
(z)	 Fleqljr. r..rdt-rs ruf--. r -0 L:;C;S des ignations ( sco F;.q. N.J. ,	 See SCLI-
' 
W. 11.1.3.2.2(6)	 1' m lrrigat i em; IT - hldro t!lectric. F - f lood control;	 M	 see noctiun '1. 1. 3. 4
P.	 r,:c:vatlonj 5 - nonagriculturalvatcr su pp ly, N - navigation	 (n)	 See section H.1.3.5
:0	 S	 L,,	 i1. 1. 3. 2. 1	 (It)	 S ee unction H.1.3.1(c)	 See z,c-. ; on 1 1 .1.3.2.3
	 NA	 Not available
Table H. 1.2	 lt•_s^rvoirs Having a marginal probability of 	 I
Significant Benefits u'ram Remote Sensing	 (Category 12)
Capacity,	 .Average	 LC	 ^	 yean
acre-ft x	 annual	 -	 (d)	 Storage	 ::(aaximal	 Annual	 w
^5ert•O it t z=_	 Purpose s 	 1DD0	 Ge;:e ration , ^Yi mar.	 i,K2	 Ratio	 Capacity	 precipitation,	 v
r.d	 ._motion	 8:x1I x1000	
r.ac inflow	 Inches
or
r	 }	 (^}	 (c)
	
MXR	 (ey	 (f)	 (g)	 (h)
COLORADO BASIN
"rf t.9C Sl
81,c Y¢ta	 XHP	 441	 280	 .77	 4.92(d)	 9	 Nn	 16.9	 1.55
Gcs:.i:.cr.	 River
cplo
iCALIFQ13'.1 Ii+ BASINS	 IH	 1336	 355.9	 NA	 1.60(d)	 1.0	 .72	 39.52	 5.76
(r'lcl on 	 111
Alnaioc
N.F. reather
!	
orrvilie,	 Cal.
 
:;:n	
1
eicslla	 IF	 1G02	 0	 NA	 7.45(d]	 4.7	 .94	 39.52	 5.76
I 3er:yentea)	 S
Putah	 er,7.2k
fLakc 	 .
7.1ctanerto,	 Cal.	 1
Bleu aon Pedro	 IH	 2030	 596.4	 .91	 2.16(e)	 1.1	 NA	 20.56	 6.37
"u:lurn0 River
LaGr&ngo,	 Cal.
'in2	 .Flat	 ..	 1013 	 0	 ^	 NA	 1.43(d)	 .6 	 .67	 20.56	 6.37
Xi-_gs River
Fesno,	 Cal,
NOR TFEMN PAC IFIC
	
TYP	 9401	 16330	 NA	 .12(d)	 .06	 1.001	 20.53	 2.23
SLOPE ( Region 12)
Grand Cou!"
Col,xbia river
Caulue Cicy,	 4ash.
nu.^.g r,	 v me	 SHr	 3468	 8413	 NA	 '.41(41	 1.5	 1.004	 19.04	 1.62
F:a.'.ct,d	 river
^ass=	 " ntana
la)	 Region numbers	 refer to GSGS designations	 (see riq% • e 11.3.1.)	 (e)	 See Section
fbI	 a	 irrigations	 H e hydroelectric:	 _	 - flood control;	 R	 Iocreations
	
(f)	 See Section 11.1.3.4
S . nonagricultura l water supply;	 N	 navigation
	
( g)	 See Section} 11.1.3.5I	 (c)	 _	 Sact:on	 11. 1.3.2.1	 ^	 (y)	 See	 Snation	 11. 1.3.1
i (d)	 S%e	 !;action	 i..	
.
1.3.2.3	 tin	 =	 Not
It
1
F-'
tr
 available
WLV
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Table tt.1.2 -	Reservoirs Having a	 4arginal Probability of	 -
Significant Benefits From Remote Scnaing 	 (Category il)(tcontinaed)
.Capacity , Avcragc i a i o' --	 — T-- --- xean
dare-ft x Annual 'd), ^ Storage m(marima) Annual
R_survoir Nape ru.posgs leas Generation,
,i na% t. .R
^ Ratio Precipitation, ^	 SCapacity
and Location r;: 411 x1Q00 Inches j
mix
	
inflow
(^1 (b) (c) X6.R	 (c) (f) (g)  (h)
`On]'HERN PACIFIC
SLOPE	 (Region 121
1CUnIt1
4err 111F 1791 1100 NA 1.54(d) .2 1.03 19.04 1.62
Flathead River R
Polson, Montana 1
Alb_ni Falls HP 2462 230 NA .23(d) .06 1.04 19.94 1.62	
f1
(Fend Oreille t:R
I
Lake)
:'end Oreille River
Hope, Idaho
SNAKE
 UVERR
FPS(1)	 (Region 131
Jackson Lake IF 847 0 NA 3.65 ( d) .8 S3 24.38 1.55
Snake River
".1in	 Strom
:loran.
	 Wt,o
American Falls IF 1700 0 NA .76(d) .3. 1.003 24.38
f
1.95
Snake liver 5
Main Star
A-trican Falls.
Idaho
Lake Owyhce IF 1122 0 NA 2.98(d) 1.0 .83. 9.26 1.e9
ewyhec River
Adrian, Oregon
Brownlee HF 1427 2235 NA .50(d) 12 1.012 16.62 I	 2.34
Snake. River R {
Csmbridse, Idaho
I
Ca)	 ,Region numbers refer to OSGS designations	 (sec Figure H.1.1)	 (n)	 See	 Section H.1.3.2.2
(b)	 1 a lrrigationi	 H m hydroelectrici	 F	 flood controls	 R a	 :ncrentions
	
(i)
	
Soo Section H.1.3.4
5 - nona g ricultural water nupnlyr 	 ti n navigation	 ( g)	 See Section 11.1.3.5
(c)
	
See	 sect-on	 1[.1.3.2.1	 (h)	 see	 Section	 7._1.3.1
(d)	 Sec Sect:on 11.1.3.2.3
	
NA o Not available
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Table H.1.2	 Reservoirs Haviig a Marginal Probability of
Significant Banc fLts From Remote Sensing	 (Category IT)'*(Continaod)
.Capacity, .Vcrage thgL AC ,Mean
acre-ft Annu al
I
(d) Storage m(maxi ;o) innual R
Ceservcir Y,:ac Purposes 1000 G%cration, T'ax ?;YR Ratio Pt:c,nitatiar., SCapacit,;
and Location f:t4R x1000 or inches m; x inflow
la) (b) (c) Vim (o) (f) (g) (h)
Palisades 245 I400 610 GA 1.52(4) .3 .925 24.38 11.95
Sn^ ;%e River S I
Srwin.	 Idaho `4
r
(a)	 Region numbers refer to USCS designations {see Figure H.1.11 (e)	 See	 Section	 11.1.3.2.2
(b)	 1	 irrigations H - hydroclectricr	 F fl flood control= R - recreation; (f)	 See	 Suction H.1.3.4
S	 nonagricultural water supply.,	17 navigation (g)	 Sec	 Section	 9.1.3.5
(c)	 See Section H.1.3.2.1 NO	 See Section 4.1.3.1
tC)	 See	 Section	 H.1.3.2.3 NA	 Not available
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Table H.1.3	 Reservoirs Failing tF; Meet Certain Ncaessary Conditions
for the ApplieabilLty of tomato San Sing
	 (Category III)
.Capacity, Avexagc 03it AC Y.ean
acre-ft x Annual II (d1 Storage Y.(naxina) Annual
?a_esvoir %aae Purposes 1000 Generation, YiJ nax
M.i;
Ratio Capacity Precipitation. 5
and '»zration xvi)x1000 a_ inches
max in flow
(a) (b) (c) I'MR	 (0) (f) (g) (h)
MISSOURI RIVER
BASIN(Region	 6)
Sig'orn Lake IHF 1375 910 .69 3.94(0) .5 Nr1 9.G6 .57
(Yellowtail Dam)
Eig`,orr River
:iardin,	 :Montana
Says•_n Reservoir IHF 820 81 .68 7.92(0) .8 .(16 9.66 .57
Wind River
Trermapolis, Wye
Canyon Ferry IHF 2051 330 NA 1.42(d) .6 .96 14.20 .78
Mlss.ari River SR
T;wnaend, Yontana
Fart Peck IHF' 19140 960 NA 3.02(d) 2.0 .71 14.13 .54
N.issouri River NA
Fart Fcck, Montana
7crt Randall SSF 5108 1503 NA .70(d) .3 .89 16.41 .43
(Lake Francis NR
Case)	 Missouri +I
River
II`Yr.nktoa,
	
5.0
Kingsley I' 1948 0 NA 1.74(d) 1.8 85 13.33 .59
(Lake :1cConaughy)
N.	 Platte liver
4cystone, Neb.
!a)	 Region numbers refer to VSGS designations 	 (see Figure H.1.1)	 (e)	 See Section H.1.3.2.2(b)
	
I - Irrigation;
	
i; . hydrocleetric;•F	 flood control;
	 R .. recreation;
	
(E)	 See Section
nonagricultural :rater surely;
	
N	 navigation
	 (q)	 See Section H.1.3.5
f	 (c)	 See Section H.1.3.2.1	 (h)	 See section H.1.3.1
(d)	 See section H.1.3.2.3	 NA - Not available
Table H.1.3	 Roservoirs Failing -o Meet Certain Necessary Conditions
for the Applicability of Remote Sensing	 (Category III)(Contin-ed)
.Capacity, -Average CC Y.can
ac re-ft x Annual OilI (d) Storage :.(marina) Annual H
?	 r	 :;esatvoiaMe Purposes 1000 Generation, N = MaxJ
MMFt
Ratio Precipitation, SCapacity
and Location S,wf1x1000 or InchesMar inflow
(a) (b) (c) MR	 ( e) (fY (g) (h)
Cahe I1tF 22530 2027 .38 1.50(c) 1.4 NA 14.13 .54
Fissocri River ::R
Pierre.	 5.0.
Patnfindar IN 1016 232 NA 1.25(d) 1.2 .34 13.33 .59
(Fri--nt Canyon
7owerplan_)
N. Platte River
Camper, Wyo
Garrison EH£ 23210 18BG NA .16(d) 1.5 .68 14.13 .54
(Lake Sakaawca) NR
Mit,"urI kivor
Riverdale,	 N.O.
5enince IH' 1011 131 NA 3.37(d) 1.1 .61 13.33 .59
:;.	 Platte River
Rauiir.s,	 Wyo. -
Bic	 ar-,d HF 1725 871 .44 1.40(e) .1 NA 14.13r .54+
Fitmouri River R
Chdrbcrlain,	 S.O.
1368 0 NA 2.64(d) 1.2 .67 13.07 .40
:Aber IF
!:arias River 8
Chest-_.,
	
Montant; -
00 1-NAn RIVER
BAS iN
(?agior. 9}
F:ar.ir.g Gorge EF[ 3789 600 1.34 5.45(4) 2.3 NA 10 . 29 1.14
G:ecn River
fcnai,	 Utah
(a)
	
Reg ion nunbera refer to USGS designations	 (see Figure :1.1.0 	 (c)	 See Section U.1.3.2.2
(b1	 E - irrigation:	 N - hydroelectric;	 F a flood control;	 R a recreation;	 (f)	 Sea Section R.1.3.4
S n :or.a;sicultural water supply; 	 N A navigation	 (g)	 See Sectior. 8.1.3.3
(c)
	
see	 bectior. 8.1.3.2.1	 (h)	 See	 Section ...1.3.1
(d)	 See Section 8.1.3.2.3	 NA ., Not available
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Table It. 1.3	 Reservoirs Failing to Mect Certain Necessary Conditions
for the Applicabil'.ty of Remote Sensing	 (Category 111)(Continuee)
.Capacity. ,Averag e 041 AC N.ean
acre-ft x Annual
—Rim 	 (3) Storage V.(maxina) Annual WRascr.^ir hose purposes 1000 Generation, N.i max Ratio Capacity precipitation, S
and Location MWH x1000 or Inches
mar- inflow
(a) (b} (c) MMR	 (a) [f) Ig) (h)
Glon Canyon IHF 27000 3100 .86 2.38(d) 1.6 NA 8.32 1.18
Colorado River R
Page. Ariz
Hoover IHF 29627 4111 NA 1.05(e) 2.2 .67 8.32 1.18
(Lake ,lead) NS
Colorado River
90lleer City,
1: it-'rev.
Davis IH 1818 1178 NA .26(c) .2 .99 8.32 1.18
(Lake t:ohave)
Colorado River
xinIzan, Ariz
>V IRTH PACIFIC
SLOPE
0-'^e + on 121
5aun3ary H 94 3575 .31 3.68 .005 NA 19.04 1.62
Pend Oreille a
River
Metaline, Wash
Cabinet Gorse H NA 1090 .30 4.28(e) .003 NA 19.04 1.62
Clark Fork March
Claris	 Fork.,
Idaho
Chief Joseph HI£ 516 8550 RA .01(d) .006 1.004 20.53 2.23
coluabia
3,id,cpert, wash
(al Rag--on numbers refer to 4SGS designations 	 (see Fiqure IS.I.'.)	 (e)	 See section H.1.3.2.2
(b)	 _	 irrigations
	
H .. hydroelectrici
	
F	 flood controls	 P. _ „ecreatianF
	
(f)
	
Sec Section 9.1.3.4
S a nonr-grieultural water ssupplyi	 N a navigation	 ig)	 See section 8.1.3.5
(e)	 S:^_	 Section	 1 1 .1.3.2.1	 (h)	 Sec	 Section
(d)	 See Section	 .11.1.3.2.3	 N1,	 Not	 available
'table 11.1.3	 Rosc_voirs Failin .7	 ,.a Meet Certain Necessary Conditions
for tbn A°plicabili.y of Remote Sensing 	 (Category III)(Continued)
Capacity, .Average AC n
care-ft x Annual [U,]... (d) Storage M(maxfnn) Ann---al ri
3eservcir Katie Purposes 1000 Crneration, ":' 1 i•;MR Ratio Pracipitatfan, SCnp.,city
and Location N#1[ x1000 °r Inches
max inflow
(a) (b) (c) 11VR	 (e) (f1 (g) [h)
NOxon Ra p ids H 496 1776 NA .125(4; .03 .999 19.04 1.E2
Clark Fork
Noxcn, Hontana
Priest Fagids 11E7 199 5256 .24 3.43(e) .002 NA 20.53 2.23
colu=b 4 a River
Beverly, Wavh
Pov+ Island H 9 1345 .24 3.76(e) <.001 NM 20.53 2.23
Cal mbiaRiver
W g9natehae, Wanh
Reaky Reach H 141 5797 .25 3.76(e) .001 NA 20.53 2.23
Co'_aabla
..enatchue, wash
wanaoum Hr 669 5580 .24 3.43(c) .GOB NA 20.53 2.23
Culu.+bia River N
3everly, Wash.
Sells H 390 5870 .25 3.76(e) .003 NA 20.53 2.23
ColurbLe River
Chelan,	 Caoh.
Hells Canyon H 170 1973 .67 3.05(e) .013 NA 16.62 2.36
Snake River
Homestead. are.
Ice Farber EH 406 2050 .55 3.13(e) .01 NA 27.6 2.92
Snake River NR
Pasco.	 .,'ash.
Little Coosa IH 565 2360 .48 3.34(e) .015 NA 27.6 2.92
[La':e Bryan) NR
Snake River
Walla ".alla,	 Wash [
(a)
	
Region numbers	 refer to OSGS designations	 [see Figure .4.L.11 	 (e)	 Sae Section H.1.3.2.2{ b }1 A irricationr	 H = hydrociectric;	 F A flood controls	 R	 - t-ecreationr	 (f)	 See Suction .1.1.3.4
S - nonagricultural water supplyr	 N	 navigation	 (q)	 See Sectior H.1.3.5
(c!	 :ee	 Section	 11.1.3.2.1	 (h)	 See	 sector.	 H.1.3.1
(d)	 Sec Section 11.1.3.2.3 	 NA = Not available
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R05crveir Name Purposes
Table 11.1.3
.Capacity,
acre-ft x
1000
Reservoirs
.Averacc
lnnuai
Generation,
for the .Applicabilit y
Failinc
cr41!
N.t	 maxL 
J
to meat Certain
Of Remote sensing
A:
v;
R	
(d)
Ltccensary
Storage
Ratio
(category
Conditions
N.(mayina)
111H Ccntihtted)
!:can
hnnual
Precipitation., SCapacityArid Location 6;WH x1000 or m=hosmax inflow
( a ) (3) (c) T	 XM R	 (e) (f) (g) ;h)
Lower	 Monumental IIiF 376 2410 .48 r 3.34(c) .01 NA
27.6 2.92
Snake River 2;
Walla walla, Vash
cxbcw N 53 1033 .67 3.OSie) .004 148 16.62
2.34
Snake River
Can'orid e. Idaho
MIDDLE PACIFIC
SLOPE
(Region 14)
acnneville if 4780 .29 2.99(c) .005 NA
12.780 2.05•
Colunbiz F.ivar N
Portland, Ora
l
The Dallas (Lake If 333 8080 .29 2.99(e) .002 `3A 12.78 2.05N Celilo) Columbia NR
-ir•cr
The Dallas, Ore
John Day IFH 2640 10400 .29 2.99(e) .028 NA 12.78
2.09
(LAS.0	 Umatilla) NR
Columbia Rive:
The ealles, Ore
no.ary IFH 1350 6720 .27 2.46(e) .01 NA 12.78
2.05
Columbia River 118
Umatilla, Cre
Found Hutic N 535 946 .31 1.89(e) 17 NA 64.17
3.88
(Lake Rilly
chino*%)
Deschutes River
::adras,	 are
(a)	 Region numbers refer to USGS designations 	 {see Figure H.1.1}	 (e)	 See Section 11.1.3.2.2
{ •s)	 I	 irrigation;	 H . hydroelectric;	 F a flood controls	 R n recreation;	 (f)	 See section 11.1.3.4
S	 nonagricultural eater supp.yr	 rr•• navigation	 (g)	 See Section 11.1.3.5
(c)	 Sec	 Section 11.1.3.2.;.	 (h)	 see	 Section	 4.1.3.1
(d}	 See section P.1.3.2.3	 rA	 Not available
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Table R.1.3	 Reservoirs Failinq to Meet Certain Necessary Conditions
for the Applicability of Remote Sensing (Category lxi)(Continued)
.Capacity, Avoragc ni DC ;:can
acre-ft x annual
1'
i^ (d)
:•St9R Storage Mtmaxiraa) Annu .t+YReservoir Name Pur osesp 1090 Gcncration, Jnax Ratio Ca acit Precipitation, S
and Location .Sisk x1000 °1 inches
m.sx inflor+
(z) (b) (c) MMR	 (e) (f) (g) (h)
Swift No. 1 H 755 642 NA .12(d) .4 1.00 63.15 1.26
Lewis
Cougar, hash.
(a)	 Region nunbers refer to USGS designations	 (see Figure 11.1.1) (e)	 See Section	 11.1.3.2.2
(b!	 I a irrigations	 11 n hydroelectric; F	 flood controls R - rocreation; (f)	 See Section H.1.3.4
S - nonagricultural water supply; 11 	 navigation (g)	 see Section	 11.1.3.5
(c)
	
Soo Section H.1.3.2.1 (h)	 See section	 11.1.3.1
(C)	 See
	
Scct'_on	 11 . 1.3.2.3 NA - Not available
x
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H.2	 Parameters of Category I & 11 Reservoirs
H.2.1
	 Introductory Note
This section presents details on stream flora and/or
reservoir operations for the 22 American reservoirs which have
been classified in Categories I & II. Category I includes
those reservoirs which clearly meet each of a half-dozen nec-
essary conditions for remote-sensing applicability described
in Section H.1; the members of Category II are marginal cases.
Unless otherwise noted, the information in this
section is based on data presented in the following sources:
U.S. Geological. Survey, Surface Water Supply
in the United States 1961--65, 37 vols., Geolog-
ical Survey Water-Supply Papers 1901--1937,
Washington, 1969-71 (WSP)
U.S. Federal Power Commission, Hydroelec-
tric Power Resources of the United States,
Developed and Undeveloped, January 1, 1972,
Washington, 1972 (FPC)
International Commission on Large Dams,
World Register of Dams, Paris, 1973 (WRD)
Martin, R.O.R., and Hanson, R.L., Reser-
voirs in the United States, Geological Survey
Water Supply Paper 1838, Washington, 1956 (RUS)
U.S. Department of Commerce, Environmental
Data Service, Climatic Atlas of the United
States, Washington, 1968.
These sources are cited in the text by the abbrevia-
tions given above. The citation WSP 1925: 205-207 refers to
pages 205-207 of Water Supply Paper 1925, which is volume 25
in the Geological Survey Series cited above. there data from
USGS streamflow gaging stations is included in the next, these
are cited by USGS gaging station numbers, e.g., USGS 12--0431.
11-l3
H.2.2.2	 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water contend: of precipitation
in drainage area, in.: 41.48
FI--14
This appendix also follows the USGS division of the United
States into 16 drainage regions; where regions are referred
to by number, the USGS regional designation is understood.
I•icure H.l.l. shows the borders of these regions. When dif-
ferent figures for reservoir capacity or other parameters are
given in different texts, data from the WSP series have gen-
erally been preferred.
H.2.2.1
	
General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name: Trinity (Clair
Engle Lake)
(b) Region: 11
(c) River basin: Trinity
(d) Location: Lewiston, CA.	 40 1 48' x 122146'
(e) Purposes: irrigation, hydroelectric,
flood control.
(f) Drainage area, mi l : 688
(g) Total storage capacity, acre-ft.: 2,447,700
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre-ft.: 2,135,000
(h) Storage ratio: 2.1
(i) dean annual runoff, acre-ft.: 1,165,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity,
kw:	 105,556.
(k) Average annual generation, 10 3kwh: 409,000
(1) Ownership of dam or reservoir: Bureau of
Reclamation
(m) References: WRD 447, RUS 37., FPC 94,
WSP 1929: 590-92
iDam or Reservoir:
s
1
Dame:	 Trinity	 Region:	 11	 a
(b) (1)	 Mean wacer content of precipitation,
Oct..-March,
	
in.:	 35.20
(2)	 As fraction, of annual precipitation.: 	 .85
(c) (1)	 Mean Water content of precipitation,
Apr.--July,	 in.:	 5.62
(2)	 As fraction of annual precipitation.: 	 .14
(d) Oct.-Mar.	 precipitation = 6.25
Apr.-July precipitation
H.2.2.3
	
Reservoir Management Parameters
Y
(a) capacity	 (acre-ft.):	 2,447,700
(b) 5-year range of reservoir contents	 (WY1963-
1965)	 (acre--ft.)	 1,436,000	 --	 2,548,000
(c) (1)	 Maximum 30-day increase in contents
(Ac)	 (acre-ft.)	 (WY1963--1965) . 	 494,200
(2)	 Date:	 December,	 1964
(d) 4c	 (3-year) -	 2
Reservoir capacity
(e) Ac	 (3--year)	 5.09Mean monthly runoff
(f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 2 of
... 3 gears	 (WY196.3-1965) . .
(g) Annual_ maximum contents	 (WY1963-65)	 (acre-ft.)
(1)	 Mean	 = 2,418,000
(2)	 Median =	 2,454,000.
(3)	 a	 --	 153,000
-
(4)	 Mean of annual maxima _ .
99Rests=- it capaci f.y
(5)	 Mean of annual maxima +16 _ 1.05.
Reservoir capacity
H.2.2.4
	
Category:	 T
a
.	
a
H-15
H.2.3.1	 General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name:	 Folsom hake
(b) Region.	 11
(c) River basin:	 American
(d) Location:	 Folsom,	 CA	 38 1 42 1 	 x 121109'
(e) Purposes:	 irrigation, hydroelectric,
flood control, recreation
(f) Drainage area, mi.	 1863
(g) Total storage capacity, 	 acre-ft.:	 1,010,300
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre-ft.:	 920,000
. (h) Storage ratio:	 .a
(i) Mean annual runoff, 	 acre-ft.: .	2,500,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity,
kw:	 186,480
(k) Average annual generation,	 10 3 kwh:	 702,700
(1) ownership of dam or reservoir:	 Bureau of
Reclamation
(m) References:	 WRD 407 1	411;	 FPC 94;
RUS	 24;	 TT5P	 1931:	 525-27.
H.2.3.2	 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area,. in.:	 39.52.
(b) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.-March,	 in.:	 33.31
(2).	 As fraction of annual precipitation. :	 .84
(c} (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.--July,	 in.:	 5.78
(2)	 As fraction of annual precipitation.: 	 .15.
(d) Oct. -Mar. precipitation 5.76.Apr.-July precipitation
H. 2. 3.3	 Reservoir Management Parameters 	 {
--	
a
(a) Capacity	 (acre-ft.):.	 1,010,300	 f
(b) 5-year range of reservoir contents	 (WY1961-
1.965)
	
(acre-.ft.)	 338,0.00	 -	 1,024,400
(c) (1)	 Maximum 30-day increase in contents 	 j
(Ac)	 (acre-ft.)	 (WY1961-1965).	 305,800
(2)	 Date April.,	 1965
(d) Ac	 (5--year)	
.30Reservoir capacity
(e) Ac	 .(5--year). 1.45.Mean monthly runoff
(f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in ,2
of	 5 years	 (WY1.961--196.5):
(g) Annual maximum contents 	 (11Y1961-1965) .	f 1
(acre-ft.)
(3)	 Mean	 =	 9.82,700
(2),	 Median - 994,000	 1
(3)	 Cr	 40,700	
-	 3
(4)	 mean of annual maxima _ .97
Reservoir capacity	 a
(5)	 Mean of annual maxima + 9
= .1_ 01-Reservoir capacity..:
i
H.2.3.4,.
	
Category:.	 I
H.2.4. 1 	 General. Information
-
(.a)
3
Dam Or Reservoir Name : .. New Exchequer..(Lake McClure)	 j
(b) Region:	 11
(c) River basin:	 Merced
(d)_ Location:	 Snelling,	 Cal. ) 	37°35'	 x 120°16'	 -	
`1
(^} .. Purpo.ses: : irrigation, hydroelectric,.
flood control, `recreation
(f j' iDrainage area, mi	 i .	 1037
-	 i
- II- 17 j
. i
Dam or Reservoir Name:	 New Exchequer	 Region:	 11
(g) Total storage capacity,	 acre-ft.:	 1,026,000
Y
Effective hydroelectric storage,
l
acre-ft.:	 820,000 k
_	 (h) Storage ratio:	 1.1
(i) Mean annual runoff,	 acre-ft.:	 950,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity,
	 kw:	 80,100
(k) Average annual generation, 	 10 3kwh:	 363,000
V i
(1) ownership of dam or reservoir:	 Merced Irri-
gation District
(m) References:
	
WRD 478,	 FPC 96,	 RUS 26, WSP 3
1930:	 370-75.	 (RUS data refers
to the Old Exchequer dam, built
on the same site as the New
Exchequer.)
H.2.4.2	 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area, in.: 20.56
(b) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.-March, in..	 17.64
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .86
(c) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.-July, in.: 2.77
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation: .13
(d) Oct.-March precipitation r 6.37
April--July precipitation
H.2.4.3
	 Streamflow Measurement
(a) Location of gauge: USGS 11-2695: at Old
Exchequer Dam
USGS 11--2700:	 .65 mile
downstream.
from 11-2695
(See Remarks)
(b) Mean monthly discharge, acre-ft. (WY1961-64)
(1) October
(aa) Mean = 3600
(bb)	 O (unbiased.)	 4400
(2) November
(aa) Mean = 13,200
(bb)	 6	 _ 15,900
(3) December
(aa) Mean = 13,600
(bb)	 c	 - 5,900
(4) January
(aa) Mean = 20,500
(bb)
	
CF	 = 15,700
(5) February
(aa ) Mean = 92,000
(bb) a	 = 58,800
(6) March
(aa) Mean = 48,200
(bb)	 CF	 = 23,200
(7) April
(aa) Mean =121,700
(bb) 6	 = 53,100
(8) May
(aa) Mean =176,000
(bb) a	 = 91,300
(9) June
(aa) Mean =133,940
(bb) 6	 = 71,600
(10) July
(aa) Mean = 33,500
(bb) a	 = 28,100
Dam or Reservoir Name: New Exchequer 	 Region: 11
(11) August (See Remarks)
(aa) Mean = d
(bb)	 U	 = 11,300
(12) September (See Remarks)
(aa) Mean =	 0
(bb)
	
6	 - 2,200
(c) (1). 4--year maximum monthly discharge,
acre-ft.: 26G,400
(2) Month of maximum: May, 1963
(d) MI	 - . 83 (duly)1 max
(e) Maximum monthly discharge	 = 3.37.
Mean monthly runoff (adjusted)
H.2.4.4	 Category: 1
H.2.4.5	 Remarks: Streamflow readings, which were Laken prior
to the construction of New Exchequer Dam,
represent the arithmetic summation of
monthly streamflows below old Exchequer
and net monthly changes in reservoir
levels. Records cover 4-year period from
October, 1960, to September, 1964, when
station 11-2700 was discontinued. Nega-
tive apparent flows from September and low
mean August flow are evidently the result
of small inflows and large evaporation
from Lake McClure.
	
(cf. wSP 1930:376)
1I-20
H.2.5.1
	
General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name: New Bullards Bar
(New Colgate gen-
erating station)
(b) Region:	 11
(c) River basin: N. Yuba
(d) Location: Marysville, Cal., 39124'x121°09'
(e) Purposes: Hydroelectric, flood control,
recreation
(f) Drainage area, mi 2 : 487
(g) Total storage capacity, acre-ft.: 930,000
Effective hydroelectric storage.
acre-ft.:	 679,000
(h) Storac,e ratio:	 .84
(i) Mean annual runoff, acre-ft.: 1,102,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity, kw: 284,400
(k) Average annual generation, 10 3kwh: 500,000
(1) Ownership of dam or reservoir: Yuba County
Water Agency
(m) References: WRD 498, FPC 95, WSP 1931: 337-39
H.2.5.2
	
Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area, in.: 39.52
(b) (1) Mean eater content of precipitation,
Oct.--March, in.: 	 33.33.
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .84
(c) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.--July, in..	 5.78
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation: .15
(d) Oc-4-.--March precipitation = 5.75
April--July precipitation
9
11-21
a
i
I	
Dam or Reservoir Name:. New Bullards Bar 	 Region: 11
H.2.5.3
	 Streamflow Measurement
(a) Location of gauge: USGS 11-4135: 2000 ft.
downstream from 01d
Bullards B.ar Darn.
(See Remarks)
i(b) Mean monthly discharge, acre-ft. (WX1961-1965)
(1) October
(aa)	 i4ean = 41,100
(bb)	 C (unbiaseel)	 72,.400
(2) November
(aa) Mean = 33,700
T	 (bb)	 a	 - 21,700
(3) December
(aa) Mean = 155,700
(bb)	 cr
	
= 229,700
(4) January
L)
(aa) Mean = 111,200
(bb) 0
	
- 135,400
(5) February
(aa) Mean = 132,400
(bb)	 [T	 - '87,200
(6) March
(aa) Mean = 77,300
(bb) 6	 - 16,800
(7) April
(aa) Mean = 176,100
(bb)	 O	 - 74,700	 }:
(8) May	 {
(aa) Mean = 166,400 	 I i
(bb)	 6	 _ 62,200	 I	 1
^	 3
H--22
i
';	 s
Dam or Reservoir Name: New Bullards Bar	 Region 11
3
^	
1
(9).. dun e
-
(aa) ...
	 : Mean	 --	 $0,200 3
(bb)	 6	 -	 23r700 3
(10) July
( a a.)	 Mean:_	 29	 3.00
(bb)"	 a=	 8,700
(3 1) &ugUS t 1
(aa)	 Mean _
	
21,9.00
`.k
(bb)  	 6,5 00 i
(12) SeptembPC
(aa)	 Mean -	 15,100
(bb),	 o	 =	 ..	 3,.8.00
(c)	 (1) 5-year maximum monthly discharge, i
acre-ft.:
	
561,200 x
(2) Month of maximum;
.
	De.c..,: 1.9 64
My^
jj
i(d) = 1.48	 (D7ecember)
mad'
(e)	 bia.kimum monthly discharge	 6.11 .
Mean.monthly runoff	 (adjusted)
H.2.5 .4 	 Category: 1,
t
H.2_5.5	 Remarks: Readings taken prior. to construction of
New Bu1lards . Bar Dam,. a. short distance
downstream from an olden ..dam at the same
site.	 The. exceptionally lain storage ratio.
of Old Bullards Bar Dam (.001) 	 implies that
x.eservoir. did .not significantly distort
. readings of peak f1oias _..
i
.77
H-2
i
s
j
1
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H.2.6.1. General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name:	 Oroville	 (Thermalito
and Hyatt generating
stations)
(b) Region:	 11
(c) River basin:	 Feather
(d) Location:	 Oroville,	 Cal.,	 39°31'	 x	 127.°38'
(e) Purposes:	 irrigation,	 hydroelectric,	 flood
control, municipal water supply,
recreation
(f) Drainage area, mi l :	 3624
(g) Total storage capacity,	 acre-ft.:	 3,485,000
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre-ft.:	 1,977,000
(h) Storage ratio:	 .8
(i) Mean annual runoff,	 acre-ft.:	 4,500,000
(J) Installed hydroelectric capacity,
Thermalito:	 115,100
kw:	 Hyatt:	 644,250
Combined:	 759,350
(k) Average annual generation,
Thermalito:	 383,000
10 3kwh:	 Hyatt:	 2,475,000
Combined:	 2,858,000
(1) Ownership of dam or reservoir:	 State of
California
(m) References:	 WSP	 1931:301--303,	 WRD	 498,
FPC 95, U.S.	 Department of the
Army,	 Corps of Engineers,
Oroville Dam and Reservoir:
Report on Reservoir Regulation
for Floo d Control-
H--24
I t^
4
a
I
f
I
i
i
-,	 1i
1
i
Dam or Reservoir Name:	 Oroville	 Region:	 11
H.2.6.2
	 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area,	 in. .:	 39.52
(b) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.--March,	 in.:	 33.31
(2)	 As fraction of annum. precipitation.:	 .84
(c) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.--July,	 in.:	 5.78
(2)	 As fraction of annual precipitation:	 .15
(d) Oct.-March precipitation = 5.76	 .
April--July precipitation
H.2.6.3
	
Streamflow Measurement
(a) Location of gauge:	 USGS 11-4070:	 4 miles
downstream from damsite.
(See Remarks)
(b) Mean monthly discharge, 	 acre--ft.
	
(WY 1961-64)
(1)	 October
(aa)	 Mean = 259,000
(bb)	 a	 (unbiased)	 = 335,000
(2)	 November
(aa)	 Mean = 182,000
(bb)	 Q	 -	 84,000
(3)	 December
(aa)	 Mean =266,000
(bb)	 J	 147,000
(4)	 January
(aa)	 Mean = 203,000
(bb)	 Q	 108,000
(5)	 February
(aa)
	
Mean = 508,0(0
(bb)	 U	 = 355,000
Fi-- 2 5
z+
it
i
i
i;
mi i
1
1
t
jDam or Reservoir Name: Oroville	 Region:
	
11
(6) March
(aa)	 Mean = 294,QOQ
(bb)	 -..82,000
(7) April
(aa)	 Mean = 599,000
. (bb) .
	
_
	 3B7	 000
(8) May
(aa)	 Mean = 442,000
C!
(bb)	 =	 213,000
(9) June
(aa)	 Mean	 221.1,000
(bb)	 -	 57,000
(10) July
(aa)	 Mean =	 174,000
(bb)	 cr	 16,,000
(11) August
(aa)	 Mean = 147,000
(bb)	 a	 =	 18,004 k(12) September
(aa)	 Mean = 107,000
.(bb)	 Q	 20,000
t (c) (1) 4-year maximum monthly discharge,
acre--l:t...	 1,114,000
(2) Month o.£ maximum:
	 April t 	1973	 ..'
i`
Q ;
(d) tip -	 1.29	 (Oct.
a. max. 
(e)	 Max-imam monthly discharge
i
Mean
--	 3.84	 .monthly runoff	 (adjusted)
H.2 . 6`. 4	 category: 1
i
I
N s	 ,
Dam or Reservoir Marne:	 Oroville	 Region:	 11
H.2.6.5	 Remarks:	 Readings taken prior to dam's construc-
tion.
	
Data cover water years 1961-64;
WY 1965 omitted because of intermittent
disturbances of streamflow arising from
construction activities.
H.2.7.1
	
General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name: 	 Shasta
.(b) Region:	 11
(c) River basin:	 Sacramento
(d) Location:	 Redding,	 CA	 40°43'	 x 1221251
(e) Puxposes:	 irrigation, hydroelectric, 	 flood
control, navigation
(f) Drainage area, mi l :	 6,421
(g) Total storage capacity, acre--ft.: 	 4,492,G00
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre--ft.:	 4,050,000	 ;p
(h) Storage ratio:	 .7
(i) Mean annual runoff, 	 acre--ft.:.	 6,400,000
(j) Installed hydr aelectric capacity, kia :	 420,310
(k) Average annual generation,	 10 3kwh:	 1,727,800
(1) . Ownership of dam or reservoir: 	 Bureau of
Reclamation
(m) References:	 WRD 380, RUS 30,
FPC 96, WSP 1931:74--76
H.2.7.2
	
Precipitation	
i
. (a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage areal	 in..:	 39.52	 .,
(b) (1).	 Mean Crater content ofP re.cipitation,
Oct.-March, 	 in..	 33.31
(2)	 As fraction of annual prec nitati.on_ .;	 .84
(c.) (1). . dean . . w.ater.: content . of . precipitation,..
: Apr.-July,	 in.:
	
5.78 i
... H-- 27
I
Dam or Reservoir Name: Shasta 	 Region: 11
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .15
(d)	 Oct.--Mar. precipitation = 5.76'.
Apr.-July precipitation
H.2.7.3
	
Reservoir Management Parameters
(a) Capacity (acre-ft.): 4,492,600
(b) 5-year range of reservoir contents (WY1961-1965)
(acre-ft.)	 2,144,900 - 4,516,100
{^)	 (1) Maximum 30--day increase in contents (Ac)
(acre-ft.)	 (WY1961-1965).	 904,500
(2) Date: February, 1962
(d) Ac (5-year)	
_ .20
Reservoir capacity -
(e) Ac (5--year)	 2.41Mean monthly runoff
(f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 2 of 5
years (WY1961-1965).
(g) Annual maximum contents (WY1961-1965)
(acre-ft.)
(1) Mean	 = 4,093,000
(2) Median = 4,330,000
(3) 6	 =	 519,000
(4) Mean of annual maxima 	
.91Reservoir capacity
(5) Mean of annual maxima + a = 1.03.
. Reservoir capacity
H.2.7.4
	 Category: I
H.2.8.1
	 General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name:. Ross
'	 (b) Region: 12
(c) River. basin: .Skagit
H-26
i
I	 6
Dam or Reservoir Name: Ross	 Region: 12
(d) Location: Newhalem, Wash., 48 0 44' x 121004
(e) Purposes: hy.droele.ctric,.flood control,
recreation
(f) Drainage area, mi l : 999
(g) Total storage capacity; acre-ft.: 1,405,300
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre-ft.:
	
1,023,000
(h) Storage ratio: .5
(i) Mean annual runoff, acre-ft.: 2,800,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity, kw: 360,000
(k) Average annual generation, 10 3kwh: 700,000
(1) Ownership of dam or reservoir: City of
Seattle
(m) References: WRD 387, PPC 88, RUS 105,
WSP 1932:574-76.
H.2.8.2	 Precipitation
(a) Mean
in d
(b) (1)
(2)
(c) (1)
annual water content of precipitation
rainage area, in.: 90.54
Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.-March, in.. 69.21
As fraction of annual precipitation.: .76
Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.-July, in.: 15.58
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .17 	 4
(d) Oct.--Mar. precipitation = 4.44.
Apr.--July precipitation
11.2.8.3
	
Reservoir Management Parameters i
(a) Capacity (acre-ft.):	 1,405,300
(b) 5--year range of reservoir con-Lents (WY1961-1965) Y
(acre-ft.) 602,300-1,405,300
s
H-29
	
'
H.2.8.4	 Category: I
H. 2. 9.1	 General Information
i	 I	 i:_	 I	 I	 I	 I
Dam or Reservoir Name:	 Ross	 Region:	 12
(c) (1)	 Maximum 30-day increase in contents
(Ac)
	
(acre-ft.)	 (WY1961-65):	 522,000
(2)	 Date:	 June,	 1964
(d) Ac	 (5-year)
-	 .37Reservoir capacity
(e) do	 (5--year)	 2.23Mean monthly runoff
(f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 5
of 5 y F_ars	 (WY1961-1965)
(g) Annual maximum contents	 (WY1961-1965)
(acre-ft.)
(1)	 Mean.	 =	 1,405,300
(2)	 Median =	 1,405,300
(3)	 6	 -	 0
(4)	 Mean of annual maxima 
= 1.000•
Reservoir capacity
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name: Mossyrock (Davisson
Lake)
(b) Region: 14
(c) River basin: Cowlitz
(d) Location: Morton, Washington
(e) Purposes: hydroelectric, flood control,
recreation
(f) Drainage area, mi l : 1042
(g) Total storage capacity, acre-ft.: NA
3
r
i
Dam or Reservoir Name:	 Mossyrock	 Region:	 14
U) Mean annual runoff,	 acre-ft.:	 3,700,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity, 	 kw:	 300,000
(k) Average annual generation, 	 10 3 kwh:	 1,050,000
(1) ownership of dam or reservoir:	 Tacoma City
Light
(m) References:	 FPC 89,	 jtiRD	 497,	 WSP	 1935:651-653 .
H.2.9.2
	
Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area,	 in.:	 63.15
(b) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.-March,	 in.:	 47.84
(2)	 As	 fraction of annual precipitation.: 	 .76
(c) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.-July,	 in.:	 11.23
(2)	 As fraction of annual precipitation:	 .18
(d) Oct.-March precipitation 
= 4.26.
April-July precipitation
H.2.9.3	 Streamflow Measurement
(a)
h.
Location of gauge:	 14-2335, 4 miles upstream
from upstream end of res-
ervoir.	 Readings -taken
prior to reservoir's
construction.
(b) Mean monthly discharge, acre-ft. 	 (WY1961-1965)
(1)	 October
(aa)	 Mean =	 117,000
(bb)	 o	 (unbiased)	 =	 31,000
(2)	 November
(aa)	 Mean = 303,000
(bb)	 (Y
	
=	 137,000
I
H-31
(3) December
(aa) Mean = 390,000
(bb) a	 = 149,000
(4) January
(aa) Mean = 376,000
(bb) a	 = 120,000
(5) February
(aa) Mean = 304,000
(bb) a	 = 218,000
(6) March
(aa) Mean = 235,000
(bb) = 218,000
(7) April
(aa) Mean = 357,000
(bb) e	 = 69,000
(8) May
(aa) Mean = 419,000
(aa) a =	 65,000
(9) June
(aa) Mean = 442,000
(bb) a = 171,000
(10) July
(aa) Mean =	 236,000
(bb) a =	 104,000
(11) August
(aa) Mean = 123,000
(bb) a =	 35,000
(12) September
(aa) Mean =	 82,000
(bb) a =	 18,000
Region: 14Dam or Reservoir Name: Mossyrock
H-32
'i
Dam or Reservoir Name: Mossyrock	 Region: 14
(c)	 (1) 5-year maximum monthly discharge, 	 j
acre-ft.: 700,000
(2) Month of maximum: June, 1964
Fcr	
a
{d) Mi
	
- .72 (February)
max	 E
(e) Maximum monthly discharge 	
- 2.27 .Mean monthly runoff (adjusted)	 _.
H.2.9.4
	
Category: I
H. 2. 10.1 General Information
j
c(a) Dam or Reservoir. Name: Blue Mesa
k	 (b)	 Region:	 9
(c) River basin: Gunnison River	 y
(d) Location: Gunnison, Colo., 38°27' x
l	 107°21'
1	 (e) Purposes: irrigation, hydroelectric,I
z	 flood control
(f) Drainage area, mi : 3543
1 (g) Total storage capacity, acre ft.: 941,200
Effective hydroelectric storage.,
E	 acre-ft,: 743,000
E	 (h) Storage ratio: .9
(i.) Mean annual runoff, acre--i:t.: 1,.000,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity, ]tiw .60,00.0
r	 (k) Average annual generation, 10 3 kwh: 280,0.00
(1) Ownershi.p of dam or reservoir: Bureau o
Reclamation
(m) References. WRD 474, FP . 85, W5P 1924:
i	
G
321`-22, 335-37	 l
t,
-i
1
H-33
Y
Region: 9Dam or Reservoir Name: Blue Mesa
H.2.10.2 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area, in.:	 16.9
(b) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.-March, in.. 	 8.33
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .49
(c) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.-July, in.:	 5.39
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation: .31
(d) Oct.-March precipitation = 1.55.
April-July precipitation
H.2.10.3 Streamflow Measurement
(a) Location of gauge: USGS 9--1280: 20 Miles
downstream from site
of dam.
(b) Mean monthly inflow acre--ft. (WY1961--1965)
(i)	 Oct.,-.)ber
(aa)	 i;ean - 41,400
(bb)	 a (unbiasE d) = 8,300	 #
(2) November
(aa) Mean = 33,400
(bb) a	 =	 6,900
(3) December
(aa) Mean = 25,400
(bb) 6
	
=	 4,200
(4) January
(aa) Mean = 23,000
(bb)
	
c5	 =	 4,900
(5) February
(aa) Mean	 22,400
(bb) c	 =	 4,500
H--34
Dam or Reservoir Name: Blue Mesa	 Region: 9
(6) March
(aa) Mean = 33,400
(bb)	 a	 = 11,500
(7) April
(aa) Mean = 113,000
(bb) Q	 = 69,900
(8) May
(aa)	 Mean = 258,100
(bb) 0	 = 93,800
(9) June
(aa) Mean = 269,400
(bb) ff	 = 146,300
(10) July
(aa) Mean = 160,600
(bb) U	 = 123,500
(11) August
(aa) Mean = 91,100
(bb)	 J	 W 30,800
(12) September
(aa) Mean = 63,900
(bb) C	 = 21,500
(c) (1) 5-year maximum monthly inflow
acre-ft.: 465,540
(2) Month of maximum: June, 1965
(d) M3	 = . 77 (July)
z max
(e) Maximum montthly discharge
Mean monthly runoff (adjusted) = 4.92.
H.2.10.4 Category:	 11
H- 35
Dam or Reservoir Name: Blue Mesa 	 Region: 9
P
H.2.10.5 Remarks: Streamflow readings taken prior to con-
struction of dam. Readings given here
are uncorrected for inflows between dam-
sit.e and gauging station, which add
approximately 13% to mean annual flow.
H.2.11.1 General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name: Lake Almanor
(b) Region:	 11
(c) River basin: North Fork Feather River
(d) Location:
	
Oroville, CA, 40 0 13' x 121°10'
(e) Purposes: hydroelectric, irrigation
(f) Drainage area, mi l : 491
(g) Total storage capacity, acre-ft.: 1,036,000
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre-ft.:	 33,000
(h) Storage ratio: 1.0
(i) Mean annual runoff, acre-ft.: 1,000,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity, kw: 184,800
(k) Average annual generation, 10 3kwh: 355,900
(1) Ownership of dam or reservoir: pacific Gas
s Electric
(m) References: WRD 341, RUS 25, WSF 1931:
261--263, FPG 95 .
H.2.11.2 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area, in.: 39.52
(b) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.--March, in..	 33.31
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .84
H-36
'i
a
3	 j
i
j
i
s^
	Dam or Reservoir Name: Lake Almanor	 Region: 11
(c) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
_	 Apr.-July, in..	 5.78
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .15
(d) Oct.-Mar. precipitation 
= 5.76Apr.-July precipitation 3
6.2.11.3 Reservoir Management Parameters
4
(a) Capacity (acre-ft.): 1,036,000i
s (b) 5-year range of reservoir contents
(WY1961-1965) (acre-ft.) i
(c) (1) Maximum 30-day increase in contents	 {
Ac) (acre-ft.) (WY1961 -1965) 133,600
(2) pate: December, 1964
(d) Ac (5--year)
Reservoir capacity - '13
(e) Ac (5-year)
Mean monthly runoff _ 1.60
(f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 1
of 5 years (WY1961-1965).
(g) Annual maximum contents (WY1961 -1965)
(acre-ft.)
(1) Mean	 = 745,000
(2) Median = 723,10.0
(3) Cr
	
= 203,000
(4) Mean of annual. maxima
	
.72Reservoir capacity
(5) Mean of annual maxima -I• a 
= , 89
Reservoir capacity
H.2.11.4 Category: 11
F	 1
I1-37 i
11
ry
i
I
-y
{
H.2.12.1 General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name: Monticello
(Lake Berryessa)
(b) Region:	 11
(c) River basin: Putah Creek
(d) Location:	 Sacramento CA, 38°31` x 122°06`
(e) Purposes: irrigation, flood control,
municipal and industrial
water supply
(f) Drainage area, mi l . 574
(g) Total storage capacity, acre-ft.: 1,602,300
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre-ft.:	 0
(h) Storage ratio:	 4.7
(i) Mean annual runoff, acre--ft.: 340,900
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity, kw: 0
(k) Average annual generation, 10 3kwh: 0
(1) Ownership of dam or reservoir: Bureau of
Reclamation
(m)	 References: WRD 416, RUS 25, WSP 1931:	 591--96
H.2.12.2 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage	 area,	 in.:	 39:52
(b) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct. -March,	 in.:	 33.31
(2)	 As fraction of annual precipitation.:	 .84
(c) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.-July,	 in..	 5.78
(2)	 As	 fraction of annual. precipitation.:	 .15
(d) Oct.-Mar. precipitation_ r
_ 5.76	 .Apr.--July precipitation 
H-38
1
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Dam or Reservoir Name: Monticello 	 Region: 11
H. 2.12.3 Reservoir Management Parameters
(a) Capacity (acre-ft.):	 1,602,300
(b) 5-year range of reservoir contents (WY1961-1965)
(acre-ft.) 974,000-1,666,000
(c) (1) Maximum 30--day increase in contents
(Ac) (acre--ft.) (WY1961-1965) 211,700
(2) Date: December, 1964
(d) Ac (5-year)	
= .13Reservoir capacity
(e) Ac ( 5 -year)	
- 7.45
Mean monthly runoff
(f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 2
of 5 years (IIY1961-1965)
(g) Annual maximum contents (WY1961--1965)
(acre-ft.)
(1) Mean	 = 1,449,000
(2) Median = 1,5G1,000
(3) a	 =	 245,000
(4) Mean of annual maxim_ a - .90
Reservoir capacity
(5) Mean of annual maxima + CF = 1.06
Reservoir capacity
H.2.12.4 Category:	 11
H.2.13.1 General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name: New Don Pedro
(b) Region: 11
(c) River basin: Tuolumne
(d) Location: La Grange, Cal., 37 1 43 1 x 120'241
(e) Purposes: irrigation and hydroelectric
(f) Drainage area, mi 2 : 1530
tData or Reservoir Name: New Don Pedro 	 Region. 11
(g) Total storage capacity, acre-ft.: 2,030,000
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre-ft.: 1,721,000
(h) Storage ratio: 1.1
(i) Mean annual runoff, acre-ft.: 1,800,000
(j) installed hydroelectric capacity, kw: 136,515
(k) Average annual generation, 10 3kwh; 598,400
(1) Ownership of dart or reservoirs Turlock and
Modesto irriga-
tion districts
(m) References: TIRD 516, F'PC 96, WSP 1930: 440--45
H.2.13.2 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area,	 in.:	 20.56
(b) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.-March,
	
in..	 17.64
(2)	 As fraction of annual precipitation.:	 .86
(c) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.-July,	 in..	 2.77
(2)	 As fraction of annual precipitation:	 .13
(d) Oct.-March precipitation ^ 6.37 .
April-July precipitation
H.2.13.3
	
Streamflow Measurement
(a) Location of gauge:
	
USGS 11--2875,	 at Old Don
Pedro Reservoir; USGS
11--2880,	 .5 mi.	 down-
stream from dam.	 (See
Remarks.)
(b) Rean monthly discharge, acre-ft. 	 01Y7361=1965)
(1)	 October
t--%	 ?A__"	 _.	 r1	 nnn
Dam or Reservoir Name: .	New Don Pedro	 Region:	 11
(2) November
. (aa)	 Mean = 6.2,000
(bb)	 Cs
,I
=	 38,000
(3) December
(.aa)	 Mean	 -- 107,000
(bb )	 a = 103,000
(4) January
(aa)	 Mean. =.120,000
(bb)	 6 I=	 109,000	 ji
(5) February
(aa)	 Mean W 156,000
(bb)	 a =	 8.4,000
(6) March
(aa)	 Mean =	 115,000	 }
(bb)	 [T =	 48,000	 )
(7) April
(aa)	 Mean 176,000
(bb)	 c5	 - 87,000
(8) May
(aa)	 Mean = 200,000
(bb)
	
a = 108,000
(9) June )
(aa)	 Mean = 212,000
(bb)	 Cf = 107,000
(10.) July
(aa)
	
Mean 120,000
(bb)	 c -	 46,000
(11) August
(aa)
	
Mean =	 78,000
(bb)	 Cr -	 21,.000
i
S
{
Z
is	
...
I HI--41	 1
I
i
Dam or Reservoir name: New Don Pedro 	 Region: 11
v
(12) September
(aa) Mean = 60,000
(bb) a
	
- 29,000
(c) (1) 5-year maximum monthly discharge,
acre-ft..:
	
393,900
(2) Month of maximum: June, 1562
cf .
(d) r3 i	 = .91 (January)
max
(e) Maximum monthly discharge 	
= 2.16Mean monthly-runoff (adjusted)
H.2.13.4 Category: 11
H.2.13.5 Remarks: Streamflow data given represent the
arithmetic summation.of streamflow down-
stream of reservoir and net monthly
change in reservoir contents. No sig-
nificant diversions between gauging
stations.
C
The relatively low variability of stream-
flow at this site may be the result of
regulation by the numerous reservoirs
upstream. A complete evaluation of the
possible benefits of remote sensing to
this reservoir would have to consider
this installation in the context of the
system of reservoirs of which it forms
a part.
Dam or Reservoir Name: Pine Flat 	 Region: 11
(e) purposes: irrigation, flood control,
recreation
(f) Drainage area, mi l : 1,542
(g) Total storage capacity, acre--ft.: 1,013,400
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre-ft.: 904,000
(h) Storage ratio: .G
(i) Mean annual runoff, acre-ft.: 1,700,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity, kw: 0
(k) Average annual generation, 10 3kwh: 0
(1) Ownership of dam or reservoir
	
	
Corps of
Engineers
(m) References: WRD 405, FPC 97, RUS 29,
WSP 1930:206--208 .
H.2.14.2 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area, in.: 20.56
(b) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.-March, in.: 17.64
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .86
(c) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.-July, in.:	 2.77
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .13
(d) Oct.-Mar. precipitation r 6.37
Apr.--July precipitation
I	 I	 i
Dam or Reservoir Name: Fine Flat 	 ..Region- 11
(c) (l) Maximum 30--day increase in contents
(Ac) (acre.-ft.) (WY1961-^-1965)' .. 202,000
(2)	 Date: May, 1963
(d) do (5--year)	
, 20Reservoir capacity
(e) Ac (5--year)	
= 1.43Mean monthly runoff
(f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 0 of
5 years	 (WY1961-1965) .
(g) Annual maximum contents	 (WY1961-1965)
(1)	 Mean	 = 690,000
(2)	 Median = 694,400
(3)	 6	 =	 190,000
(4)	 Mean of annual maxima
r	 • 68Reservoir capacity
(5)	 14ean of annual maxima + a	
.87.
Reservoir capacity
)
11.2-14.4	 Category;	 11	 j
H.2.15.1	 General
9
Information_
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name:	 Grand Coulee
(b) Region:.	 12..
(c) River basin:	 Columbia
(d) Location:	 Coulee City, Wash-,	 47 1 57'	 x.,
118.°59!
(e) Purposes:	 irrigation, hydroelectric, flood
control, navigation
s .(f) Drainage area, mi l :	 74,700
(g) Total storage capacity,	 acre-ft.:	 9,562,000
(.w i.th
_J	 f 1 ashbo ar ds )
Effective bydroelectric storage,
acre-.ft. z
.
	 5,23.2,.0.00
i
E-44
F,
Dam or Reservoir Name: Grand Coulee Region: 12
i	 ,1
t
4
j
J
i
(h) Storage ratio:	 .06
(i) Mean annual runoff, acre-ft.: 160,000,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity,
kw:	 2,100,000
(k) Average annual generation, 10 3kwh: 1G,300,000
(1) Ownership of dam or reservoir: Bureau of
Reclamation
(m) References: WRD 375, FPC 91, RUS 103',
WSP 1933:419-421, U.S. Geolog-
ical Survey, Water Resources
Data for Washington, 1973,
Part I: Surface Water Records,
Tacoma, Wash., 1973, p.209.
FI.:--.15.2 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area, in.: 20.53
(b) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.--March, in.:	 12.88
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .63
(c) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.--July, in.: 	 5.77
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .28
(d) Oct.-Mar. precipitation 
_^ 2.23 .
Apr.-July precipitation 
6.2.15.3 Reservoir Management: Parameters
(a) Capacity (acre-ft.): 9,562,000
(b) 5-year range of reservoir contents (WY1961-1965)
(acre-ft.) 6,748,000-9,564,0:0
(c) (1) Maximum 30-day increase in contents
(Ac) (acre-ft.) (WY1961-1965):	 1,612,400
(2) Date: June, 1965
Dam or Reservoir Name:	 Grand Coulee Region:	 12
(d) Ac	 (5--year)
.17Reservoir capacity - i
(e) Ac	 (5-year)
_	
.12Mean monthly runoff
- (f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 5 of
5 years
	
(WY1961-1965).
(g) Annual maximum contents	 (WY1961 -1965)
(acre-ft.)
(1)	 Mean	 =	 9,573,000
(2)	 Median =	 9,575,000
{3)	 -	 6,900
(4)	 Mean of annual maxima
-	 1.001Reservoir capacity 
(5) 
	
Mean	 of annual. maxima + a 1.001.Reservoir capacity
H.2.15.4 Category: 	 II
H.2.16.1 General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Dame: Hungry Horse
(b) Region:	 12
(c) River basin: Flathead (5. Fork)
(d) Location: Corain, Montana, 48°21' x 1140011
(e) Purposes: hydroelectric, flood control,
irrigation
(f) Drainage area, mi l : 1654
(g) Total storage capacity, acre-ft.: 3,4G8,140
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre-ft.:	 2,982,000
(h) Storage ratio: 1.5
(i) Mean annual runoff, acre-ft.: 2,300,000
I1-46
i
a
t	 .,
i
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Dam or Reservoir Name: Hungry Horse 	 Region: 12
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity,
kw: 285,000
(k) Average annual generation, 10 3kwh: 843,000
(1) Ownership of dam or reservoir: Bureau of
Reclamation
(m) References: WRD 400, RUS 62, RPC 80, WSP 1933,
200--202 .
H.2.16.2 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area, in.: 19.04
(b) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.--March, in.: 	 10.36
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .54
(c) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.--July, in.:	 6.41
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .34
(d) Oct.--Mar. precipitation = 1.62
Apr.-July precipitation
11.2.16.3 Reservoir Management Parameters
Capacity (acre-ft.): 3,468,140
5--year range of reservoir contents (WY1961-
1965) (acre--ft.):	 1,521,000 -- 3,400,000
(1) Maximum 30-day increase in contents
(Ac) (acre-ft.) (WY 1961-1965).	 1,043,000
(2) Date: June, 1965
Ac (5-year)
Reservoir capacity	 '30
Ac (5-year).	 5.41Mean monthly runoff
Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 5 of
5 years (WY 1961--1965)
H--47	
1i
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
^'	 I	 I	 I 	 I	 l	 I
Dam or Reservoir Name: Hun g ry Horse	 Region: 12
(g) Annual maximum contents (WY 1961 - 1965)
(acre - ft.)
(1) Mean	 3,481,000
(2) Median = 3,482,000
(3) U	 -	 1,100
(4) Mean of annual maxima = 1,004
Reservoir capacity
(5) Mean of annual maxima 
+1 6 = 1.004 -
Reservoir capacity
H.2.16.4 Category: II
H.2.17.1 General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name: Kerr ( Flathead Lake)
(b) Region: 12
(c) River basin: Flathead
(d) Location: Polson, Montana, 48 1 04' x 114 °14'
(e) Purposes: hydroelectric, flood control,
irrigation, recreation
(f) Drainage area, mi 2 : 7086
(g) Total storage capacity, acre-ft.: 1,791,000
(usable storage)
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre-ft.:	 1,217,000
(h) Storage ratio: .2
W Mean annual runoff, acre -ft.: 6,100,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity, kw: 168,000
(k) Average annual. generation, 10 3kwh: 1,100,000
(1) Ownership of dam of reservoir: Montana Power
Company
(m) References: CORD 420, FPC 80, RUS 62, WSP
1933 . 216-218 .
I1-48
GDam or Reservoir name: Kerr	 Region: 12
H.2.17.2 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area, in.: 19.04
(b) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.-March, in..	 10.36
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation: .54
(c) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.-July, in.:	 6.41
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation: .34
(d) act. --Mar. precipitation = 1.62.
Apr.-July precipitation
H. 2. 17.3 Reservoir Management Parameters
(a) Capacity (acre-ft.): 	 1,791,000 (usable)
(b) 5-year range of reservoir contents (WY1961--
1965) (acre-ft.): 	 1,952,400
(c) (1) Maximum 30-day increase in contents
(Ac) (acre -ft ) (WY 1961-1965).	 785,300
(2) Date:
	
May, 1964
(d) Ac (5--year)
	
= .44 (See Remarks)Reservoir capacity
(e) Ac ( 5 -year)	
I 
= 1.54Mean monthly runoff
(f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 5 of
5 years (WY 1961- 1965).
(g) Annual maximum contents (WY 1961--1965)
(acre-ft.)
(1) Mean
	
= 1,843,000
(2) Median _ 1,819,000
(3) 0	 -	 63,000
(4) Mean of annual maxima = 1.03
Reservoir capacity
(5) Mean of annual maxima +10 - 1.05 -
Reservoir capacity
H-49
Dam or Reservoir Name: 	 Kerr Region: 12
H.2.17.9
	 Category:	 II
H.2.17.5
	 Remarks:	 The valve given here for QC is not
capacity
comparable with values given for other
reservoirs since "capacity" here refers
to usable, rather than total, reservoir
contents. The total capacity of this res-
ervoir is listed as	 "unknown" in WSF	 1933.
H.2.18.1
	
General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name: Albeni Falls (Pend
Oreille Lake)
(b) Region:	 12
(c) River basin: Pend Oreille
(d) Location: Hope, Idaho, 48°11' x 117100'
(e) Purposes: hydroelectric, flood control,
navigation, recreation
(f) Drainage area, mi l : 22,900
(g) Total, storage capacity, acre--ft.: 1,561,000
(See Remarks)
Effective hydroelectric storage, acre-ft.:
1,153,000
(h) Storage ratio: .06
(i) Mean annual runoff, acre-ft.: 26,000,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity, kw: 42,600
(k) Average annual generation, 10 3 kwh: 230,000
(1) Ownership of dam or reservoir: Corps of
Engineers
(m) References: WRD 406, FPC 83, RUS 43, WSP
1933: 251-253•
i	 l
I.
3
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Dam or Reservoir Name: Albeni Falls 	 Region: 12
H.2.18.2 Precipitation
I
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area, in.: 19.04
(b) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.-March, in.. 10.36
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation 	 .54
(c) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.-July, in. : 6. 41	 4
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .34
(d) Oct.-Mar. precipitation = 1.62.
Apr.-0'uly precipitation
H. 2. 18.3 Reservoir Management Parameters
(a) Capacity (acre-ft.): 1,561,000
(b) 5-year range of reservoir contents (WY 1961-
1965) (acre-ft.) 529,600 - 1,738,000
(c) (1) Maximum 30-day increase in contents(Ac) (acre-ft.) (WY 1961-1965). 508,000
(2) Date: May, 1961
(d) Ac (5-year)	 _
-
.33Reservoir capacity
(e) Ac (5--year)	
_ .23
Mean monthly runoff
(f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 5 of
5 years (WY 1961-19G5).
(g) Annual maximum contents (WY 1961--1955)
(acre-ft.)
(1) Mean	 = 1,624,000
(2) Median = 1,578,000
(.3) [f = 75,000
(4) Mean of annual. maxima = 1.04
Reservoir capacity
U-51
Dam or Reservoir; Name: Albeni Palls 	 Region: 12
(5) Mean of annual maxima +CF = 1.09.
Reservoir capacity
13.2.18.4 Category: II
H.2.19.1 General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name:	 Jackson Lake
(b) Region:	 13
(c) River basin:	 Snake River Main Stem
(d) Location:	 Moran,	 Wyoming,	 43°51 1	x	 110035'
(e) Purposes:	 irrigation and flood control
(f) Drainage	 area,	 mi 2 :	 824
(g) Total storage capacity,	 acre-ft.:	 847,000
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre-ft.:	 0
(h) Storage ratio:	 .8
(i) Mean annual runoff,	 acre-ft.:	 1,100,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity, kw:	 0
3 (k) Average annual generation,	 10 3 kwh:	 0
(1) Ownership of dam or reservoir:	 Bureau of
Reclamation
(m) References:	 WRD	 313,	 RUS	 111,	 wSP	 1934:13--15
H.2.19.2	 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area,	 in.:	 24.38
(b) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.-March,	 in..	 14.32
(2)	 As	 fraction of annual precipitation.:	 .59
(c) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.-July,	 in..	 7. 33
(2)	 As	 fraction of annual precipitation.:	 .30
H-52
_!	 I:	 I	 I	 I	 l	 i
	Dam or Reservoir Name: Jackson Lake 	 Region: 13
(d) Oct.-Naar. precipitation = 1.95.
Apr.-July precipitation
H.2.19.3 Reservoir Management.Parameters
(a) Capacity (acre-ft.): 847,000
(b) 5-year range of reservoir contents (WY1961-
1965) (acre-ft.) 1,720-859,530
(c) (1) Maximum 30--day increase in contents
( p c) (acre-ft.) (WY1961 -1965)
 .	
322,130
(2) Date: June, 1965
(d) Ac (5-year)	
_ .38
Reservoir capacity
(e) Ac (5-year)	 3.65Mean monthly runoff
(f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 4 of
5 years MY 1961-1965).
(g) Annual maximum contents (WY1961 -1965)
(acre-ft.)
(1) Mean	 = 789,000
(2) Median = 857,000
(3) c	 = 147,000
(4) Mean of annual maxima _ .93
Reservoir capacity
(5) Median of annual maxima = 1.01.
Reservoir capacity
H.2.19.4 Category: II
H.2.20.1 General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name: American falls
(b) Region: 13
(c) River basin: Snake River Main Stem
.I
f
i
H-53
Dam or Reservoir Name: American Falls
1
{d) Location: American Falls, Idaho, 42 1 47' x
112053'
(e) p urposes: irrigation, flood control, water
supply
(f) Drainage area mi l : 13,580
(g) Total storage capacity, acre-ft.: 1,700,000
Effective hydroelectric Storage,
acre-ft.:.:	 0
(h) Storage ratio: .3
U) Mean annual runoff, acre--ft.: 5,.700,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity, kw: 0
V
	 (k) Average annual generation, 10 3 kwh: 0
(1) Ownership of daYrti or reservoir: Bureau of
Reclamation
(m) References: WRD 340, RUS 41, FPC 83, WSP
1934: 136-38 -
t
H.2.20.2 Precipitation
V.3
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage	 area,	 in.:	 24.38
(b) (1)	 ,Sean water content of precipitation,
Oct.-March,	 in.:	 14.32
(2)	 As fraction of annual precipitation.:	 .59
(c) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.-July,
	
in.:	 7.33
(2)	 As fraction of annual precipitation.:	 .30
(d) Oct.-Har. precipitation = 1.95.
Apr.-July precipitation
H.2.20.3 Reservoir Management Parameters
(a) Capacity (acre-ft.): 1,7CU,000
(b) 5--gear r=ange of reservoir contents (WY1961-
1965) (.acre-ft.) 2,000--1,748,000
H-54
Dam or Reservoir Name: American Falls 	 Region: 13
(c) (1) Maximum 30--day increase in contents
(A.c) (acre-ft.,) (WY1961--1965)	 362,000
(2) Date: February, 1962
(d) Ac (5-year)	
= _21Reservoir capacity
(e) Ac (5-year)	
_ .76Mean monthly runoff
(f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 4 of
5 years (WY1961-1905) .
(g) Annual maximum contents ([dY1961-1965)
(acre-ft.)
(1) Mean	 = 1,705,000
(2) Median = 1,745,000
(3) a	 = 73,700
(4) Mean of annual maxima - 1.0a3
Reservoir capacity
(5) Mean of annual maxima +1 Cr	 1.04
Reservoir capacity
H.2.20.4 Category: II
H.2.21.1 General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Dame: Owyhee
(b) Region: 13
(c) River basin: Owyhee
(d) Location: Adrian, Oregon, 43°39' x 117 0 15'	 {
(e) Purposes: Irrigation and flood control
(f) Drainage area, mi l : 11,160
(g) Total storage capacity, acre--ft.: 1,122,.000
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre--f .t.:	 0
(h) Storage ratio: 1.0 3
-I
.	 i
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Dam or Reservoir Name: Owyhee	 Region: 13
(i) Mean annual runoff, acre-ft.: 1,100,000
(j) installed hydroelectric capacity, kw: 0
(k) Average annual generation, 10 3kwh: 0
(.l) Ownership of dam or reservoir: Bureau of
Reclamation
(m) References: WRD 352, RUS 65, WSP 1934:362
H.2.21.2 Precipitation
(a) Dean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area,	 in.:	 9.26
(b) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Oct.-March,	 in.:	 5.:70
(2)	 As fraction of annual. precip itation.:	 .61
(o) (1)	 Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.-July, in.:
	
3.01
(2)	 As fraction of annual precipitation.:	 .32
(d) Oct.-Mar. precipitation 
= 1.89Apr. --JUly precipitation
H.2.21.3	 Reservoir Management Parameters
(a) Capacity	 (acre-ft.):	 1,122,000
(b) 5-year range of reservoir contents	 (IgY19G1-
1965)	 (acre-ft.)	 437,000 --	 1,128,000
(c) (1)	 Maximum 30-day increase in contents
(Ac)	 (acre-ft.)	 (IIY1961--1965) .	 273,000
(2)	 Date:	 April,
	
1964
(d) Ac	 (5-year)	 _^	
.24Reservoir capacity
(e) Ac	 (5-year) 2.98	 ]Mean monthly runoff	 i
(f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 1 of
5 years	 (WY1961-1965) .
Ii-56
Dam or Reservoir Dame_ 	 Owyhee	 Region:	 13
1
(g) Annual maximum contents	 (11Y1961-1965)
(acre-ft.)
(1)	 Mean	 = 926,200
(2)	 Median = 83lr000
(3)	 Cr	 =	 164,200
•j.
(4)	 Mean of annual maxima	
_.g3Reservoir capacity
(5)	 Mean of annual maxima +1U r 
_97 .Reservoir capacity
H.2.21.4
	
Category:	 II
H.2.22.1	 General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name:	 Brownlee
(b) Region:
	 13
(c) River basin:	 Snake
(d) Location:	 Cambridge, Idaho, 44 0 50 1	x 116054'
(e) Purposes:	 Hydroelectric, flood control,
recreation
(f) Drainage area, mi l :	 72,590
(g) Total storage capacity,	 acre-ft,:	 1,426,700
Effective hydroelectric storage, acre-ft.:
980,000
(h) Storage ratio:	 .12
U) Mean annual runoff, acre-ft.: 	 12,300,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity, kw-.	 360,400
(k) Average annual generation, 10 3 kwh z	 2,235,000
(1) ownership of dam or reservoir:	 Idaho Power
Company
(m) iReferences:.	 WRD 423, RU.S 41, PPC 82, WSP	 11934:	 577--79
Dam or Reservoir Name:	 Brownlee	 Region:	 13
H.2.22.2	 Precipitation
(a) dean annual water content of precipitation.
in drainage	 area,	 in.--	 16.62
(b) (1)	 Mean wafer content of precipitation,
Oct.-March,	 in.:	 10.85
(2)	 As fraction of annual: precipitation.: 	 :65
(c) (1)
	
Mean water content of precipitation,
h Apr.-July,
	 in.:	 4.64
(2)	 As fraction of annual precipitation.:	 .2`8
(d) Oct.-Mar.	 precipitation - 2_34 
Apr.-July precipitation
H.2.22.3	 reservoir Management Parameters
(a) Capacity	 (acre-ft.):	 1,426,700
(b) 5-year range of reservoir contents 	 (WY1961-
1965)	 (acre-ft.:):	 446,300	 -	 1,453,500.
(c) (1)	 Maximum 30-day increase in contents
(Ac)	 (acre-ft.)	 (WY1961-1965).	 594,800
(2)	 Date_	 June,	 1965
(d) Ac	 (5-year) _	 A-2? aservoir capaci't'y
(e)
r
Ac	 (5--year)	 58dean monthly runoff
(f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 5 of
5 years
	
(VTY1961--1 . 965 )
(g) Annual maximum contents	 (WY1961-1965)
(acre--ft.)
(1)	 !Sean	 = 1,443,200
(2)	 Median = 1,440i800
(3)
	
Ct	 =	 5,900
(4)	 Mean of annual maxima = 1.012
Reservoir capacity
M(maxima)	 + 16.(5)	
=	 1.016
capacity
H-58
S	 __
Dam or Reservoir Name: Brownlee	 Region: 13
H.2.22.4 Category:	 II
H.2.23.1 General Information
(a) Dam or Reservoir Name: Palisades
(b) Region:	 13
(c) River basin: Snake
(d) Location:	 Irwin, Idaho, 43°20' x 111112'
(e) Purposes: irrigation, hydroelectric, flood
control, conservation, municipal
water--supply
(f) Drainage area, mi 2 : 5208
(g) Total storage capacity, acre-ft.: 1,400,000
Effective hydroelectric storage,
acre-ft.: 1,200,000
(h) Storage ratio: .3
(i) Mean annual runoff, acre-ft.: 4,700,000
(j) Installed hydroelectric capacity, kw: 118,750
(k) Average annual generation, 10 3kwh: 610,000
(1) Ownership of dam or reservoir: Bureau of
Reclamation
(m) References: WSP 1934:48--50, WRD 416,
RUS 43, EPC 83 .
H.2.23.2 Precipitation
(a) Mean annual water content of precipitation
in drainage area, in.: 24.38
(b) (1) Mean eater content of precipitation,
Oct.-March, in.. 14.32
(2) As fraction of annual precipitation.: .59
(c) (1) Mean water content of precipitation,
Apr.-July, in.: 7.33
I
C
4
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I	 I	 I	 _	 i
Dam or Reservoir Name: Palisades 	 Region: 13
(2) As fraction -)f annual precipitation.: .30
(d) Oct.-Mar. precipitation = 1.95
Apr.-July precipitation
H.2.23.3 Reservoir Management Parameters
(a) Capacity (acre-ft.):	 1,400,000
(b) 5-year range of reservoir contents (WY1961-
1965) (acre-ft.) 240,000 -- 1,421:000
(c) (1) Maximum 30--day increase in contents
(Ac) (acre-ft.) (WY1961-1965). 591,000
(2) Date: June, 1965
(d) Ac (5-year)	 _	
.a2Reservoir capacity
(e) Ac ( 5 -Year)	
= 1.52
Mean monthly runoff
!f) Reservoir exceeded listed capacity in 3 of
5 years (WY1961-- 1965).
(g) Annual maximum contents (WY1961 -1965) (acre-ft.)
(1) Mean	 = 1,295,400
(2) Median = 1,405,000
(3) a	 -	 219,600
(4) Mean of annual maxima = .93
Reservoir capacity
(5) M(maxima) + 1J = 1.08
Capacity
H.2.23.4 Category: 11
H--60
Page numbers refer to pagination in Appendix H.
Albeni Falls (Idaho) 13c, 60--61
American Falls (Idaho) 13c, 64-65
Big Bend (S.D.) 13f
Bighorn Lake (Mont_) 13e
Blue Mesa (Colo.) 13b, 40-43
Bonneville (Ore.) 13i
Boundary (Viash.) 13g
Boysea (11yo. ) 13g
Brownlee (Idaho) 13c, 68-69
Cabinet Gorge (Idaho) 13g
Canyon Ferry (2•Sont.) 13e
Lake Celilo (Ore.) 13i
Chief Joseph (Wash. ) 13g
Clair Engle Lake (Calif.) 13a, 16-17
The Dalles (Ore.) 13i
Davis (Ariz. ) 13g
Da.visson Lake (Wash.) 13a, 37-39
Flaming Gorge (Utah) 13f
Flathead Lake (Mont,) 13c, 5859
Folsom Lake (Calif.) 13a, 18-19
Fort Peck (Mont.) lie
Fort Randall (S.D.) 13e
Fremont Canyon Gen.Sta.(11yo,) 13f
Garrison (N. D.) 13f
Glen Canyon (Ariz.) 13g
Grand Cowlee (Wash.) 13b, 54--55
Hells Canyon (Ore.) 13h
Hoover (Ariz.--Nev.) 13g
Hungry Horse (Mont.) 13b, 56-57
Hyatt Gen.Sta. (Calif.) 13a, 29-32
11-61
ice Harbor (Wash.) 13h
Jackson Lake (Wyo.) 13c, 62--G3
John Day (Ore.) 13i
Kerr (Mont.) 13c, 58-59
Kingsley (Neb.) 13e
Lake Almanor (Calif.) 13b, 44-45
Lake Berryessa (Calif.) 13b, 46--47
Lake Billy Chinook (Ore.) 13i
Lake Bryan (Wash.) 13h
Lake Francis Case (S.D.) 13e
Lake McClure (Calif.) 13a, 20-23
Lake McCouaughy (Neb.) 13e
Lake Mead (Ariz.-Nev.) 13g
Lake Mohave (Ariz.) 13g
Lake Sakakawea (N.D.) 13f
Lake Umatilla (Ore.) 13i
Little Goose (Wash.) 13h
Lower Monumental (Wash.) 13i
Monticello (Calif.) 13b, 46--47
Mossyrook (Wash.) 13a, 37-39
New Bullands Bar (Calif.) 13a, 24-28
New Don Pedro (Calif.) 13b, 48-51
New Exchequer (Calif.) 13a, 20-23
Noxon Rapids (Mont.) 13h
Oahe (S.D.) 13f
Oroville (Calif.) 13a, 29-32
Owyhee (Ore.) 13c, 66-67
Oxbow (Idaho) 13i
Palisades (Idaho) 13d, 70-71
Pathfinder (Wyo.) 13f
Pend Oreille Lake (Idaho) 13c, GO-G1
Pine Flat (Calif.) 13b, 52-53
Wriest Rapids (Wash.) 13h
Rock island (Wash.) 13h
H--62
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Rocky Reach (Wash.) 13h
Ross (Wash.) 13a, 35-36
Round Butte (Okla.) 13i
Seminoe (Wyo.) lef
Shasta (Calif.) 13a, 33--34
Swift No. 1 (Wash.) 13j
Thermalito Gen. Sta. (Calif.) 13a, 29--32
Tiber (Mont.) 13f
Trinity (Calif.) 13a, 16-17
Wanapum (Wash.) 13h
Wells (Wash.) 13h
Yellowtail (Mont.) 13e
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APPENDIX I: VARIABLE IDENTIFICATION AND
LISTING OF THE OROSIM PROGRAM
OROSIM - Variable and array identification
MAILINE
KK	 Incremental value determined by April-July pre-
dieted inflow used in computing winter and
spring release.
POWRS Summing variable for yearly spill as of wk.	 24.
POWR24 Summing variable for onpeak power as of wk.	 24.
POWR25 Summing variable for offpeak power as of wk.	 24.
SUMSP Summing variable for yearly spill as of wk.	 43.
QSPILL Total spill for week j.
PSUM11 Summing variable for total, onpeak power.
PSUM22 Summing variable for total offpeak power.
SUMSPT Summing variable for total spill.
PSUM1 Summing variable for wk.	 43 onpeak power.
PSU142 Summing variable for wk.	 43	 offpeaF. power.
AZ Control variable for WIF in mainline.	 AZ was set
equal to zero for all cases presented in this
report.
WIFI--4 With improved information variable.	 When WIF-1,
perfect information, WIF=0.0, present forecasting
skill.
PAR flood control parameter.
PCP(I,J) Matrix of weekly precipitation values at the eight
index stations.
T1,T2,T3 Hourly values used in time check during iterative
spill.
PLIMI-4 Upper bounds on the predicted April--July inflows
which influence reservoir constrainment.
TOTIN Summing variable for yearly inflow as of wk. 	 43.
TOTINI Summing variable for total inflow of the 26 years.
TOTOUT Summing variable for yearly outflow as of wk.	 43.
TOTOT2 Summing variable for •26total outflow of the 	 years.
Constant upper bounds on the predicted April--
July inflows which are chocked against yearly
predicted inflows to determine length of res-
ervoir constrainment about STOMAX.
Number of years to simulate.
Predefined rule (rule B was used in all runs).
Starting year of simulation.
Beginning of week storage.
Number of weeks -to simulate.
Starting year of simulation.
Ending year of simulation.
Coef. for volume, elevation and area calculations.
Base elevations that determine correct set of
Bory coef.
Mean weekly inflow (historical).
Lag-1 correlation coef. for weekly inflows.
Beginning elevation.
Total weekly outflow.
Input format specification.
Weekly inflow data in hundreds of acre feet.
Mean precipitation at index stations.
Week number for year (J=1, 52).
integer month number.
MMI+l.
Predicted April-July inflow.
Summing variable for hourly release during
iterative spill.
Precipitation for particular year.
Predicted Apr ill -Jaly inflow as of month N.
Last week number of which reservoir will be con-
strained by April-July inflow prediction.
Weekly target reservoir volume.
Weighting factor that is a function of the week
number and used in computing STOMAX during
November, December and January, when J=44, 4
JK=1, 12.
PLIM1-4
N
IRULE
ISTART
S ORV 1
K
IYEAR
IYREND
BORV(1,J)
BASORV(1)
BARQ (1)
CORRE (I)
ELORVI
QOUT
MAT (1)
QWEEK(1)
PEAR (1)
J
MM1
MON
PREDIC(I)
SUMOUT
PRECP
SNOCST
NN
STOMAX
JK
I-- 2
CX
Z
EVAP
PPAC
AREA1
QIN
QMIN
QRICE
Xxl
SORV2
nBASE
QVOL
QBRATE
OPEAK
ST01
TEMPEL
DT
Q1
QMXGEN
TIME
QSPILL
QDUMP
IHOUR
Q2
QINPLOW
DRATE
DSDT
Weighting factor determined by the time of year
used in computing STOMAX.
Month number as a real number at week j.
Exponent of natural log used in computing evapor-
ation.
Evaporation of reservoir in inches.
Pacfactor.
surface area of reservoir.
Inflow for week j.
Minimum outflow for fish flow plus minimum needed
for service area power demand.
Monthly power demands to service area.
Weekly precipitation--evaporation.
End of week storage.
Lagged inflows for base inflow rate at time t.
Pos. change between week t inflow and week t-n
inflow.
Hourly base inflow rate.
Peak inflow.
Beginning storage for iterative spill.
Present elevation for iterative spill.
Two-.hour time value.
Base: inflow rate.
Maximum outflow in acre feet that the Hyatt
generators can take per two-hour period.
Time counter incremented by two-hour periods.
Summing variable for QDUMP.
Summing variable for DRATE and DSPILL.
Same as TIME.
Base inflow rate plus change in inflow as func-
tion of time.
Inflow per two-hour period.
Spill rate.
Change in storage per two-hour period.
I-3
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QOTFLO	 Total outflow per two hour outflow.
ANGEL	 Average weekly reservoir elevation.
POWFAC	 Megawatt hours generated per one acre-foot of
release.
PON
	 Onpeak energy produced at Hyatt power plant in
thousands of megawatts.
POFF	 Offpeak energy.
NEW VARIABLES APPEARING IN SUBROUTINE RULE
DELT1 As a function of week 39, 	 DELT1 is used during
the nonflood control months to first increase
the outflow up to and including week 39, 	 then
decrease it until storage is brought down to the
November
	
1st requirement.
SUMBAR Summing variable for mean precipitation.
SUMPOP Summing variable for precipitation.
5MI Lagged week number.
SLOPE Slope of flood control diagram at week t.
S4 Required flood control reservation space.
S3 Maximum allowable storage.
DELSTO Change i;i allowable storage 	 for week t.
QMI One week lagged inflow.
DELTA Change in target storage for week t.
cc Variable controlling affect of DELTA as a
function of week number.
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E '	 - OOtiO 40 COIITI,;0z 05!111300DCd1 SUMU01=0. O:,inIs10
OOd2 QSPILL=}. U51t41320
n +)83 PilMl=PCP(I J) GSLC1.%30
' 0084 It (LYhAt[. L:, 1947) GC TO 43 Us la 1340
__. 00d5 GO IO as (iIH13'^a
€_r... OOd6
 43 CONTINUO OSLr.IJU0
C.er..IF PdrwCLP VALUES HE NOT READ IN s TUB SNAN 0dECIP AT OIIOVILLE 6ANGEtt
Cn.q,. ► STATI'3N	 15	 SLMUL.ITLD 1tY A PARABOLA AND A STNAIJUT LINE.	 C51413U0
0007
-
P1tat P = { !UR A CU:.- 12.1* CC21 + 3 G. U} /3.94 'L USI n13l0
0083 P11iCP=VJELP/4`.33 U51r,IW;
-
0099 1r(J.Le..u.UR.J. UT. 5(:)L?PZE:P=1.2 v5Id1'110
0030 44 CUN1:16LIr L51tt14iD
'Z..-CO45CNAi:i:lcNT OF	 FL%LbVU11t 15 LkPbNCK11T UPON SNORr.t;LT PDI;DICTIOR
	
U:1nII4 30
C.,,,.U:I FLb. 1,8AN.1, APRIL 1,AN1j
	 MAY	 1 USI11144C
0031 IF (J. Et;, 1) It h= a 051111.4150
0032 IF ( J. Eu.5. A IM	 PReL11C ( 1 ). jE. p 1In1) iiN =8 t, .s181 it,0
0Li3 If (J. Lj.9. At1C. E'RLDiC (4).GE, PLIt!1.) NN = 13 USIti1u70
0034 IF (J. CJ. 14. hl; E. r1%1I:LL(3) . 66. L LIM3) NN=17 V5i,1 i4etC
3035 IF (.I.hQ, Id, A4L. EUIL• 1[. ( tf).Gn.1 1 Lltt4) Nti-d1 U51.;1.1'j0
0096 1NO. LE, a,AbU.J.,;r-w )SIIOCsi= im. 051M 1500
0097 IP(J.Es .5)tit;UCS1=PtItUIL (1) UsIA1540
a030 IF( J.' J. 9)SNUL5I=F BED IL(2) 0sild45LO
i aa99 IF(J.i	 .1-1)5I1JLS1=E6kLIC(3) U5IY1540
0100	 - IF ( J. EQ. 16) SiICCST = M;DIC (4) C;51815bo
FOLLO4114t; SIAiEr.Eb15 Aj1JUST TIIE	 PRUUMM FOH A PARTICULA11 SULE US1;155C
c Oszi.1370
C (,51 n 1 5U a
0101 00	 TO	 {31,32.13),IG1JLF ULIlit'Jb0
4142 32 CU. TINU4 V:b1ai1btr0
;^---- 0133 Ed=	 ttAXI(	 17-J,1) GS 141u1U
0104 1FISN0CdT..iT.3200.	 }	 46= 13hX0(21- J,1} GsIY.IU2u
0105 IF ( S110CST . G7.4000.	 }	 Ebt= 11AXO (26-J,13 GSIdlu3O
01)6 IF(J.GE.44,J&.J.LH.4)	 GO TO 35 05IMi60
--_- 0107 LF(J.GE.:i.A:•U..1.1.E.0) 	 GG TU	 36 L:,i: 1tt5a
01'30 IF {J.Sf.3.i1l+L.J.LE:)3)	 GO	 30	 37 L'alttIU
OIC9 IFJJ.GE.14.AVV.J.Lf.17) 	 GO KU 38 OSIO1670
0 110
-
LF (J. uE.1 d. ,1N a. J. Ls.24)	 GO TO 39 OSIN10bo
0111 STO"A% = 3538000.0 OSIM167a
0112 .:0 TO
	 3 i C51 N i71,O
0113 35 CL:71II1UE GS Id 1710
`-: 0114 JA=I ABS (	 it140 (44-J,d¢6)) WIN 1720
120
"cl
10
PAGE 0003
C PLE	 TC{AS« NOIE THAT IF NIF=0,5!AX HILL D1: IDENTICAL TO CCOK CIRIGINAL
	
0 115 ^'- ' _	 S111,1X=147000G. E0+s+'2FfirtZS y 1 8 000.D0+i (.UO •-WIE-AL) sIti769, 2300
1 rilFLl;,1C{JK)
	
0116
	
;0 TO 41
	0 117	 36	 iUN 11.1; C
	
i 0 lit]	 C=5. 05ti
	
0119	 STO.IAX= (C-(DLOG10 (DILAXI (SNOCST, 1. CO)) )*4' (0, 969D0) )
	
^ 	 i ^IOCCCUD.00
	
0120	 aG TO 41
	
0121	 37	 CCUTItiud
R	 0122	 C=C40.C380	 -
	
,. 0123
	
SludUz {C- (CLCt110 {DNAX1 (SNOCSS, 1. DO)
	
(019U90} )
1 h1GJ0tlo.G0
	
0124	 JU TO 41
C1taG0008
OsI31740
t,SI n 1750
OSIM17U0
CliNtI0010
US1n17do
USIn1790
OSL.tltiU0
C114 0J1-
0:.1 tt, .20
` b8i$,1NIC G iP.VAL	 21	 - MAIN	 DATE - 75167	 22/33/42
_ 0125 1d	 CONTINUE OBIS 1b300126 C= c+0.170 ustif7 840
0127 STOYAY.= (C- (DLOG10 ( DNAX1 (SNOCSx, 1.00) j j *a (Q.4b^J0U) J
1	 *1C9000O.D0 L111G•iG14
0128 GO TO 41 usln itiuo
0129 39	 cubTINU: uSL.10187G
0139 _ _.	 C=C+06090 OSI(sluU0
0 131 - STONAX= (C- (LLOG 10 ( DKAXI
	
NOCST ,1„ CG))) ^ ¢ (u. 9 \.1DO)(S
1	 ^10000300DO
0132 41 .	CUNTI PUB usitti9o0_
01 33 IF (IYhA;t. LT.1 347) STC t1A X =27B01,GSa QSLt113 10
0134 'O TO 34 ua1C19.40
=- _ 0135	 _- _" ", 31	 CCt;TIlfU3 OSIhI!?3G
0136 3Iu"AA=33 USIt11v40
0137 GU TO 34 U,LC,1ip5C
0138 33	 CGNTISIU11 OSIt119bU
" 0139
 SZOMAx - 2470000. CO
	 (7.UO-R1110 AZIfVXF'*AZ*2708000.Do CII;Go017
0140 NN=d oS1C,19dc
34	 CC4T11iU2 CS1141Id0
C... n .T11L t1aAh MONTHLY PAN LVAP IS ASSUdLD TO BE A Wit.AL LISTRINUTIOd GaL32GOO
C.a...KET11	 A hVil1-E.5 AND STD,	 D?V= s GS162010
0142 X=D f LOA t (J) /4.3 360
—:_ 0143 L=(L-C.50c)+,500
0144 Z=- .SLOKGL'
1 C.....T11B CCN57	 T 2.0684	 15 111E SIUC 'I'IENT OF Ti11> B E AN X4AALY LYAPORATI080SIi12050
C...., (02* 2b ENCRHS PEh YEAR ) AND IRE SQEtT t2 LIE:* THU STD. DEV. 	 (2) 4.33oSI N20uO
1 L•...,.61.26j (s1RT(2aPI)*,t! 4,33)	 3HE CONSTANT 4.33 CONVERTS EVAP INCO QS1112070
C...e. INCHE	 Pcii V EBK OSLt11Cbo.
<==_". 0145 -' EYi,P=2.daBNaDEXP(Z)E^ C.....CALC T44 PAN COEFI AS LINEARLY INCREASING FLOH . b IN JAN TO .8 IN AUG.
014b ef1tL=LfLUAT (J),p.006G7+'6
0147 I ' (J, GT, 30) PFAC = , 6-. 00909* (DFLOAT (J) -30) OSINZ120
0148 AREAI=,SRr.AG5( £ LORY1) OSI42130
0149 QIV=011k4K(K0;9K) USI,Y 140
0150-"_	 '-	 J, K =	 KAEEK f	 1
0151 fthK = KdaBK + 2
0152 LUX	 = K49CK • d
0 153
 1Y ( Ka L Eli. E{). 52) GO TO 3602
0754 I?(KWEE(	 0) Go TO 3601
0.155 If'(KNtcR.E(t.5o) LNK= 7
- 0156 GO TO 3700
0157	 -. 3b01
	 CCUTINUZ
0.159 L94=2
0159 -:.._- KNK=1
0160 u0 TO 3700
0161 3602	 CQN'ILNUI
M= O1b2	 - LNK=3
0163 KW K= 2
0164
0165
J HK=1
3700'	 CO11TINU.E
0166 9182 =t14B ;K	 OWN
0167 ,tl1t3
	 = 1;dEHK	 (mix)
." ^J 1SB yLl14 = U^BEK
	
(LMK)
Co.r,.9.Rts	 tIINZ-Wr. OUTFLCB IN 1 118 FI_H FLOW PLUS THS 3.6HYIC. AItBA DEBAND 051t12150
-
4169 01111+=%J600. *ORICE 0011) *230 ,77 OLIO 1uo
C.....iliE CCli:it,1NT 230.77=1000/4.33 QSIt12170
PAGE 0004
(7) 	+y
^r
UJ
2UIt:nut XV U Lz;V.fL	 it	 I1A10	 DATG =	 7!)107 2.2/33142
7170 %K1=-, C.i jj j . (Pit t:CE- ZfAc W EVAP) 0sx-IIt 160
6171 1F (BUR vI.L'1.14L{ t1 0c,3
	
ttltt = iyO
0172 IF(S4kY2.Ll.2u0U000,) t,tlIU=0171111 (L HI H, (,IAN-XA1*A1tr S1)) USIgt't08
t: WhITE(6,2CC•8)
F—'
 01	 3 .1000 MUNAT(IWPREVIOUS TG 1:1irfRING SUBH RULE,TUE VALUES. 02 N,J,K,
' 1	 Kr«tiicPniCi'rLVAiy ,i+ rAt.,AhEA1 { (;IN,	 t111k:^)
C ditAPt (UiiLiL,UUU)R,J,K,KxBLK+BittCP,$YAP,!?1 t AL,ARF:hirt2Sti OSit(2210
U 174 CALL h ULS cyx H222U
C t . I .LA.1I1 OLJrFLO4 FCR VISH SFUHN FROM OCT '10 )iOV 15 1!0 3000CPS
	
U51,12230
C,...Ll.tIY ,YI,4Ii-U11 OU1FLQ; 	 10	 1700 CPS O51H-4240
r ^ 0175 IP{J.J1.j^.ANE	 .J.LE.46JVUUT=CnStit(QOUT,41650.L0)
0175 ,iUUT=CH,:{1 (OcuT,c3nl;i} OSIN2:c69
rte__ 0177. IF (XRUIZ, ku.1)STUhi sX=53 ..	 _ USIn217C
717"o 1i
	 ,I.Gl'
	
NN.ANO.J.L7,37)STQNX=S3 OS1422DO
D17 y ifUtIAXZIINI (STUMAA,S3) USI,12290
0160 46 CUH r  h0= 051 t;23GG
- Oldl 3U:tV2=t}dE3 M (NUM) -XK1 4, j1bE;	 1-r,OU1+5!70X1
PAUL 0009
01 at
O ld3
0id4
0185
1Ji
0136
Old7
4 138
-^
F-^'r' 0 1390130
9i9i
^^. 014
0193
c134
UF
^^.:-;
0135
0136
.t 1 dcS
0134
0 280
0201
0202
Cr 2111
G Z04
0 235
o F06
F7--7  0 207 :	 --
023b
0 2It).
0 211
0212 .
U;t14
	 "
D71^.
"^ A i16
t:
IF (3U6Y.1-S3) 1 7r 12, l;i
	
14:	 ccN1II;Uc
16 (,eUU2, LT. 228500.) t; OUT HI N1 (228500, CC, UOU I  (50RY2-53) )
SU.(V2=0dL::K (KULEK) -sK I v AHLA I-CUM-SOH111
C
C
IF(SGRV2.L6.S3) GO 10 §6
it (Xi-trK. EOsIHEEK+l)GO TO 204
SF(Kai'K-2) 103,201,202
	
20.2	 CUNFIa;z
4£ASt=utiEtil (Uhl ,QWEEK(KsEEK-2))
jV TJ .275
	
203	 t:t15TIlit15
1}63A5i= O.Y 1
;7U TO 205
	
2014	 CG:,TI"ma
x^tis^= kdAaE
	
205	 L,)I.TLIIUE
',IYUL= GNQ.11 (GSH"OUAa£,0. u0)
,t o.ln 1 E=,t3AS E/ 768,
CN4At;=,^YUL*.O.LO8333'+QURATE
SLUl-5O.iV1
rL.-,V tL-iLORY2
Ef=2.
y1=ti6hiltr,
T1.4i =C.
uSPILL=0.
'JAUri?= C.
31= (k P EAK-013HbYc) -P.0416b7
	
201)	 C04T Ihuc
	
.	 TI:SE=TliicrUT
SIlQU a=TIRE
I; (Tlt;1:rLE,Ti.OF,TIr'Ik.Gk,'I3}k:^=12H0f,Tx
S2{FIUEaGT.t1.AS0rTI(1h.Lr,T2);<2=t1UIiATE*51 (xSBB- T1)
1r (T1 nh, y T. T2. it QU. TIH::.LT.'P3) 02=t1PEA K 4 S2 1' (MIE-T2)
OS1Y2490
07 rm' 50 ti
Gal M 6!)10
U51125x0
Ls I it
OS III t'ti0'
us1n2a50
US;n2540
CS C ^stiOD
USi 1.1500
OSIM2600
031nzn14
	 -
DSiG2b ^D
nsinzr,,ii,
USl ty1 b40
GSI E2,- 50
O&F tf 2oFi 0
OSI17.23zG	 -	 '" ". _
USIY"x33.0
051 E2340
I:SIMe 370
OSIii2jba
os3=ry^ayt	
._ . _
U'SYM240p
vs1H1410
oSlry[4 zp
Os Iu43o
fin
.	
ti
0.S111246D
0551:34470
Fi
I
F-'
O
10TRAlf L4 0 Lr*VZL	 2 1 	 t1A111	 DATE -	 7 101))	 12/))/41	 11AGk	 ODUO
0217 QitiFLU= (01+92) • .5*D1 OS10,467D2 218 LH ATL=O, wiI JtIt„ fU
ox 19 IE (5'101	 .6'1'.53+500U.) UhATL=(;IHFLU M,1J1Lt.'JG
45223 IF(5TO1 . G1'.S3+3003, C:. AND. QZHFLO . GE .1240,A ND. uIHFt.U.LT.
	
9910.) USLI1,4700
SLPAlr.	 !r'Jful (!,IttFi .rJ, 5'/,,0.00)
C221 L1(a'I'U1	 .r+l	 Sit 3 J`C01.AJ+U . t1l. III Lo o t; R.	 9'J1U. AND. 0HIP LO.L'1' . 14=t60,) U:FLMeIz0
_ srWLTE=L,1IH1 NLHFLO, 8 .160, DO)
0222 I?(5T'.t1 . Oi.SJ+sCOCC . AtiC.QIiIFLO . GT.14460. ) U1tATI;=l) klIH1(uiHYl.4. USLi11740
S 11 ,100. D3)
0223 1jSUI'=:1Cd11-51'CI u:f1lle7(o0
D224 iF ( U:,Ii I.GT. 0.. AhV	 C6ATL:.LT . 1650e) QDU110 = t10UItP + LuATF uuvz770
0125 L;• (UIrA1=.. J . . 7 tt',0.. AR L. L'HAi-. G'I.tri)UtlL') 0)UtaP = k1)tlt{L'F1u50, 5r:,I ,J17u0
0c16 Lf {G:,UL,Lr..0..A111). WsA'IL. LL. VBUt1P) vi) Utti m 4aWlP-1315, p,1 i>, ! JU
0227	 -- gEU4L = L4Ax1 ( uDUEL1?,0.v())
0228 a UFi Id = 151tGL6 ; tJDllHe 0SIH,e1310
0229 SO11V2=C INFLQ- QU'IFLOtSIOI U!; 1114
0230 ELudV.:=a1.i:VUG(SUItV21 i.,itlt0J0
0k31 ILI ( LWRVC.Lk . 901.1 GO	 PU 201 USII1iUhU
0232 1)52111= 3CUhCi((EL Olt V2)-3553405. {/IsIazu50
0233 -- S0RV.Z = SJdV2-D6PILL 651,710015
i	 0234 =LORV2=901. USL4,!970
:r 235 J CU Y,P=,.3U'tP III) 5P ILL 051 .112du0
0236
 201 CO3TLNUE (151H213 9a
C If1,1TL ( 6,2CE'7)
02. 37 _ 2007 F U i .lA c( IA, 1 711 J; CULtitJEHT . YALUE5 POR J IHO0H , TJ:HPEL,ELORV2 , S0HY1,
1	 SVH V 2, 13,Q1,u2.t) I lit L0h,QOTFLC , QDTIMP,QSPILL ARS.9)
C .IRITb( o,865 ) J,III OUR,TEGPEL , ELORV2,SOAVI , SOM, S3,QI,tI2 , QIHFLO, OS1112900
--
C st;o FLO,4uum P,(r5FILI USLH491(r
0238 865 FOR,1,11(111
	 ,I2, 1N, I3 , 2E9,2 r 9F9 * 0; OSLN19i0
0 234 QSi^ L LL=2SP1 LL+CCUl1 F OSLA1
	 9.ic3 240.
,. 
—
S U:SCL1 I=SUIIOUT t (SUTFLO OSIt129 400241 )001-SUt1.^UT O5IM' j50
0242 IRFBK=KdCi K 051.42900
0243
	
_
IF(PLtIE. .iE.168. ) G(j	 10	 96 ostm.-170
-	 r• 2 ,t4 SZC1=SCmV2 G5I8.'yn0
0205 MW OSL;.)70
0246 0=1r2 Us 1.130%1,
0207 LF(TI,-E.LT,IbO.)GO TO 200 usLt13010
I	 0248 GO TO 93 LSIri.JU.4V
0.249 1i CONTINUE 05103oiG
02$0 IF ( SUIiY2-5TUHAX) 1$,35,16 O:+ Ltt.3J4.7
0251 16 CUUTIHUE OSLUU50
; 252 IF (JCU1, (iT..228SC0.) GO TO
	 17 OSi F.
0253 1UUT = 4HZN1(228500.60,LOUS+SO$V2-SToNA%)
0254 GCUT=Dt1AX 1 (()OUZ,uHIIJ) OSIri3vU0	 k0155 0514309U
- 3256 Uc	 TIC	 9 .1 C51milua0 .67 17 CONTINUt /06141110
025E LIL
 1111 ( S3, SU$V2+(() GUT- 228500.)) OSLlS 1110
`0259 QUU Z = 4I H-%K 1° All EA 1 -5OHV 2+50RV 1 USL C3 i 30
C260 GO	 J:0	 9 1 1 05i CS 140
0261 15 COJTIIfLJ: ULL III 3150
0262 QL:L]T=03101 NUU1,22E500. LO)
0263 SOO V,!=Q I H-XK1 *A MH A1-(;CDT+SOEVI L3IHa170
9204 IF ( SJi1V1.GT . STLMAR}GU 10 45 OSt1:.p1UL
0265 94 COUTIM! 05103 VIG
4	 +,.r
.6on-m11 IY G LEYrTL
	
21	 nAiz;	 BATE
	
15167	 22/33/42
bli !^d	
_	 0266	 IF(QCUT.GT.2,,0500OSPILL= gOUI-7.28500, 	 051nS100
U267	 r	 LF (;;URV2. 67'.359 3tM.) GO 40 vS
	 6519321U
1-t	 02bB	 GO TO	 95	 UsLtiJtdo
0263 _	 95	 COIiTiNU.:	 U5iH3130}	 F?"'	 0270	 C581 LL = i..;AE 1 (0• U0, (SOIM-3553 +} 05. DO) )
0271
	 1.WILL=,)SPILL+1)5PILl.
	 051 G3i5C
,a I'd	 _0 27 2 	 5U1tY2=5011VZ-ll5PILL 	 u5IK3iuuC^ ►^ 	 6273'--• w_ 96	 CONT3NUd	 05111J270
0274	 SU;SP= 5U:1SP +4SPILL
	 oslV3200
0 275
	 PC,l iii= ER,iUS+QSP ILL
0276	 r.LURYd=cGEVCliaCiiY2(	 )	 1,51n3290
C•....^ull11...UNi'f AK RLLLASE	 Q0UT2.. . OFfVl;AK RELBASE	 051033ov
0277	 lr(4^31tI-111250) `
	
O,10U,101
	 us1n3310
0270	 100	 UUUT1 = QUUT
	ObIcs»,.O
0279	 QUut2=C.	 OS1n33a0
0239	 Nc Tu 102	 w,Im33aG
02 ,31	 101	 uUU11 =114150.
	 051613350
02d2
	 uMl2=k,LR-1142ED	 451	 .3t,C
018.7	 ;;LUTS- Ut61 ;11 11 1415 C. LO.tsOUT2)
0184	 101
	 UN1LVU
	 CS 1.1.13aG
C.....CALC AVtrt6liE RLULY RESERVOIR 9I.C'MION
	 OS1153390
0235	 A VI EL= (cLf)?V1 FEL014Y1) +.5
	 Uz;[313400
^
^'	 Cs..e.L'i:Lv	 Y 4Alf;VCr	 [IUUbS Pkli AC"• F7 RLLI:,IS TS	 4'^t;1141Cp	
02a6	 13untAL= -1.2SGt11s31
	 .52380513371;-G*AV,;Z;L*,02
C.,...CALC uri':nh	 AhL• OFFUEAK	 PCIlLb GENELWIED	 11SLtt3+13(;
T	 -	 0237	 i'u;,=i'l'nfSt'u[rUil^.00)
0230	 PV: c=4 CUC2^ Eo1,i AC*. CC1
C
C:..••.1+:L'UAULACx	 1'l 5,c lc	 l fiCrUCLD	 USIl114oC
^' - 0 30L	 P5UC 1=E3Un1 +ECN	 OSIM3470
0303	 2SUll<=PSU112.PLPF 	 CSitk34UO
0374	 PSUn-ESUd1+PSUC2	 O5I113490
C-^ 	 030S
	
P{.A 424 = Fui r Zg l . PON
0305	 $C,i1,25=Eoh t25 4 P0 7 F
_ 0337	 iori: =^UTi14f-jVeEK jrxEEK)
`r	 0398	 _ —	 lulou7=rO'iOUT+QCUT
0309
	
1k[dU i=lil 1011+POUTO
0310	 USWiI=105Unl4ECFT11
`"-	 0311	 'LF(lUi;EK.I:Q.l)UC TG	 103	 OStn3500
0312	 IF(J,hc.4u)	 3U	 '3.0	 105
0313	 USLS35L0
—°' 0314	 103	 CQ[iTINUc	 OSIl1..,530
2ACk 0007
NOFiTRaS TT6 LFVi L	 21	 KA114	 AA.LE = 75167	 22/33/42
0315 kRITE (UN IT2,855)11BAH	 051t13540
0315 * HM. (U;1i'11,854)	 USItS3550
0317 105 COSTIVUh	 rib ir.351+G
C NfiMJUS.112,B51)J,kLC1iV1, BLOB VZ , SOhV1,SOX	 (KileLK),	 GSitSia70^-
=__ G 3uLUT,COJ72 , 1{5PILL,PO11 POF11 , STCtlAR	 G5IH35a0
- 0 316 IF (J . N E.24)	 uO TO 6000
^ s: 0319 _r— i;RLTE(6,9401)
0320
_
9001 FORBAT ( 1:(,'THE POWE5 + SPILL VALUES FOR FK 24 ARE-0)
0321 WR17E(UNIT2,85?)	 PCaRS,ECHR24,POH825
0323 6000 iF(J,HE,4J)	 a0 10 7000
Y .' 0323 SUA:iPT-5UNSET+5WlSP
0324 Pswll l=dsu1:11+PSU,91
-4-.. 0325 r5u:,^d=f5R[ 2Z +P^ut12__
0326 iOTllil=TUTl:i1 tTLTi6
0327 T0:0T2=1!0T(.T2+IGTOUT
0328 T1lMA&Til60.',+1,ESU:1_
0329 TIE9.".1=rilliIV.1I-111SUMI
0334 xHI:E(6,1002)
- _ 0331 9002 FOR;IAT(IA,'TlIL SPILL AND P0,12.8 VALUES FOR HK 	 43 ARE:')
- 0332 ifEzl-l h (UNLT2,u53)	 SUnSP , EsLm1 , PSUt52
0333 irHlTk ( n, 3003)
0334 9003 FOHSA:(IWlHE CUrLATZV6 VALUES FOR THE SPILL + POirER AH901
0335 ^- dElTLt0,lrlA,fJ53)	 SU35PT,PSU811,PSUli22
_ 0336 eHITslb,29911
-_ 0337 2999 FCUHAT ( 1X,' Tlli? QlN	 AND (}OUT	 VALUES FOR WK 43	 ARwt')
0338T—
_
IOTIH, TOIOUT
0339 bHLlc(6,2997}
0340	 - 2997 FOnl:A'I (14,'TRE CUt1ULA%IVE VALUES FOR 1,IN AND QOUT ARri: t)
03 u i -- , .RiFL ( 6,2'3y8)	 101IN7 , TOLOTZ
= 03 2 2334 _	 imA1(1,19,box,2F16#J)
0343 dhITE (6,7112)
0344	
T
7212 2J :( f1 AT()R,'TIIE UK	 43	 VALUES FCR OH AND OFE TOEHtlIL1TU POWER A'JE:'}
0345 Wi+ lIa(6,299 0 )	 ThSUH ' llisulS1
9346 u1tuip,7213)
- 0347 7273 FC.IY.AT (IWII1E CUIIULA71YE THLUMILITO POWER VALUES ARE"')
_-_ 0.148 hiiL TE(6,2936)	 T1lElsU,2H.Mil
0 3 919 1433 ;=C, L'0
0350 TIlSUY1a).DO
0351 SIMSP=0. 00
0352 25Jtl1=0.00
0353 PSUE2=7,00
- 0354 P0.6s=C,Uo
0355 rod1i24-J. D0
O J54 1'U,ia15=0.00
0357 1;GTIHmO.00
0358 TOTOUT-'1. il0
_ 0359 851 FCR I AT (II!	 ,1 }9,12,3%,2Fy . 2,1F9 . 0, F7.2 , 9F9.01	 (ISLt33n0C
0360 853 FORNAT(1110,G0X,3F1b.0)—_
0361 _ -' _ B52 FoltriA1 ( lll ,13QH NEYK	 BEGtN	 END	 BEGIN	 END	 FLOOD	 AOSIM3b20
-	 ^ SLLOif	 Wz EKLY
	
NLEKLY	 02FFLAK	 SPILL	 CNPLAK	 OVPYLAK	 STU
StlA%
	 r/a,liou flu.	 LLEV	 hLLV	 SCOIIAUb	 5'i'UhAut	 U:. 1P1364C
$PARA.1
	
STU[s,liE	 IN:ION	 OUIFLL'h	 OU1'FL"	 UUT:LOn	 L•NL•RtSY	 allrlWUnLYjtvC
• SY	 }	 Usi ti p bbV
0362 855 YEAR	 ,14,59	 UbIY..1b7C
' 0363 7000 T:i1'c1u(KdE8K)=SOE;Y2+.000001
0364 !k lSit,{ilwLklt) =53 + .000001	 t-'.L11j.,',L
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C	 I: (KeFkK,EU.X)8kI?£(62^EGO) (TSTCR (I) pl=1,R)
C	 I: (K"HK. EO.K) YHITE ( b2 l 850) ( T685TO(I)
0365	 860	 2oN8J1I(92F6.3)
_	 Cq....U?DATB &ESEFYOI5
SORVImSOM0366
0367	 6LGRV 1=«'LO&V2
^_03GS_ _ 500 CONTINUE
03 69	 STOP
0370	 END
2,4/33/ 42 	 PAUL 0004
OSIP37CC
cbZna710
05!8.1710
05111373  0
OSIM3750
OSIns760
H
1
H
FOhTRA1i IH G L£Y£L 21	 fI1LE	 UA'I'E	 '2510	 11/33/42	 PAGE 0001
0001 SUBBOUTINE RULE
OC'JZ i1L'LLC it	 RhAL • U	 {A–R,C–Z)
C.••..Ttti5 TISUJSAUTI.NU ,LL CALCULATE THE WEEKLY ItHLZASZ FROM UROVILLE uSIM37YO
0073 IItILJ ER
	 UNITI, UNIT2 psLMibUG
` 0004 t:U.M0Ii/ LARGE/,jWZs:K{4600), G IN,t;OUT,uM1, PUP (8 ,52),SJ, SORV2,SORY1,
=_-'
`
1	 L•nri, NI2rQLi2,t1I173.1iNU,S1Ii2,liZF3rHIF'4,
;__	 __.----•_- ^_-	 _ 1 TSIUR ( 1000) , IE,°1570 (2400) , SICCAX, R IUDIC (4) , PdAft (d) rBARQ (52)
1	 CJRdE ( 32),tLIt ICE ( 12),BORV ( 7,4)„BASORV (7),JWEI&K(52),I1,J,88i;LK,
1	 UIiIT1,U:lI2lrl:e5?(10),NN,KK,IYEAlI,JM1
405 0_:,'L 1=3 i–J
00-36 L` tLTt =DA65 (Oi3 LT I)
= Y 0007 IF tJ. Ej. 31)	 DLL7'1=1.0
=. OCCS IF ( J-t;b.25 . AUD.J.L7 . 37)G0 '10 44 051113480
0009 5U.1eAb-i). C.5 111.1
0010 5 U It P L P =0. US11139OU
0 011 J., i =J-1 c.s1 17.191C
E * _ 0011 I: (JXi..i1.ON01=52 OSIKJy2C
r
=` 0013 J1 =	 J	 *1
0014	 _ J.4 =	 J	 41
0615 J3 = J	 +3
0016 IF (J. Ett. 50) J3=1
0017 IF ( J.LJ,51 ) GC TC 4441
C^1d IF (J. EV. 52) GO 7C 4 44 2
0019 ,U TO 4J50
_ 0010 4443 CONTI11U1:
7011
_._.w
J2 =	 1
0012 J3 = 1
OC23 GU TO 4950
00214 4442 CCNTIIiUL
0OZ5 41	 =	 1
:r 0016 J2 =	 1
0017
_
J3 = 3
0023 4950 CONTIYUL
0029 JIF1	 = VIP	 CC00000O01
-	 — — 0030 R HI =	 'dEF1/(11IF1*8iF2+hI`r3+f1IF4)
rfLy 0031 SE(IYEAR.LT . 1947 ) CALL	 0011Ai1:(.1 0,54) OSLMj930
UO31 2 IF{IYr.Aii . 1.T.1947 ) GC TC 30 OSLGJ94C
OC13 IY ( KaEc ,L.Lit1.1)uU	 70	 12 USICJ950
0034 DC 5 L=i,a uS1M35b0
0035 SUM PC2 = y UMPCP + PCP (I, JM1) csltis970
GC3o I: { L'	 P(1,J'.II) , kJ.0)GC T C	 5 051M39nG
0017 sUMuf ++-:; UUuAs+2BA6 (I) CG5Lii950
C rull Tr. (U.11I1,u+ 0u)DCF(.I,Ji11)rsuUl CP 'suml!AR cbiC.U000
	 -
0033 5 CONTINUE CSIK4010
0039 IF(SU119AR)br6,7 OSLM4LIC
0030 7 JCNTItiu usle4030
ZC41 Vllz,=I'Ab •. 50784 ( SUM PCP/5UM3AR) * 40. 32 USI M4040
0042 GO T o	 11 C5It'll050
— _
0043 6 CONTINUn OSIh-tttuu
0044 EAb=PAb*.3079 OSLA4070
0045 805 FURNAI (l11	 ,215, 10FIQ42) USI ra(;bC
0046 80$ ?OR {AIC1110,13F10.2) GSI:14Gy0
0047 12 6L'i;i1YU4 us1r411:C
0348 eivt=Ci7I:i1 ivil l,11.D0)
C.,,..LUCATr P:1UL'LIt AULA Gk FLOUV C:CIMICL UTAGBAM L!,1U4I_
0049 IF(J.dL.37.A:1U.J.LT.41)G0 '10
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0050 IF (S.GE.4i.05.J.LT.7J}G4 TO 20 USLM414C
JJSI Ir(J,+.E.13.Att0.J.LT.2u)GV YU 25 USLr41to
0052 15 CON rIN1IE OSLn41bO
0053 5LJP£.- (100.- (PAtt-4„} n 12.5) *1000. W164170
C'^ ;;,) ^_-' 0054 IF{£,IA. LT *
 u.}5LU?L'=(43.75) x'1000,. 061441bC
t? 1 0c55 IF(PAN.GL .11)SLCPE=lB7.5*1000. CS1:tu1.10
0056	 - Su=SL(jPn"(il£LCAT[J)-37}
1	 ;-.t C..,..54 15 1.13 liEtiUIRSC YCLUME FC BESERVE EOH FLOOD CCNTEOL USI0421C
0037 GO TO 33 05IU4i40
0058 20 cullrl1.Ua LS1tF423G
^* .0059 - Su=37!3CCO.+(PAP 0s1114 t40
t^ l C0a(' IF(('A3.Lc.3.75)Su= 375004. GSLI4250
OOcl IF(FAi+,.i.'5.11) 54=750000. usIm4i 0
011 62 ^`-- J GG TO 30 CSI t'4z70( .0003 25 CONTLNU ; 051,.4x00
0064 34- 375030.+(PAR-3.75)*5GC0a.- 6618,2,J^DFLOAT(J-12)
^q
1	 3
0065 30 LUNT1 UE OSIr14310
C 066 54=1 MAY 1 (O. LO, S4)
CCo7 SJ= 3531000-s4 05Ltta34C_
0060 CELST0 =63-50 RV1 OsiB%+350
000 IF(Knal:K-1} 32,32,31 01%L11-1360
0070 31 CONTiNUi 051°4070
Z=: 0071-•"'- (.31=, n:iK JEi5iELK-1) OSIO.4a6O
0072 32 CONTINUF Lai:'i4.'ya
__---_: CO3 
-^
iF1KTfFK,Et1.1)J!i<1=2E209. Oidf;44LC
0074 LF (J.hr..44) SK=O USIM4410
}s C.,,.TNLS LCGIC IS TlIAT G° RUIE B-1 itLTR Tllk RESEJIVCIR UNCONSTRAINiD IN FEB
1 0075 IE (J.JT,43.CB. J*LE n 11N) 	 GO TC 38 CSL ti44 00
1-' 0.076.- GO TO 34 00104440
CTS Z _ 0077 38 i:WTINO3 u•;Iti4450
0078 CAUJ= C, EO- _
J 07 9
-
J t L'f A = STOHAX- SO FY 3 LSI K4 4t,0
0060 BK=KK+1 CSLtl44 70
0031 IF (SO I.v1. GT. S3)GO
	
10 34 U!'I1144n0
,_: UELTL(b,2045)	 DELTA,J
W7
^-
- 0032 2005 FCltIAT ( IX,10ELTA=* , F'15,5,1J-+,I4)
0033 IFjDlLTA)3b,3b,37 C51t14490
_
0034 36 CUU•TLNUE 05184500
0085 CG=0.25 Uhlwi510
003G I7(J.GT,26.CR,J.LE.4) 	 CC=1.0 CSIM45eO
_- 0037 IF(J.GT.4,A6D.J.LL.
	
0)	 CC=0,5 C5IY4530
C Hllsll kLc=1, a0 U1-VI1;.
	 THIS IS CORRECT IN Tile "U11C:ONSTHAINTW I
 CASE
C	 AGAI11 If 6jF=U,QOUi VILL THE ShEk AS BEFORE
-
0488 —._
,_._._..
UOU r = kr*
 (
1	 UAaJ {J} + VIE.* CS;IN-BABC (J) )+CORrE (J) *(l. BO-WIF Chu%;
i	 }*(tlNi-iSAt1t)(Jni)}->:ELTa^cC 	 4CAU4
' - _'^ 2	 +{.fIP2/HIFI}(SlIP2(lIN2 +	 (l, ^kIFl)*.LAROWi)}
3	 +(ai23/;I£1 }*(i.I£3*uIN3	 +	 {1.-kliJ}35AItk(J2) J
.	 -•. 4	 +	 {7.-HLF4)x4 BAN,} (J3)) )_
C grltTE ( UNIT2,BOo ) PAU,54,S3 , OkLSTO+BARQ (J),COUlli. (J)	 %JOUT , %iLN. DEL rl OSI:14770
0044 U%l:Up:I us1174550
0030 37 CUNTI NO GS1114;>DC
'- 4091 4Odr =	 nCR{
1	 :iAit ! ( .1) r MI F* ( t;LG - u Alit (J} )'t[ Ui^nk (.]} + (i. LU- ►.Ir) M {1.N 1-riAte k CJ;11) Ll11ivUOt7
1	 ) -ui.141 (UFLUAl (0.)/l3. CG, 1. LO) *DELTA
	 ftALJ
2	 F(nlcl/n3:1}6('siE2'4L3.2	 t	 {i.-di:«JaiiAnr(J1}}
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-	 -- 3	 t(StIF3/ki21)*(NiF3^?StiN'. + 	 (7.-StzFd}*liARu{J1f)
4	 +(kIF4/HIF7)*(I?IF4'It)3N4
	 +	 (1. -WXF4)*)3AIiQ(J3)))
C ifRITF{11YITi,811b}NAN154r53,DEI5F0,UAE(St{J)1COtiilz(J},uoUT,QZHyDELTI OSItS4770
0092 RETURU 0SIM590
'rG^153-
	
- i 34	 ,:- COSiTm,
	 _ OSLt1400
0094 CAUJ = 0,
^:___ _—__.0 dRiLE(li,20R6)	 DbLSTOrJ	 - .
0095 20116 FOR MAI ( If, r 1;ELSTOm
	F15.5 , rJ=i,I4)
0036 I2(DLLSTJ)35,35,40 O5IM4n10
0097 35 GOUT =	 i1f*(
- 7	 tA^[J[.I)till F F"({;IN
—BANC(J))+CCRIIE(J)#(1.1)L—AL2)#(V81—BARyt (its 1))CIINGGQJ2
1 -DhLStu*L:AOJ
-jy_.- Z	 4 (kI: 2/SIF if * (t+IPi*L:It;2
	
4	 (1.-kIF2)'^UARi2 [J 1) )
3	 +(eLP3/h1F7)*(kIF3*uIH3 4	 (1.-StYF3)*1jnHSI(Jl)}
4	 t(,;I:4/8IF1)*{pIF4*tellt4
	
t	 (1.	 k1F4}*DA&t)(J3)))
0098
_
GO TO 47 OSIB463D
0099 44 CONTME OSIh464G
0100 QCUT = nr-(
-- _	 _ 1	 UA:t1(.1)tAiF*(4ltt^t3hRS)(Jl)4COiixE(J}+{7.L0-sriF}*{ Rti7-8AA(}(3ri1 ChNIM30
1	 })-.5 • t^dLs'IOF
	
toGJ
2	 + (R3i2/rF1?1) * (kT?*OINe
	
+	 (1.-kIF2}#DAltSt (J7) }
3	 t (kIF3/)?IF1)*(kIVJ*01N3
	
+	 (1.-WIF3)j^bARQ(J2))
_ 4	 a (+f IV4/i1IF1) * ( u j F4 *QjN4	 r	 (1.-WIF4) *UAItU LJ3)) )
I
0101 GC TV 45 0504b60
EY,_ 0142  44 CONTINUE c45Ld4 u7G
0103 42 tgtJI-uf.Ns-(50(IV2-147000[)/I;ELT1 OS1114bb0
0104 PAR=0. OSIm4690
[705 S3=33sd300. 051N47C0
0106 45 CO..:LGUE 1;5Lr4710
11197 IF (J, G1. 37. AND. J. LT.43)	 GO TO 46 OS1t1471Gt=w
 C 01,11TE ( UNIT2r806 ) PAEt,54 , 531,ULL5T0,0ARQ {J}rC aRItH (J),U0UT,u19 DELTI VSIt.47700 111t3 RLTURN GSIH47.^U
0709 46 aCI'M NUB US10474C
_ 0110 GCUT-Gt1AX1 ( (QIU+ (SO RV2-2470 CC C, )/DELT1) ,uOU7) CJS134750
-= T'. 0711 I." ( SORYI .IE.S3) iIQOT- E1t;IN1 (-JOU1,22E50O,DO)
C %' Ell TI; (UNIT2 806)PAR
	 4,S3,UELSTG IIAA	 J' COARF. Jr	 r	 r	 4 ( ) r	 (	 ) ,[fOUT,QTY-, RE] TI
s
-
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6I:CONN OSIti+; 7hC0113 END uS1n4730
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hEAL FUSCTICN ELEVC808(VOL)
0002 INNLICII Hr.AL°U (A-F,O- z)
0003 It,Thull'.	 Ut,IT1,0UT2
^..: C.,,,.THIS FURCTIUN CALCULAZES THE i:LEYATION OF THE AESIM 0111 31EIEN VOLUNk 
C . . . . . . IS GIVEN its TUE ArwUSEHT U5184b20
0004 CGNKU !1/11,1-,GE/k,I•hK ( iGGO) , LI(i,C0U7,QN I,PC.? (t1,52),S3 , S0RV2 , SORY1,
I	 l-A1l , 'o,1 	 1142	 11 ; 3,uIb4 , h7F2,SIF3,NIF4,
I	 rirw ( 2u00),TCtIiTU ( 2600 ) rSICCAX,PHI:DIC(4)felmi ( a)0UAAQ(52)
1	 CUP.E3E ( 52),%,1t ICE (12),EIGUV ( 7,4),UAscuv (7),JIIEEK(52)
	 N'J,K1lEEK,
VIl1-r1 , U:1I12, I:A1 (20) r'Ili ,KK,IYEAR,J11I
C......FIND fOJPIR 5h'I	 CF LCEFF1CIMUS OBJEh 85C
''	 'j 0005 3.^-'	 (VLL-U0 I,V (4, 1))	 5,5,40 Usit3uliib0
0005	 _ 5 Cul;ILtlU_ 0SL G40(6
OCC7 IF ( YUI^3uE+Y El , l}}	 1C,i5 , is Usla4nr0
OCCs 10 1=	 1 O!,In41iyC
OC39 G0 TO 70 CuLr4gU0
0010 15 If 	 (VLL ^OunY ( 3,1)	 }	 20 , 25.15 L51C4r10
GOIl 20 I=	 t Vs,t4:ea
tom: 0012 .;U TO 70 Ua1 .4YSd
0013 2b I=	 3 USiM1U)ISO
OOi4 So TU 70 U:,Si14J5G
'Jl'r15 40 CCIMPUb Lsa:i4bLO
0915 IE ( VUL-OO1IY ( 5,1))45 , 50,50 Ls 1a + y 7G
E 0017 45 d =u USId4^esn
1- OOle J0 TO 70 CSi,:+.byG
0 019	 ' _ 50 IF ( YCL - tJCIIV (6,1)) 55, b0, 60 US145J00
0010 55 I=5 wIn.'u10
0 v Z1 'a0 To 70 ul i ;50A
= - 0C:.'2 60 Ii (V CL-d0RV (7,1 )) 65,75,75 0
0 023 55 I=n USL r5G u{,
_ 0024 6u TO 7C GS1t*;,?o
0025 75 I= 7 Usi1V'uJ
002u 70 COYTINUB 0S111.507G
0 ."7 r=0 L51 350,1c
'- OC26 801 FC:t;fAI (10110) U;, 1n;l1rC
r' 0029 E!ASORY(3) o-30. CSIn:1,C
c3e so J9LTL= (:; TO1+UR (5 L) - VCL)/AIMAOei ( EL) GSI .5110
0031 IY ( K.GE.tO . UH.1)ABS ( DELIA). Lt. .09)	 tiU TO 40
0032 hL= tL-3:'LTA U5t! ^13C
C et8IrEEU ,U00)	 K,E1rYCLrULTA GSI 551 4 0
0033 -	 --	 800 Pc1K AT ( iIi	 rI5,F12 , 3,Fi25,2i2 . 6) USitS51hC
0034 K=K+1 i^SltlsihL
OG35 ti c TO 60 us1r.511u-
0036 90 CEWE INUE CSIY51d0
0037 ELSY0E = DI1AXI 4 290. OO,I:L)
0038 BETURA G$I85[00
1 0$39 EbD as! 1,5410
PAdz: 0001
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^^ 0001	 - etEAL FUNCTION 57UR08*b(EL}
0002 IY2LICIT REAL *8	 ( A–Bet;–'L)
0003 INTEGER UF171,UNIT2
MCTICN CALCULAILS THE STORAGE IN THE RESERVOIR w(IEN BLEVATIOh IS__C,••..THI5
—__
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"^ _ C..... Till;	 GIV:Ii	 kb(;U:SE:;T Ost95240
u. AOQ^F CUI4SUt+	 LANJe ^ii/	 /' !^i;K 1600	 Q(	 ),QLN,CCUT,n1,PCP(B,52),53,SOHV2,SORV1,
1	 EAi[,KIP,uIN 'L,uLif:i,t^It,q , SlLc^,HEP3,HIF4,_^^ _	 __
1	 'T3TTOS ( 2600), 'iE11s70 ( 2t)00) , STCEAX , PkUDIC (4),PliAR(6),13ARil(52)r
1	 COfiRk{51) , G:iiCE ( 12),BOHY (7,4},ISASORV (7),JYLEY. ( 52),B,J , ZSYkkK,
1	 UdI f 1, U:[L'i' Z, C1T (20} ,t+tt rKK r IY.°.AH,JM 1
0005 "^
_
I-I: i{ (3at:,L [EL-2JC. x0) 	 ,100) s1
0006 IF	 (cL.33.Fs90,)	 1=7 0511152HO
_ 00007 x?(EL.Lk . 2°0.)I=1 OSLt;5Lx0
0008
_
800
	
FURtmT(10I10) CSIn5.300
0009 Y= EL-^UA5UhV (I) OSIt75310
0010 STORC6=:30RY(I,1) + BORV(I,2 ) *Y+R011V (I,3)4'Y * Y	 ¢ OSIN5320
5 Boa V ( I, 7) *Y*K-Y CSI E5. ,Jc
0011 STUitUn=LMAX 1 10.DO,sTOBO$)
-- ;- 0012 aE rulls osIM5350
0013 • '^	 sNO US11153o0
YAOk 0001
c= =
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4001 HEAL FUUCTICN ANEACl%*Q(EL)
0002 InPLICLt YLALOU
0003 El4rLGEN UNL11rU21112
C.r e.. PHIS :UNCTIGN CALCULATLS THE AU:•A 02 Tilk RLSbMIU MIEN AN «LZVATIUN
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t— C4,9a.IS GIVEN AS THE ARGUIWIT USIn5390
- ' -000 1♦ CUltli:l/I,ARutj{^k:LR(ZGCO}rQEN,S,CUirQHlrf'CP{8r52)rSSrS0AY7,rS0:{ Y
,.	 .^_.._ 7	 P^tR,dI@,^i[12r42213r+eI34r1iIF1•rl+IP3rtlIF4,
1	 Ta1Un(2U00),7misic(16170)rsaCrAX,PIIFDIC(4),FNAIt(8) 	 BALtv152)r
i	 CUliiiJ(i2),;)RICE{1i),1^06Y(7,4)rLtASQIiV{7),a1NGEH{52)^N,J,H,?Z:K,
1	 UttIT}rUNIT2,ilal(2C)rNNrKK,ITL•AU,.iti7
L3 ^ 00U^ I^IFLx Is.lGL {EL-2^0. t10) 	 /100) ^ }(~^ 000G	 .. IF(rL.Gt.090.)1=7 DSIt:5 43 C
_.0007 IF ( :;L.Lc.29C. )I-1 USIH5u4C
0000 Y= USL.15450
0001 USIM5460
44Y•Y CSIn5470
:w 0010 AhTU RD 0511154 80
F=- 0011 zND (;Sln:)uyQ
IF?H;AhH IY G LEM 21	 1101%AIH
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.^^. 3091 SUISROUTLHE H0RAIH(J,S4) 0511:5500
.0092 irl-LICIE RhAL f11 (h-tE,O-:;)
0003 IltYiuEr, Ut1I1l,U4IT2
_ C....•PHIS ^)UJdOUTI!-E 15 ONLY USED hHEN PRECIPITATION FOR THE INtu:%
	 CSIH5510
e- C**q*rjTATIOtlj 3!i i1CT AVhSLhbLE CSIN.5520
9004 ulY2h!aul {1FC 112) OSI115530y=^ 0005 45.RYt=750. 45135540
0.006 IF (J, NE, 1} 11U TO
	 10 051055bU
0007 :th AO (')	 ,d00) (QFC(I) , I=1, 12) vbla',*j40OP36 10 CC4111t11:: ObLN!670
FT-' 099 I  (.1. L0. 32) %isAVE=On (12) usin55a01	 _, .41 t7 Hd 1=J/4. ,13 OSL ,hWJ40011 IF (7581.,;1'.11) tint	 11 OblflJI19C
0 0012 no If rH m p al *1 US 	 3541 u0013 1  (8111, Q.0) HilI=12 usIot,,a9014 E=UFC (ttl1) CSIriSajC
0015 EF( owl.I.Et).1)U=g5A4E USIh5u40
0016 S4=01- (t1FC (11Ot1111) -C) a (ELOAS(4) /4.33- (tioNT11-1}) OSLcs7t30
OL17	
-
_ 54=54*1900. Gsih5b^9
0018 800 M1.4,tT { 12Nb,1) (,5L175070
0019 801 MIHAT (1d
 , 12E10.1) Ol.LY50a 0
0020 UO2 FORHAR (Ill
	 , 13F"10.1) Osl t5° Oo
r= 00	 4 HtrOaH OS183700
— 0022 z=111 caIH5710
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'JOGS BLOCK DATA
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